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Editor’s note:
Dear gradsters, thinking about life after graduation can be rather intimidating because of the
obscene obscurity that comes with it, but what if I told you that it doesn’t have to be that way?
Don’t freak out; take a deep breath. This is the best time for you to find yourself and master
your craft! You are designed for greatness – it’s time for you to take the first step in the
right direction.
As you trek forward towards your first graduate job (or internship), you must be absolutely
prepared to own your decisions and your path! Whilst you’re at it, remember to never
underestimate the power of preparation. A sure way to success is through proper planning,
meticulous preparation, and strategic positioning.
On that note, our gradmalaysia team has prepared a spectrum of specially curated content to
bring you closer towards your first graduate job. We offer the best tips on planning your job
search, all you need to know about applications and résumés, things to note about interviews
and techniques, and even real-life advice on internships and work experience.
It does not end there. Not forgetting our bite-sized ‘Sector Synopses’ that have been simplified
and synthesised for your benefit! You can even get to know Malaysian graduate employers
better through our Employer Hubs and Jobs101: listing too.
Everything that you see within the next 160 pages has been thoughtfully crafted with one
objective in mind: to get you hired! We’ve done our part, now I need you to do yours. Open
your mind as you read through every section in this magazine, and watch your path towards
your destiny unfold.

‘You’re responsible for your life.
Doing the best at this moment puts you
in the best place for the next moment.’

Sharlyn J
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Know Thyself
In this article, Yeow Xin Qi guides you through
one of the most popular personality tests:
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI).

P

ersonality types have gradually become a way
for people to get to know each other in a social
situation. These tests grew in popularity as more
people seek to better understand themselves in a
way that is more widely accepted by the public. Now, let’s
go through each alphabet and what it stands for.

INTROVERSION VS EXTRAVERSION
These traits indicate how much stimulation we can
absorb from our environment.
People who are considered introverts in this
model gain mental energy when they’re alone. They
have a lower tolerance for social situations before
yearning for the comfort of solitude and tranquillity.
On the flip side, extroverts gain mental energy
when they are with a group of people. They are more
interested in engaging with their environment.

THINKING

VS

VS

INTUITION

This refers to the way you take in information.
Individuals with the sensing trait rely on their five
senses to experience the world around them. They
are grounded; focused on the present, which allows
them to better deal with facts and concrete objects as
opposed to handling abstract ideas and possibilities.
Compared to those who have the intuition trait,
they, however, tend to rely on their imagination. They
live in their minds – always, making connections, and
wondering about the possibilities.

FEELING

This trait suggests how we make decisions.
If you rely on logic and rational thoughts to reach
a decision – using your mind over your heart – then
it’s possible you have the thinking trait. Those who
identify with this tend to keep their emotions at bay and
invisible, not letting it influence the choice they make.
However, if you base your decisions on your
emotions; following your heart and what you feel
is right, then you are most likely the feeling type.
Individuals with this trait tend to be compassionate and
sensitive to those around them.
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JUDGING

VS

PERCEIVING

This determines our preferred lifestyle.
People with the judging trait are planners – they
like to come up with plans and follow through with it.
They prefer things to be clear-cut and aim for closure
on things they set out to do.
Those with the perceiving trait, then, goes with the
flow. They deal with things as they come; preferring to
let things play out by themselves. They also are more
flexible and relaxed when they are faced with both
expected and unexpected challenges.
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Yeow Xin Qi lets you in on your natural strengths according to the
personality type you identify with the most!
… surprise, surprise. Now that you have graduated with no one else to turn to for help and guidance, this is where we come
in! This article will serve as a cheat sheet for you; allowing you to get a better idea of your skills and strengths – all tailored
to the personality trait you identify with the most. That way, you get to capitalise on your strengths and develop them with the
career path you have chosen!

THE ANALYSTS

INTJ

ENTJ

analytical · independent · flexible

assertive · charismatic · efficient

INTJs prefer to work alone, where they have the freedom
of putting their creative and analytical mind to good use
without unnecessary interruptions from their colleagues. They
focus on the facts, taking great pride in being pragmatic and
strategic to formulate a plan with logic and rationale whilst
casting aside their emotions. Their drive to implement their
ideas and determination to see it to its fruition also gives
them an advantage in being a strong team leader.

These traits combined will make for an excellent leader
who is able to inspire others, who people look to guide
them. Having structure and order is important to them, and
this is what they stick to when they are set to accomplish a
vision with precision. There is a certain level of ruthlessness,
drive, and confidence that propels them. ENTJs do not beat
around the bush – they are able to deliver clear and concise
messages which make them great and efficient leaders.

INTP
imaginative · intellectually curious ·
objective
People who identify most with INTPs are often known as the
ones with an insatiable need for intellectual stimulation. This,
therefore, probes them to develop logical explanations to the
many questions they have stored in their minds. INTPs are
also perceptive in nature, allowing them to easily discover
fragments or discrepancies within a problem. They can do
without the emotional aspects in their line of work, but are
perfect candidates to understand the theoretical aspects.

ENTP
abstract · ambitious · adaptive
Rules don’t apply to ENTPs so long as there is something to
achieve where it matters. They are not afraid of speaking
their mind – even if those very ideas contradict with that
of the norms. ENTPs are all for ideas and abstain from
structure, which means you won’t find them working on the
same project in the same way twice. They are extremely
adaptive, able to flow easily from idea to idea without losing
their pace which benefits them strongly in the workplace.
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THE DIPLOMATS

INFJ

INFP

empathetic · idealistic · passionate

compassionate · idealistic · introspective

INFJs are governed by two things: people and their values.
Simply knowing that what they’re doing has meaning and
benefits people in the long run will automatically increase
their satisfaction points. This desire for connection between
people whilst upholding their values makes them a fierce
protector of both whenever either one is threatened. Their
calm exterior is popular among their colleagues as they
are often seen as positive and eloquent, yet also able to
detect and diffuse conflicts in a group.

Some see the world as what it is, but INFPs see it as
what it could be. No one would dare taint the light of
INFPs, as their unshaken optimism would thrive under
any circumstances. They prefer a democratic approach
at the workplace over overpowering others. They express
themselves the best through their art, revealing all of what
they feel as writers, or actors. INFPs value authenticity
and originality in life, including the people they surround
themselves with, as well as the art they bring to the table.

THE SENTINELS

ISTJ

ISFJ

dedicated · logical · objective

devoted · reliable · supportive

ISTJs are all about being neat and orderly. They would
dedicate themselves to upholding traditions and rules
with zero complaints. They take great pride when there
is clear established consistency, respected authority, and
societal roles, as it is perfectly aligned with their values and
conservatism. ISTJ is the no-nonsense type of person, only
relying on facts to reach a decision. You will also find them
valuing predictability more than imagination in a setting,
and puts great value in being a hardworking contributor.

No matter what happens, you can always trust that ISFJs
will have your back! They like to work behind-the-scenes,
all without the complexity of being under the spotlight.
An ISFJ is caring and committed to people, so they will
constantly seek out and strive to maintain peace and
harmony with others. They are also motivated to provide
for others and to protect people from the harsh realities
of life, even if it means having to follow through with
mundane, routine tasks, none of that matters so long as
they know it helps care for those in need.

THE EXPLORERS

ISTP

ISFP

curious · versatile · rational

laid-back · observant · open-minded

Life with an ISTP is always unpredictable as they are always
on the go: moving from project to project, deconstructing
then to rebuilding, and many more. They are responsive
to the things that surrounds them, and are always there to
lend a hand physically. ISTPs especially enjoy work coupled
with actual, tangible results, where they can apply their
handiness skills and manipulate the object according to the
situation. They like to jump straight into action as opposed
to spending their energy with the planning, as the very
aspect of risk and danger thrills them.

Think calm waters of the sea at night. Now imagine a
storm coming in the horizon. That is an ISFP. They have
zero problem with challenging the societal norms with the
use of their aesthetics and designs. To them, the world is
a big puzzle and they reinterpret and reconnect the puzzle
pieces with their ideas and connection to others with relish.
They may be quiet, but it is through their actions that you
may notice the thoughtful things they do for the ones they
care deeply about.
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ENFJ

ENFP

altruistic · passionate · perceptive

curious · expressive · spontaneous

ENFJs are the kind of people you want to see taking on the
role as a project leader – they would ensure all the voices
within the team are being heard and acknowledged, even
when it contradicts with their own. ENFJs are tuned to the
needs of the people around them, which gives them the
chance to motivate and inspire people to achieve their
fullest potential. They can be characterised as ambitious,
but this ambition is rooted in the belief that they feel
personally responsible for making the world a better place.

When ENFPs tell you they want to get to know the real you,
they really mean it. Nothing is more mundane to them
than conversations dealing with facts or numbers; they
want to know the depths, like what inspires and motivates
a person in life. They crave the freedom to be creative and
innovative in their quest to come up with original solutions
to benefit people. ENFPs are particularly interested in
exploring possibilities the people around them could
offer, and take great pleasure in taking on people-centred
problems.

ESTJ

ESFJ

confident · organised · structured

conscientious · organised · responsible

When an ESTJ steps into a room, it would feel as if they are
ready to take control of the situation and setting plans into
motion – and that feeling is spot-on. ESTJs love nothing
more than having order and structure in an environment,
and they will take charge to make sure it happens. Rest
assured that they know what they are talking about when it
comes to their facts and opinions, the confidence they have
of their knowledge always makes the most complicated
tasks seem easy.

ESFJs are social creatures and have absolutely no qualms
to showing gratitude or appreciation to others whenever
possible. They are attentive to the emotions of others, so
sometimes they will take on people’s emotions as their
own, and will dedicate their energy into making things
better for the person. ESFJs have a clear set of moral
codes that govern their behaviour, and they will appear
judgemental of others who they think are not acting
appropriately, but it is nothing personal, as they believe
that the way people can get along is when they follow the
societal rules.

ESTP

ESFP

adventurous · bold · rational

energetic · lively · originality

ESTPs are full of life and energy. With them, there is never
a dull moment, as they are constantly pushing boundaries
and exploring their environment. Combining their love of
knowledge and outgoing nature, ESTPs love experimenting
with what they know to come up with original ideas and
solutions to different matters. It also helps that they are
very meticulous and perceptive of their surroundings, even
the smallest break of pattern in a routine task can catch
their eye!

ESFPs thrive in an environment where they are free to live
in the moment and have fun, with people who are sociable
and friendly, too. An ESFP never holds back: they love
experimenting with different styles and latest trends, and
step up out of their comfort zones whenever they can. They
are the life of the party and can be seen as talkative and
playful, which explains why they love being in the spotlight.
They simply want to be part of the action and enjoy
what life has to offer. The ‘offer’ part is best when it has
immediate and tangible results. Oh, and dessert, too!
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Raisin’ RIASEC
gradmalaysia presents to you more personality tests to relieve you of
the many questions and confusion you’re facing!

A

s the saying goes, there is always more
than meets the eye… Let’s be real I have
absolutely no clue as to how the saying
actually goes.
Nonetheless, that is just to inform you that other
than MBTI, however holistic and well-researched
as it sounds, there’s always another option out
there, and that is RIASEC. To take this test, just key
‘RIASEC’ into our trusty pal, Google.
This can work in two ways once you’ve taken the
test: a) you pick one letter from the acronym that
you are most dominant in and take it from there,
or b) you can combine three of the most-dominant
letters as indicated by your results! So, without
further ado, let’s get to it!

R

ealistic – The Doers

Notable traits: frank, mechanical, practical, productive,
structured
You will find people who identify as ‘realistic’ being more in-tuned to the physical
world. They prefer working with tangible things, like objects, tools, machines,
animals, and more rather than something as abstract as ideas, data, and people
(well, people are complicated, I’ll give them that.) Naturally, they would not have
prominent communication skills as they tend to think of the world in absolutes, or
black-and-white, which could add to them being quite conservative and practicalminded in some instances.

I

nvestigative – The Thinkers

Notable traits: analytical, enjoys discovery, intellectual, inquisitive,
logical
With a stark difference from the doers, the thinkers are all about the mental. They divulge
themselves in the unknowns and pride themselves upon their latest discovery. They are
intellectually curious, hence they would enjoy picking apart and assembling facts to make
sense of things. In many instances, they rely on their logic and rationale to analyse the
information and its situation to come to a solution. Thinkers are at their most competent in an
environment where solving complex, abstract problems and analysing facts are encouraged.
14 |
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A

rtistic – The Creators

Notable traits: enjoys freedom, impulsive, imaginative, original,
sensitive
Artistic people thrive in a space where spontaneity and originality are greatly advocated.
They solve problems with the creation of something new – although those ideas might
not appease the crowd, however, such reaction will not faze these creators for long. In
a world where people walk forward, creators are not afraid to go backwards, or walk at
their own pace. One thing to note is that their creativity can be expressed in many forms:
through paintings, drawings, poems, and even through data!

S

ocial – The Helpers

Notable traits: altruistic, compassionate, cooperative,
empathetic, patient
Think the dynamics between the head and the heart – people who are of the social
type would be the heart. The helpers are passionate about helping and making
connections between people. They are skilled with their words and use their emotions
and gut feelings to solve problems at hand, as they have the advantage of being
sensitive and observant to the emotional cues in a social context. It is important that
their career is aligned with their values of helping, teaching, and developing people,
because nothing excites them more than the prospect of seeing people flourish in life.

E

nterprising – The Persuaders

Notable traits: ambitious, assertive, initiative, influential,
orderly
Remember the head and the heart analogy? The persuaders would be the head!
Individuals with enterprising as their most dominant personality type often like to
follow the rules and complete tasks at hand with a certain precision. They usually
solve problems by taking necessary risks, relying on their intuition rather than research
to identify risks that are worth taking. They like to work with people, and are often
influential enough to lead, persuade, and manage a team with great confidence.
Persuaders enjoy taking charge and leading people to achieve organisational goals.

C

onventional – The Organisers
?

Notable traits: conscientious, neat, precise, structured, systematic
Organisers can be described as the calm after the storm. They are task-oriented and very
much prefer to carry out tasks as they are told to by authority figures. It is important to them
that they feel a certain structure and a sense of security in what they do, and boy, once those
are checked out, they mean business. They work forward along with everybody else, and
they will make sure their steps are all aligned with the rest of the world. Organisers work
through things in a systematic way, which makes them a perfect fit for dealing with numbers,
documents, and data.
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The Hunt is On:
Job Search Strategies
Before you embark upon that job-seeking quest of yours, Shiffa Aziz has
some tips to offer on the strategies in finding the right job just for you!

J

ob hunting. Where individuals of all ages are pitted against one another in order to snatch up the latest job
opportunity. Fortunately, it’s not as frightening as it appears to be. All you need is a good strategy, a clear mind, and a
strong sense of determination – just like real hunting! Let’s take a look at some of the tactics you can employ whilst job
searching.

Map out your plan
Treat job-searching like a project. You wouldn’t go jumping head-long into a project
without proper planning, would you? The best way to do this is by creating a timeline
from the start of your job-searching plan until the end. It’s a good way to keep track of
what you have done, how much you have done, and what you might have missed.
For example, you could start off by dedicating a few days specifically for working
on your résumé and cover letter, by working on the finer points and polishing it up.
Whilst working on those, you can research your options in finding the right jobs to
apply to. Then, once you have decided which jobs you are interested in, you should
commit to applying for those jobs within a fixed amount of time per day, because it
can get quite overwhelming if you’re applying for jobs non-stop.

Establish yourself online
Finding job opportunities has never been easier with the existence of the internet.
There are many job posting sites which allow you to create your profile; complete
with your professional details, a photograph of yourself (no selfies!) and a wellcrafted résumé. Applying for jobs on this platform is as simple with the click of a
button. Signing up for these websites allow them to constantly update you through
your email about the latest job opportunities suited to your interests.
More often than not, job vacancies can be found within the depths of social
media. That’s right, you can still browse your favourite social networking site while
simultaneously searching for job opportunities. Use specific keywords in searching
for jobs on social media for more accurate results. LinkedIn is the more commonly
used social networking site for job-related services, while the more unorthodox
ones would be Facebook and Twitter.

16 |
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Meet employers face-to-face
Keep an eye out for any career fairs and make an effort to attend as many as you can.
If you’re still in college, be on the lookout for career visits or career talks organised by
your career centre. In addition to handing out your résumé to company representatives,
you will also have a great hands-on experience in meeting with employers from different
organisations. Plus, it helps in narrowing down your options into specific fields. Remember
to bring copies of your résumé and cover letter along with you – it shows determination!
Before attending job fairs or career visits, remember to do your research on the
companies that would be present on those days. Narrow down your options to companies
you are interested in, and find out what kind of organisation they are, whether they are
hiring, and if you match the criteria for their job openings.

Keep in touch with your connections
Don’t forget to network! This include previous lecturers, coursemates, colleagues,
and even family members. Keep up good rapport with them, as this will make
them more likely to share opportunities with you or even refer you to jobs you are
currently searching for. It’s important for you to continuously expand your network
circle, so you can collect as much information you need about jobs you intend to
apply for.
LinkedIn is a great way to network. Establishing yourself on this website should
be one of the first steps you should take when you start job-searching. Not only
will you be able to make and maintain connections, employers will also be able to
see how well-connected you are with others. Your connections can also endorse
the skills you listed on your profile – which gives you more credibility.
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Research for Your
Job Search
Currently looking for a job suitable with your qualifications after long
years of studying? Hear what Benny Razali has to say.

B

et you’ve heard seniors, parents, lecturers and even friends telling you to do some basic research before every
interview you’ve attended. But what kind of research? How much and how deep should you go? Let’s dig this one
shovel at a time.

Where to start?
This might be one of the simplest questions in the world yet among the hardest to answer. Why? Just like an underfunded
final thesis that was rejected multiple times, your answers could be either too vague or too subjective. Should you place more
focus on the company itself, the people or the products? You’re scratching your head right now, aren’t you?

1. Obviously, the company

Basically everything you can find on the company’s website
or social media accounts. Get yourself familiarised with
the general information – their products and services, their
targeted audience, key management members, or even their
other offices’ locations if you feel it is applicable. Having this
basic information would help you a lot if the interviewer’s
first question is ‘so, what do you know about us?’
I mean, anyone would think that it is rather rude to go
for a job interview without even making an ounce of effort
to know about the company, right? And if I may add,
embarrassing too.
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2. The person interviewing you

It is not a sin to ask who your interviewer might be. After
that, put on your detective hat and go on an investigative
search online. It also lets them know that you’re prepared.
Just make sure your search is short of stalking, because you
don’t want to be a creep instead (at least professionally).
LinkedIn would be my suggested platform for its professional
surrounding, but go on and have a merry chase around
your other social media platforms. Knowing their (publicly
shared) interests could help you to score points with them
during the interview itself. Smooth-talk them, tiger. You
got this.
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3. The competitors

This point was initially thought out to guide you on what
you should prepare to show off how you could benefit the
employers, but I’ll just make it simple. After the minimal
homework you did on the company’s background, find out
about their competitors’ products/services, and compare.
Which part could they improve on? And how can you be a
part of that improvement? Show them that you’ve actually
done your homework (in case they were indeed creeped out
by your stalking skills). Sell yourself here (your talents, of
course). If in doubt, do more homework.

4. The minimum salary acceptable

People everywhere will remind you that asking about salary
on your first interview would be a bit of a stretch, and
most of the time they are right. But that doesn’t mean you
shouldn’t find out how much you should receive, right? Hop
onto job platforms such as hiredNOW or gradmalaysia for
a rough estimation of how much you should receive so you
can have a good bargain at the end of your job search.
(Salary negotiations should only be done during your second
or third interview with the company, just FYI).

Shall we go deeper?
Yes, we shall. But before that, I would like to remind you that by doing research, it isn’t just you searching the internet
about the company or matters that can be seen in black-or-white. Digging deeper means you have to use one of your most
valuable tools as a human: intuition.

1. Feel the vibe

When the HR person rang you up for the job interview, how
did their voice sound like? When asked about the job, did
their description about the job match with the online job
posting you first came across? HR are the gatekeepers of an
organisation; a disorganised HR usually reflects a generally
disorganised office as well.

or
You can just go ahead and have a preview on how people
come and leave the office on working days; preferably
Mondays since they will dress up more casually on Fridays.
Knowing how people react when they arrive or leave their
workplace could give you a hint on the general environment
of the office. But still, be very, very delicate and cautious
about it.

2. Log in to message boards…

…and comb out any gossips that might be floating around
about the said company. This is where you can use your
online-searching skills on something that actually benefits
you. Scout for reviews of current or ex-employees of said
company. Figure out how the culture is like from their
perspectives, but don’t panic if there are negative comments
on the company (unless it’s a lot, in which you should be
very careful).
Remember, these are only from their perspectives, not a
validation of facts. Give the interview a shot, and see if you’ll
like or dread the opportunity you’ve been given this time.
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While Job Searching…
Most people would tell you of what you should do while job-hunting.
This article, however, would not. Join Benny Razali to know some of
the things that you must not do while job-hunting.

U

niversity or college is now a thing of the past. You have done the best you could, and your certificate is now your
best bet. Here comes the next challenge: the job-searching.
Buckle up, this is going to be quite a ride.

Please, DO NOT…

THE BEST
OF THE BEST
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Make a mistake in your résumé

Check your spelling! Silly mistakes will put off recruiters.
They are faced with hundreds of résumés each day; and
while we all want our applications to stand out from the
rest, we want the standing-out to be in a positive way.

Quality is everyone’s
responsibility!

Be reckless with your online
activities

It’s 2019, people! Your data isn’t exclusively yours
anymore. Employers will be checking your social media
platforms once you’ve been shortlisted; to see if you’re a
good lamb or a wolf in sheep’s wool. Control what you
are posting – be sure to delete anything that is not going
to put you in a positive light. Better yet, deactivate them
during your job-searching period!

Don’t wash dirty
linen in public!

Let them know you are desperate

Everybody’s got bills to pay; especially for fresh grads
with PTPTN chasing after you to settle your student loans.
Obviously, landing a proper job with a constant flow of
income would help a whole lot! But surely that isn’t the
sole intention of you getting a job, is it?
Accepting a hellish job simply because of money
sounds very much like a complete recipe for disaster,
unless you’re up to the most extreme challenges (or just an
emotional masochist). Employers want an employee, not a
yes man. Make sure you don’t mess up their expectations.
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Don’t sell your
soul!

Like

Comment

Share
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Be inconsistent

Always check the details you include into your résumé
so that your story is consistent. If you have previous
experiences, make sure you get the timeline right. Try
to list out all your previous responsibilities, and make
a list of the skills you’ve gained. This helps to paint
a clearer picture of your work ethics for your future
employers to see.

De-couch the
potato!

Just rely on online applications

You can send hundreds upon hundreds of applications
online to every job portal available but chances are,
only ten would come back to your inbox. Especially
when your experience in extracurricular activities is just
a lukewarm list of forgotten memories.
It’s time to be proactive! Figure out other
alternatives for job hunts other than the WWW. Don’t
be a lazy bum – get out of the house! Pursue and go
after the companies you’re aiming for! It is never too
much to ask for a visit to the company or a simple
informative interview with the HR so you would know
what to expect while hunting.

Authenticity is
key!

But do remember,
Keep an open mind and keep trying!
Let’s face it; this is a very grave era for job-seekers,
especially young graduates. We now live in a time where
thousands of qualified applicants are eyeing for the same
job all thanks to the free access to information on the
webbies. You may score the job of your dreams; but what
if you don’t?
Take other job opportunities into consideration. I’m
talking about the job that doesn’t really fit into the ‘hit
list’ that you have. The job that might only use 10% of the
knowledge you’ve gained from student years – the ones
that are advertised on job portals with the caption ‘all
disciplines are welcomed’.

Every job comes with an opportunity of learning. Doing
something that is not what you expected to do is a gateway
to some new knowledge to be dug. Sure, your passion lies
in Sales or Marketing, for instance, but nobody ever loses
if you also have additional skills in other fields.
If your passion is strong enough to pursue the career
you really love, it will come to you when you’re ready, one
way or another.
The magic keyword to hold on to here is: Try.
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Resuming

Your
Résumé

While there is no ‘correct’ way to
write and present a résumé, some
rules do apply. Jaideep Patel
elaborates.

C

Customise it

Never attempt to shortcut your way to a job by
compromising your résumé. Of course, it is tempting to
reuse the same résumé for different job applications, but
make it a point to customise each and every résumé you
send out to the job you are applying for. Why? Each job is
different – so your résumé must be, too.

oming up with an effective résumé can be one
of the hardest challenges of the job hunting
process. After all, you’re expected to fit all of
your study, extracurricular and work experience
into a single sheet of A4 paper, or at most two. The worst
part: the fact that you will be shortlisted for jobs by the hiring
recruiters based on this piece of paper (or a digital version
of it).

SO, HOW CAN
YOU MAKE YOUR
RÉSUMÉ WIN THE
BATTLE FOR YOU?
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Remove unnecessary skills

If your résumé has a skill section, make it a point to keep
only the relevant skills to the job you are applying for. A long
list of skills doesn’t help your case in any way – if anything
it makes it harder for the recruiter to find the important
skills needed for the job. You can also go a step further and
categorise by the three skill types:
• Transferable skills
• Job-related skills
• Adaptive skills
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EMPLOYER

Make it work harder if you
don’t have work experience

Include a career objective

A career objective, or personal statement, will help draw the
recruiters’ attention to what you are currently looking for. In
your career objective, be clear about the position applied and
why you are a good fit for the role – but don’t overdo it by
writing a super long paragraph. About 20-30 words will do.

Your résumé has to work harder for you if you don’t
have previous jobs. The good news is, unlike seasoned
professionals, fresh graduates aren’t expected to have a lot
of work experience. However, having zero work experience
(and this includes no internships completed) may work against
you. To remedy this, explain the skills you developed during
your extracurricular activities, especially leadership roles.

Always update and back up

Highlight previous jobs

Documenting what you achieved in your former employment
is a good way to present yourself to potential employers. It
doesn’t matter if you were a waiter at a restaurant or worked
part-time in a grocery store: recruiters value fresh graduate
candidates who take the time and effort to step outside of
their comfort zones to learn real-world skills.

Having a good, effective résumé means nothing if you
don’t know when you last updated it, or where you saved it.
Make sure to have multiple copies of your résumé stashed
in places where you can easily retrieve them from later on.
Another good idea would be to name them according to
the company applied to, and the date you last updated
the résumé. You can even create folders to arrange your
résumés properly, so that you don’t end up working with a
much older version of your document.
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Résumé:

the

skeleton
New to the job scene? Fear not,
gradmalaysia has got you
covered on what to include in your
first résumé.

A

résumé is your personal brand. It’s all about
putting yourself on paper, with the sole intention
of showing potential employers what you have
to offer. While writing your first résumé, keep
in mind that it doesn’t have to be a perfect, star-studded,
10-page document filled with all your accomplishments.
However, there are certain criteria you need to adhere to,
so that your résumé contains all the necessary information
employers would want to know.

YOUR RÉSUMÉ
SHOULD HAVE...
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Your personal details

Worry not, it doesn’t have to be too detailed. Your full
name, age, phone number and email address would suffice.
Without these key information, employers would be unable
to contact you for an interview. Make sure you do not
overlook these small, yet crucial, details.
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A list of your
co-curricular activities

A summary of your skill set

This include soft skills, computer or IT skills, and language
skills. Don’t be shy whilst highlighting your skills! Do not
oversell nor undersell yourself. Stay genuine and honest with
what you can and cannot do.

Your academic performance

You don’t have to include all your results since elementary,
as this will take up a whole chunk of space. Just start from
your most recent (final) academic results, and backdate it
to your SPM results. Here is where you can include your
academic-specific special achievements/awards too! Eg
Dean’s List Award/Best Student Award, etc.

Focus on the activities and volunteering work experience
during your time in college. This shows that you aren’t just
an academically-driven person, but also showcases ways
you initiated to build some of your soft skills through the
activities you were involved in. For example, leadership
roles build your confidence as well as your teamwork and
communication skills.

Your previous
internship/job experience

This section allows employers to evaluate you based on your
employment history. For fresh graduates, you may not have
much work experience to list here, seeing as you’ve just left
college. Not to worry though! In the eyes of an employer,
they would understand why you would be lacking job
experience. However, in that case, you should list down your
internship experience, so that employers know that you are
familiar with the ways of the working world.

HEAD ON TO
FOR MORE TIPS TO
MAKE YOUR RÉSUMÉ STAND OUT THE MOST!
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Résumé:

the
character

With the rough outline of what
goes into your résumé, here’s the
character your résumé should carry.

Tailored to different jobs

If you have ever sent out a large number of applications
with the same résumé, you might want to rethink your
strategy. A better approach would be to highlight different
strengths according to the job description, for the jobs you
are applying for. Here’s the thing – employers sift through
plenty of résumés for a single job position. Personalising
your résumé to fit their requirements would make you stand
out among the rest. It’s worth the effort!
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Written with a professional
writing style

Allow me to demonstrate: ‘So, like, if you were to kinda
write you’re résumé with an overly casual tone like this and
with loads of spelling mistakes, you ain’t gonna have any
employers calling you anytime soon, ya know what I’m
sayin?’ Keep it professional, and make sure your email
address is subject to this rule too. Can you imagine an
employer’s reaction if they were to come across an email
address like, ‘peterkavinskyslover@gmail.com’? Stick to your
first and last name, please.
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Easy to read

If you’re not writing your résumé from scratch, then you’ve
probably come across many résumé templates online. So,
which of these templates should make the cut? It’s advisable
to choose one which allows employers to read your résumé
with ease. Avoid using over-the-top graphics and fonts.
Instead, focus on templates which have arranged different
sections of information in a way that is neat, organised,
and clear. Microsoft Word and Google Docs, for example,
provide exceptional résumé templates.

Straight to the point

You want to be as concise and as straightforward as
possible. Yes, yes, you want to provide an explanation for
your latest exploits and give the employer more context
regarding your accomplishments, right? Well guess what,
that’s what your cover letter is for. While you explain your
suitability for the job in your cover letter, your résumé bulletpoints the facts of the matter. This helps to shorten your
résumé, as it should not exceed two pages.

Proofread

Carefully scan your résumé from top to bottom before
sending it out to employers. Make sure you AVOID TYPOS
AT ALL COSTS. You need to be almost meticulous when
checking your résumé for errors, because mistakes of any
shape or form will reflect poorly on you. Sometimes, a
second pair of eyes helps in pointing out any mistakes you
might have overlooked. You can ask your family and friends
for help, or you can always enlist in proofreading services
offered online.

"IF YOU HAVE
EVER SENT OUT A
LARGE NUMBER OF
APPLICATIONS WITH
THE SAME RÉSUMÉ,
YOU MIGHT WANT
TO RE-THINK YOUR
STRATEGY."
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RECONSTRUCTING

Your
Résumé

Ever felt that your résumé isn’t
good enough? Jaideep Patel
shares three things you can do
today to make it shine.

L

et’s face the facts: finding a job can be a slow and
painful process. There’s so much to read up on, so
much to do… and then there’s always the risk of
being rejected even after all the effort you’ve put in.
Truth be told, the excitement of the job-seeking phase wears
out real quick.
But it’s not all bad news. There are simple things you can
do to make your job search more effective, and few are as
impactful as getting your résumé to work harder for you.
Here are three easy-peasy steps you can take to level up
your résumé game.

Prioritise

Here’s a scary thought: recruiters skim through a résumé in
about 10 to 30 seconds, focusing mainly on the first page.
That’s right – the first page of your résumé is what makes or
breaks your job application. This should give you an idea
of where you should place the different sections. Critical
bits such as your contact information and career objective,
as well as work experience, should be on the first page.
You can relegate things like extracurricular activities to the
second page – but pay more attention to what your first
page contains.

PRO TIP

If you are a fresh grad (with little to
no work experience) you can actually
create a single-page résumé. Contrary
to popular belief, a single-page résumé
requires more effort to prepare, because
you are forced to include all key details
within the boundaries of a single piece
of A4 paper. The good news is that this
also forces you to remove the not-soimportant things.
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Add in your story

We’re writing a résumé, not an essay! I hear you. But every
good résumé contains a narrative of the jobseeker (you).
This is the short write-up under the Career Objective section
of your résumé, which should belong right underneath your
contact information. If you don’t tell the recruiter what your
career objective is, then how are they going to give you that
interview?

PRO TIP

Keep your career objective short and
sweet, so that the recruiter is able to
pick out important information from
it. A good way to do this is to stick to
the keywords related to the role you’re
applying for. Not sure where to look
for these keywords? Refer to the job
requirements section within the job ad
you applied to.

Out with the old,
in with the new

If you’re still struggling to get your résumé right (it could be
the template you’re using) then it might be high time for
you to create a brand new one from scratch. Doing this will
also give you the chance to add in new work experiences
or extra-curricular activities into it, and remove some of the
older stuff (your consolation prize for a high school debate
competition doesn’t seem as impressive now, does it?). Plus,
it may be faster to just write a résumé from scratch then to
correct the weaker areas in your existing one.

PRO TIP

has great tips and
samples on writing effective résumés
and cover letters as well as guidelines
for completing online job applications.
Search for ‘Applications and CVs’ under
the ‘Careers Advice’ section. Good luck!
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UTILISING

Your DIGITAL

PRESENCE

Here is Benny Razali’s guide on
ways to make your digital self more
presentable in the eyes of recruiters.

A

ccording to a survey conducted by Malaysia’s 100
Leading Graduate Employers 2016/17, LinkedIn,
Facebook, YouTube and Instagram are the four
social media platforms that are most frequently used
by fresh grads to seek for jobs and engage with employers.
It is safe to say we are all constantly present on the world
wide web nowadays. As long as you’re on social media
(regardless of which one), you’re building up your said
presence. In the job-hunting field, it is almost a guaranteed
process for future employers to browse through the data you
have put forth – willingly and free-of-all to see – with the
intention to evaluate if you are a favourable addition to the
organisation.
So how can you properly tailor your information to make
sure that you put your best foot forward and help yourself
in this job-hunting process by gaining favour from your
potential employers?
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Get linked!

• Get a more recent and professional-looking
picture (selfies don’t work here!) and update your
experience. Go into detail on what you did during your
internship and all the times you participated in voluntary
programmes in university. Add that to your profile! Some
recruiters are more interested in your participation in
extracurricular activities than your academic achievements,
so let’s make sure you don’t miss anything.
• Connect with thought leaders of your preferred
field. Initiate conversations with them in their postings.
If you are brave enough, you could always message
them for some career advice. They would usually be
more than willing to share their knowledge with keen to
motivate fresh graduates (perhaps you remind them of
their younger self). Once you have established a genuine
connection with them, politely ask them if they could
endorse you on some skills you are confident of.
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Status: Employed

• Again, post pictures of events that are relevant
to the job. Candid pictures and fun captions are a great
way to showcase your personality, rather than just through
your standardised résumé.
• Be extremely careful with your words. This does
not mean that you have lost all rights of posting about
interesting topics, though. Just be sure to remove any
content that could be offensive. Be yourself, but if your
true self is a wee bit too much to handle, maybe it’s time
to tone it down a little.

Click and subscribe…
for a job!
• An extensive history on YouTube is not needed
to garner attention from corporations. You merely
need to tailor your content to your targeted recruiters. If
you are interested in pursuing a career in media, utilise
this platform to its maximum limit. Research on ways to
effectively tag your videos, put thought into planning your
content and be sure to not oversell yourself.
P/S: Don’t forget to share your video links on your résumé
and other social media!

SHOW THEM;
DON’T TELL THEM!

#Promoteyourself
along with your selfies

• Ah, Instagram – the perfect platform for selfmarketing. The vibrant short videos, pictures and of
course, #instagramstory. While you’re busy posting about
that concert you were at last week with your followers
and friends, why don’t you market yourself to the right
recruiters as well?
• Give them a little clue on what kind of social
events excite you, or the kind of topics would
trigger your concern. Let’s bait them into a small
portion of your ‘personal space’ to show them that you
can be responsible and have fun at the same time.

If you find it difficult to explain your
strengths through words, you can flaunt
it in your videos. For fields such as
graphic design and architecture, you
can always choose to show off your skills
by capturing live footage of yourself
using core programmes during your
design process. Think of it as your online
portfolio – surely you want to make it as
neat as possible.

The best way to keep your digital presence in check is to
make sure that you only post useful and non-detrimental
content. Connect every platform to one another to create
a wider reach, and monitor your updates. Utilising all of
these platforms in your career advancement is a legit skill
to have nowadays, so start planning today and get on those
platforms like a professional.
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Marketing Strategies
for Your Résumé
Jaideep Patel shares six marketing tips you can use to
make your résumé work that much harder for you.

T

he world of marketing is fast-paced, competitive and exciting. Marketers work around
the clock to promote specific products or services (or even ideas) to targeted groups of
customers. Many of these tips are tried-and-tested, and some work wonderfully well in
helping you create a résumé that gets you noticed.

Know your target

Start by understanding how your target (in this case, the
recruiter) behaves on a daily basis. Recruiters are busy,
constantly skimming through résumés after résumés, day in
and day out. The implementation of AI and automation in
the recruitment process can’t replace the human element
required to spot the right talent for the right job. So make
this task easier for recruiters by keeping your résumé
(especially the first page) neat, tidy and easy to read.

Optimise your headline

While it is tempting to brand yourself as a ‘Creative
Extraordinaire’ instead of the plain old ‘Graphic Designer’,
remember that the best headlines work when they are
descriptive. Keep it simple and don’t make it hard for
recruiters to understand what you do, or what job you are
applying for. Being creative in a résumé can work against
you, and this is a good example.
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Remain consistent with your brand

When you’re in the market for a new job, your name is your
brand. So be consistent with it. If you’re going to use ‘Wan
Rohaini’ for work-related communication (résumé, cover
letter, email address, etc) then stick to that. It is completely
fine to use a shortened (or a simpler version of your name if
it is hard to spell) for job-seeking purposes, as long as you
are consistent with it.

Stand out from the crowd

There will be dozens (if not hundreds) of people applying
for the same position as you, so how do you stand out from
the rest? Start by positioning yourself within your industry of
choice. Among the things you can do to build your authority
is using your social media networks to create content
relevant to your area of work. It can be as simple as blog
posts or observations on happenings within the industry.

Protect your brand

We discussed being consistent with your brand, but you
will also need to protect it. Your greatest enemies: typos,
grammatical errors and formatting slip-ups. This will tarnish
your personal brand – not to mention lower your chances of
getting a job. Sending in a sloppy résumé is no excuse these
days, so take every precaution to protect your greatest asset:
your reputation.

Use the right platform for the right
purpose

Your résumé should be clean, tidy and easy to read, so it’s
time for you to explore other platforms to highlight other
things, such as your creative skills. It doesn’t matter if you
are applying for one of the more conventional sectors, such
as banking or accounting – creating a visumé or a website
will display a more interesting and balanced side of yourself
to the recruiter.
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Why Communication Is
Key To Your Career
Ask 10 employers what skills they look for in graduates, and at least
eight (or more) will say that they expect good communication skills.
Jaideep Patel tunes in to find out more.

T

here is no doubt about it: communication skills rank very highly in the minds of recruiters, regardless of industry.
Out of the 23 recruiters interviewed in the What Employers Want section of the Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate
Employers 2017/18 publication, 12 outlined communication and interpersonal skills as being key skills they look for
while hiring graduates for their organisations.
So, why is communication critical not just at the workplace but also in the interview room?

Wants and needs
We’re all wired differently, which means that no two people have the
same wants and needs in a job. Sure, we all want to be paid reasonably
well for the work that we do (annual bonuses would be nice too) but on a
deeper level we’re all driven by different aspects of the career path we’re
on. Which is why communication plays a vital role during the interview
process: you have to be able to be clear about your interests and passions
with the recruiter.
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Being yourself
One of the bonuses of being an effective communicator during the
interview is the ability to show your true self to the recruiter. Honesty is a
much-appreciated trait for potential employers, so if you can muster up the
confidence to communicate clearly during an interview, you are actually
allowing the interviewer to learn more about you as a person – and that is
a wonderful thing!

Connecting with key skills
Recruiters appreciate job candidates who know what they want because it
makes their work that much easier. Use this to your advantage. Put in the
effort to convey your thoughts clearly during the interview, so you will be
able to relate yourself with the skills and talents the employer is looking
for. Of course, doing thorough research on the job and company helps
a great deal (please don’t fake it!) but your communication skills will
ultimately bring you one step closer to your dream job.

Fidgeting and spinning
Body language is a big part of the interview process, but many of
us don’t realise it. We relay a lot of information to the interviewer
via non-verbal communication, such as through our posture and
gestures. It is wise to be wary of this, to always appear confident
and calm during the interview. Remember, the interviewer is
reading every single signal you send out to them, and not all of
them are in the form of words!

Listening and not just hearing
An important and indispensable aspect of communicating during
the interview is listening. Being able to (a) listen well, (b) process the
information given, and (c) responding accurately and confidently is of
the utmost importance during the time you spend within the four walls
of the interview room. If you are unable to understand the interviewer’s
questions, you can politely ask him or her to repeat them. You can also
ask them for more time to think of your answer, if the question posed
requires you to think a little harder.
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Job Interview
Survival Guide
Before attending job interviews, you should have an idea of the kind of
questions interviewers have ready for you. It’s important to remember
that no matter how challenging the question is, there is always an
appropriate answer for it.

Y

ou can never be too prepared when it comes to interviews. After all, the sheer number of possible questions you
could face are endless. But don’t let that intimidate you into avoiding interviews altogether. Take it as a challenge!
No one said entering the workforce would be easy. Here are a list of interview questions which could potentially
stop you in your tracks.

Tell me about yourself

$

$
$

‘What? How can I possibly summarise myself in just a few sentences?’
you ask.
For starters, it’s possible if you know what to say. You need to tell
them aspects about yourself which show them that you are the
right person for the job. Don’t regurgitate your résumé, instead tell
them about your personality, past experiences, and future goals.
Also, refrain from generic statements like ‘I like long walks on the
beach…’. Remember, this is your chance to make a good first impression
on the interviewer for the job that you’re applying for.

What is your greatest weakness?
You might be hesitating to answer this honestly because you don’t want
to reveal compromising information about yourself. However, know that
the interviewers would appreciate your truthfulness rather than your claims
to not possess any weaknesses. After all, no one is flawless. The best way
to follow up your answer is by telling them the measures you have
taken or are taking to combat your weakness. This is a subtle
way of informing interviewers that you are capable of overcoming your
weaknesses.
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5 years
rs

5 yea

5 years

Where do you see yourself in five years?
For this question, you need to be familiar with the career path you are
on. Is it possible for you to move on to a higher position? Is there any
room for career growth? Be ambitious but also realistic. For instance,
you can’t expect to be a member of parliament in just five years or less,
unless you’re P. Prabakaran or Syed Saddiq. In any case, you have to be
confident whilst answering this question, otherwise the interviewer may
question your commitment to this job.

Why should we hire YOU?
Interviewers are inadvertently asking, ‘Why should we hire you instead of
anyone else?’ through this question. The idea here is to distinguish
yourself from the competition by selling yourself as the best
candidate for the position. Carefully align your strengths to the
requirements of the job and narrate them in an engaging manner. A
summary of what you should say is – I have the necessary skills you are
looking for and I can prove it by telling you how I solved a problem I
encountered by using said skills.

What do you know about our company?
Mark my words, this is definitely a question you do NOT want to be underprepared for. There is no way you can smooth-talk your way out of this
one if you neglected to do your research. Make sure you are wellversed in the company’s history, their business and services,
and their products. Avoid controversial topics or negative issues which
involve the organisation. Your main source of information would very
much likely stem from the company’s main website and social networks.

How do you handle pressure?

Help...

This question is usually asked by interviewers because they want to gauge
how well you react in stressful situations. Like it or not, you will face these
kinds of situations in the workplace, be it regarding co-workers, bosses,
or in some cases, clients. Describe an experience where you had
to deal with pressure, whilst describing the steps you took to
counter it. Make sure the outcome of that experience was a positive one,
so the interviewer will see that you have a sure-fire way in dealing with such
problems.

Holy stress...

Find out more at www.gradmalaysia.com
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To Overcome the Fluster
The fear of interview is real, and it is frustrating! Yet in order to chase
after our dream, this is a war that we have to face, and Benny Razali
has the right strategies for you to claim victory!

O

f course it would be scary, especially if it is your first ever job interview! Meeting strangers who may or may not
be the one holding the key to open the door to your future should be nerve-racking. You can always predict the
type of questions they might ask, but certainty is never guaranteed. And how would they behave toward your
answers or questions? The simple thought of being laughed at or even just a smirk from them could jeopardise
your confidence.
Granted, there are universities that prepare their graduates-to-be with career talks and on-campus interviews, but let’s
be real – these preparations are not enough once you enter the world of job-seeking. Each employer has their own ways of
conducting the interviews for the freshly graduated so they could pick out the best amongst the many, just like a battlefield.
So arm yourselves up, soldiers, for this is war and we are here to win!

Prepare your gears!
Every victory comes with one percent of pure luck and 99 percent of
meticulous preparation. Now, put the luck into your briefcase along with
your nicely printed résumé and all the other academic documents next to
your neatly pressed suit, alright?

Don’t sabotage yourself…
… and go get a good night's sleep! While you will probably have a hard
time sleeping due to nervousness for the interview the next day, do try and
persuade yourself to clock in enough rest. Lack of sleep will cost you your
ability to think clearly and react quickly which will severely affect your focus
during the interview.

No coffee for the restless!
Most people think that coffee – hot, warm or iced – helps them to stay
awake and fresh early in the morning, but the cold, hard truth is caffeine
causes agitation as it acts as a stimulant to your nervous system. It causes
your heart to beat faster, which heightens your nervousness, and hastens
the effects of cold temperatures on the body. Come on, everyone knows
how cold interview rooms can be, right?
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Research, research, research!
We can’t stress this enough, but soldiers, do your research on
the company you’re interviewing for! Do more than just scrolling
through their website. Get diggin’ on their products, visit their
events if possible, read their corporate profile or publications
where available just to get a clear picture on the nature of their
business.
Lorem ipsum
psum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, ssed do
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

?
?

?
?

No rush, Cush!
You don’t have to answer every question as soon as you can. It is
completely okay to take some time to gather your thoughts and articulate
the sentences in your head. Focus in on the interviewer’s question and be
as genuine as possible in responding.

Tone down the body language
Anxiety will always linger no matter how hard you try to hide it.
If fidgeting and squirming become so bad that they get in the
way of the interview, wiggling your toes or doing the tic-tac-toe
on your palms could do the trick for the anxious energy to be
released. Just make sure to do them in the least noticeable way,
okay?

Pro-Tip

If you’re wearing glasses, sometimes it helps for
you to take them off (if doing so doesn’t make
you go half-blind, that is…) before facing the
interviewers as not clearly seeing their reactions
could boost up your confidence. Sounds like a
cliché from a 90s chick flick, we know, but it does
work for some.

As soon as your interview session is done, thank the
recruiters, give them a firm handshake, and walk out from
the office with your head held high. Congratulations! You
have fought a great battle, but there is still one more step to
this war – the waiting.
Don’t over-analyse the session – did I leave them with a
good first impression? Was I too nervous in there? Am I really
fit for the position that I’ve applied for? Have I bombed this
one? – stop. Let the one percent luck do its work. If you
get the job, well done! But if you don’t, you just have to try
again at another interview. Relax and look on the bright
side: now that you are done with one, you would know what
to expect in the next.
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A Case For Job Interview
Etiquette
Remaining tactful throughout the interview process can greatly increase
your chances of landing a job. Jaideep Patel makes a case for
common interview courtesies.

S

o you finally received that call for an interview you’ve been anticipating for a while now. You’re excited because
it’s for a job you’re actually interested in. You think you have what it takes to be a good fit for the role. Plus, you’re
confident that your work and study experience qualifies you for the position. No matter how prepared or confident
you are, you should not overlook the importance of common courtesy during your job-hunting phase.
If anything, having good courtesy will actually help you stand out from the other candidates lining up for a shot at that job
you want!

Timing is everything
Before the interview can even start, you need to show up. Not too early,
and definitely not late. Punctuality (as old-school as it may seem) is still a
quality that employers appreciate. Plus, it gives them an idea of your time
management skills and general awareness of schedules.
While being late for a job interview definitely works against you (who
knew common courtesy starts from having common sense?) being too
early for one shows that you are unable to manage your time well. Yes,
you can argue that being early shows your enthusiasm and genuine
interest in the job, but try to be at the interview about 15 minutes from the
scheduled start.
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Best foot forward
There is no better way to establish a real connection with your
interviewer than actually showing them how genuine you are.
Be nice to everyone you meet at the interview (yes, including the
receptionist). Take the effort to introduce yourself to everyone you
meet, and maintain eye contact with those you encounter.
While all this is easier said than done, getting your verbal
and non-verbal communication on-point is super important if
you want to take your job-seeking seriously. The last thing you
want is to be seen as arrogant or unapproachable by employers,
so be conscious of how you are projecting yourself to the
people around you. Presenting the best version of yourself at all
interviews is also a sure-fire way to mask your nervousness.

Have questions ready
This point may seem a little strange. What does asking questions
during the interview have anything to do with courtesy? A
lot, apparently. Having a couple of questions ready for each
interview may help you out more than you think.
Being prepared with questions for the interviewer when it’s
your turn to ask questions highlights a few things. Among others,
it shows that you are really interested in the job and want to
know more about the role. Secondly it is an indication of your
participation in the interview, which is supposed to be a two-way
communication anyway. Last but not least, it shows recruiters that
you are not too nervous to make the effort to find out more about
the job and company from them.
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Give Your Best PostInterview Performance
Jaideep Patel gives a rundown on the things you can do to boost
your chances of getting a job after the interview curtains have drawn
to a close.

T

here are very few things in the world scarier than job interviews. Not surprisingly, many graduates either make it or
break it at this stage. But there’s something else you need to know too: there are a few things you can do to shine a
spotlight on your chances of landing that job, even after the actual interview is over. Sounds more fiction than fact?
Read on to find out!

STEP 1:
Total Recall
While the interview experience is still fresh in your mind, jot down (or
type it out if a pen and paper isn’t your style) what questions were asked
during the interview. Take the effort to also note your answers, and assess
yourself on how you answered the questions. Give yourself a ‘grade’ – it’s
totally fine to be critical of your performance because you want to improve
yourself for the next interview. Make this a routine and you will see yourself
getting more and more confident during interviews.

STEP 2:
Silver Linings Playbook
Next, plan out your follow-up. The best way to do it is to act quickly,
starting with your ‘thank you’ email to the interviewers. Ideally this should
be done on the same day as your interview, so that the interviewers have
a chance of remembering who this email came from. This email can be
a very powerful tool. Remind the interviewers on why you are a good fit
to the job and company, and express again your appreciation for the
interview opportunity.
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STEP 3:
The Social Network
After you draft and send out your email to the interviewers, take the
additional step of connecting with them online. But don’t get too chummy:
sending Facebook friend requests are a big no-no! Stick to adding them
to your LinkedIn network so that you have (a) another platform to follow
up with them regarding your interview outcome and (b) you can potentially
create a long-term relationship with the interviewers (even if you didn’t do
particularly well in the interview).

STEP 4:
The A-Team
Remember the references you have listed at the bottom of your résumé?
Well, they are there for a reason. Your interviewers may call them up to
make a reference check on you, or to verify certain details in your résumé.
Either way, it is good to get your references to be on your side. All you
need to do is notify them (you can either drop an email, or even WhatsApp
references who you’re closer to) that you have just attended an interview at
so-and-so. This way they won’t be caught off-guard when an employer calls
them out of the blue.

STEP 5:
The Dark Knight
This is tied in with what to do and what not to do on social media (see
Step 3: The Social Network above). Recruiters may be digging up more
information on you, so it wouldn’t be a terrible idea to take the time to
vet through your social media timelines and posts to clear away anything
that may be seen as being in bad taste (even if the post or comment didn’t
originate from you). You want to err on the side of caution here so play it
safe – you wouldn’t want to jeopardise your chances of landing that cool
job for a silly reason.
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Congratulations, you’re an intern! Now, get ready as Nashrah Ghazali
walks you through the simple steps to be a super intern!

I

t’s that period of time where you will need to go through the transition from college to the working world, or as they like
to call it, adulthood. If you don’t already know, some institutions require an internship as part of the study programme.
Nonetheless, it’s crucial that you treat your internship like a real job and not one of those classes that you usually just
snooze through. Here’s how:

Finding your voice

Acting the part

No matter what website you’re on or which seminar
you attend, communication will be one of the first
things highlighted in order for you to stand out from
the crowd. Just because you’re an intern, it doesn’t
mean that you have to hold back your thoughts and
just nod to whatever everybody else is saying.
The ability to articulate your opinions well is
admirable but always know where to draw the line.
Sounding rude is the last thing you need to happen to
you during your internship and it will just be awkward.
This would also show how much you can contribute to
a company.

But I’m just an intern! Well, that’s not a very good
excuse for you to wear a wrinkled-up T-shirt to work.
You should dress like you’re one of the executives if
not better – it will show how professional you are even
when you’re an intern.
Besides that, you should always come to the office
early and go home just a few minutes later. You don’t
want to be that intern who comes in half an hour
late every day and is already out of the door a few
minutes before it’s time to go home. Just because your
colleagues do that, it doesn’t mean you should too.
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Taking initiative

Building connections

During your internship, you need to grasp as much
knowledge as you can about the working world. You
can always offer help and ask for tasks to do; it’s also
a good trait to have as an intern. You shouldn’t just
wait for tasks to be given to you and lounge around
while everyone else is busy chasing their deadlines.
Because they are busy bees, you should help out,
but remember to not go overboard with the requests.
There’s a fine line between being proactive and being
annoying. You know what to do, now go get that task
and give your best!

You will get acquainted with everyone in the office
most probably on your first day as your supervisor
introduces you to everybody. What you shouldn’t do is
hide behind your cubicle and act like an invisible ninja.
You never know when you’ll cross paths again with
these people, so mingle around, talk to more people
from other departments since it would benefit you in so
many ways. You will gain insight of the office culture
by having proper conversations with your colleagues
and this will also show your interest towards the
company.

P,
LISTEN U

YOU

Respecting timelines
Everything in life has a deadline, for example, that
bread in your kitchen cupboard is expiring soon or that
phone bill you haven’t paid for. As obvious as it may
seem, meeting deadlines is important and it should be
everything when you are an intern.
You should have the ability to deliver quality work
on time. That will be the starting point for you to earn
your employer’s trust and soon you will be given more
challenging and important tasks. You need to convince
your employer that they can count on you and I
promise you, it’s going to the best feeling ever.

You’ve gone through the job search,
the nerve-racking interviews and now
the employer has chosen you to be an
intern in their company. Clearly, they saw
something promising in you so with these
simple tips; it’s time to prove to them that
they had made the right decision!
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Psst, hey you! Before you start your first day as an intern, let Shiffa Aziz
give you a word of advice about the internship experience.

S

o, you think you know everything there is to internships? Think again, you naïve, soon-to-be intern. In every new
opportunity there’s bound to be some things that will happen which you did not anticipate. Knowing the reality of the
situation you have yet to face will gear you up for anything. You know what they say, expect the unexpected. Let’s
take a look at the good, the bad, and the ugly.

You’re allowed to ask if you
don’t know

You may not receive the same
benefits as full-time employees

‘He who asks a question is a fool for five minutes; he
who does not ask a question remains a fool forever’.
The origins of the saying quoted above does not have
a clear source, but its words still hold true. You should
not be afraid to ask anyone – your supervisor included –
about anything you are unsure about regarding your
work tasks. If you are tongue-tied in the presence of
your co-workers or boss, you are never going to learn
anything new, nor will you excel in your work.

As an intern, you might not necessarily be entitled
to all the benefits the company has to offer, such
as annual leaves. Some organisations have a strict
company policy in these matters, so be sure to do
your research before you agree to join the company
as an intern. However, in the case of salary, that
is something you are entitled to receive in a paid
internship. The best solution is to have everything
written in black and white, so there will be no
misunderstandings.
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You are going to gain more skills
and experiences than expected

You will either be busy as a bee
or free as a bird

An internship gives you a taste of what the working
world is going to be like. No, it’s not going to
involve fetching coffee for your boss or photocopying
documents all day. You will be exposed and placed in
situations which will force you to get out of your comfort
zone and learn new skills to adapt to the circumstances.
Sometimes, it might even be skills that are not directly
related to your job. Accept it; there is no such thing as a
useless skill.

There is no in-between. On one hand, interns would
be flooded with tasks to do for almost every waking
minute, especially if the organisation is under-staffed
or if it is during their peak period. On the other,
interns would not be trusted with handling too many
tasks, seeing as they’ve just joined the company and
have yet to learn the ropes of the in-house procedures.
Either way, be prepared for both situations. A useful
tip would be to keep up good rapport with your
supervisor, so you may talk to them if your workload is
too much (or too little).

The importance of networking

Professional communication is
a must

Networking helps you expand your list of contacts and
to maintain a variety of connections across different
organisations. If you have the opportunity to leave
your desk for more hands-on activities, do it! The more
active you are in company events; the more people
you’ll meet. If you are confined to the office, there’s
no one stopping you from networking with your coworkers. Even if you do not plan on returning to the
same company for a full-time position, these contacts
will remain useful for future references.

Communicating professionally is a skill, one that you
will most certainly develop during your time as an
intern. It is important to practice this skill, as it is an
effective form of communication in terms of relaying
as well as digesting information, be it with your
colleagues or your superiors. To be professional is to
be articulate, civil, honest, and willing to listen. The use
of e-mails to communicate with your office mates is
one of the channels used in being professional. Trust
me, you will be using emails a lot.
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Just received an email saying that you failed the last job interview you
went for? gradmalaysia’s Benny Razali received 50 of those emails
in her early working days; and she has a few things to share with you.

T

ake me as an estranged elder sister, one that you barely recognise from the many years of being away from home.
One who faced more failures than successes in life; yet somehow managed to weather through the storms of life.
And, I’m here to tell you that things are going to be okay.

Don’t limit your options to your
degree’s scope
To make this more relatable to you, let me tell you
a little story about myself. I’m an English graduate –
major in Professional Communication; from a
Malaysian public university. During my years in
university, I mastered various types of communications;
especially in writing methods – and I assumed I could
dive right into a writer’s position as soon as I received
my graduation scroll. Curating content? It should be
relatively simple, right?
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Oh, how wrong I was. My confidence in my writing
skills (which, by the way, is still a work in progress)
took a hit when I failed writing tests – interview after
interview. I felt extremely dejected.
Then came one interview session, just as I was
about to give up; I met a senior writer who was also
being interviewed for the same position. A couple of
minutes into the conversation, he told me that he was
an engineering graduate who delved into the world of
Human Resource for a couple of years, doubling as a
freelance writer at the same time. (He was marvellous,
by the way.)
He was offered the job position, but I, on the other
hand, was gifted the greatest revelation. It dawned
on me that we often choose a degree that may lead
us to our desired career path, but life has its own little
surprises that may divert the course of our journey.
That was the day that I learnt the importance of
keeping an open mind to new opportunities because
the right opportunity will present itself to you when
you’re prepared enough to handle it.
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Don’t try to achieve anyone else's
expectations but your own
You may find yourself heaving a sigh, feeling all
embarrassed from only being offered internship
positions that pay you pennies, while your friends are
getting great offers from big companies. I’ll tell you
what you’re doing wrong – you’re comparing your
self-expectations with the achievements of others. Trust
that I know that you are, because that’s exactly what
I did when I was in your shoes. But here’s the thing:
the hustle is real, for everybody. No one is excluded.
But most of it is usually done behind-the-scenes. Your
friends might have prepared themselves for their
desired job; you probably just didn’t see the amount of
blood, sweat and tears that were shed in the process
of it all.
I’m not telling you to not expect anything out of
yourself, but instead of comparing it to others, work
harder on actually achieving those expectations.

Remember, the working world is
just another learning level
When I finally got my first job as a writer in a Public
Relations company, I had spent almost an entire year
working for several low-paying part-time jobs and
writing freelance. I turned my brain off the moment
I sent in my final thesis; and it was an extremely
unhealthy mindset to have. Turns out, I have to study
much broader topics now as a working individual than
during my glory days as a student.
It wasn’t a couple of months before I understood
that having a job means you have a lot more to learn.
Your knowledge bank will always need replenishing –
the only difference is that you’re being paid for it.

Every journey differs from another; your setbacks will be totally different from mine. But
if you happen to read this after a good cry from being rejected by a company or simply
from a series of no call-backs, just remember to be patient and to persevere. Though we’re
journeying through life on different timelines, you and I are no different; so if I could get
through it, so can you.
Fix your résumé and cover letter, dust your suit and hang it up neatly before your next call
of adventure. The right opportunity would come for you, and when it does, put on your shoes
and start the journey with confidence and a hunger for new knowledge.
I’ll be waiting for you at my pit stop to cheer you on.
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When you find yourself faced with multiple job offers awaiting your
response, how do you decide on which offer to accept? Perhaps
understanding your career motivation would reveal the best job
opportunity for you. Sit back, relax and read on as gradmalaysia
unpacks a goodie bag of career motivations just for you!

F

irst things first, what is this career motivation that we speak of? Career motivation is an essential component that
keeps you going on days when the going gets tough. When your job aligns with your career motivation, it eases the
burden of your daily grind.
In simpler terms, career motivation refers to a combination of your needs, interests and personality. Career
motivations differ with every individual! Think deeper — what would keep YOU motivated in your future career? What are
some of the things that matter the most to you while you embark on this new journey?

Money for me

Time for timelines

Call it whatever you want: salary, benefits,
commission, renumeration, bonuses. At the end of the
day, we’re all working towards getting a steady flow of
income to keep up with our lifestyles. However, your
career motivation should not stop short here.

Some are motivated by deadlines and work well with
clear timelines in place. The sense of accomplishment
from reaching a goal keeps you achievers motivated to
constantly exceed expectations. Be sure to inquire the
typical work style of the office to know how things are
run – so you can run along with them!
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Meant to mentor
Some of you with a natural flow of wisdom are
motivated by opportunities to help those around you
in their personal and professional growth. Would you
have the opportunities to share and bounce ideas with
your teammates in this job that you’re considering?

Stability to the table
For many, economic security plays the biggest role
as a career motivation. With these low-risk-takers,
steady and secure employment are highly sought
after. Receiving adequate financial rewards serves as
a motivation to do more. Run a background check
on the company online, and ask about the turn-over
rates to understand the hiring and firing patterns of the
company.

All for autonomy
Some of you may be motivated by opportunities
to make decisions and choices based on selfsufficiency and self-reliance. You would enjoy working
independently with minimal constraints. In your
decision-making, ask about the reporting system in the
office because it would play a big role in keeping you
motivated at work.

Igniting recognition
Perhaps receiving positive feedback for work well done
may motivate you like no other! Some of you may
really appreciate being publicly credited for your high
quality of work because it boosts your confidence. Pay
close attention to the way the leaders communicate
with their team members — does it motivate you?

Creative creature
Ayeee, do it for the ‘gram’! A handful of you may have
an eye for aesthetics, an innate ability to discover,
develop or design new ideas. Having an open space
to create and innovate may be your biggest motivation
at work; hence it’s important to be clear from the
get-go that you would have a safe space to let your
imagination run wild.

The list goes on and on and on. We’re sure that you
understand by this point that each and every individual
have extremely different career motivations which may
be steered by varying factors. Be sure to think of about
this aspect of things as you progress in your career! A
happy employee makes a good team player and adds
the most value to any given company.
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SYNTHESISED AND SIMPLIFIED JUST FOR YOU,
#GRADSTERS!

Have a look at these
sectors within the
Malaysian workforce!
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WISDOM IS KNOWING THE RIGHT PATH TO TAKE.
INTEGRITY IS TAKING IT. – M.H. MCKEE
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ARTS AND DESIGN
Working in the arts and design field continues to be a popular career choice for Malaysians with a creative
bent of mind. The vast number of colleges and universities in the country which offer quality undergraduate
arts-based programmes play a vital role in the creation of skilled artists and designers – some of whom have
garnered international acclaim.
This sector encompasses a varied range of disciplines, including graphic design, interior design, animation,
film and performing arts. Qualified artists can also apply their skills to the education sector, while designers
can find opportunities in literally any industry – including but not limited to retail, broadcasting, advertising and
marketing.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Job category

Junior Executive (RM)
Min

Max

Fashion

2,000

3,000

Graphic

2,000

3,500

Interior

2,500

4,000

Product

2,000

4,000

Animation

2,000

3,000

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•

Content writer
Copywriter
Graphic designer
Interior designer
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Photographer
UI/UX designer
Videographer
Web designer

* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.

SECTOR SYNOPSES

AUTOMOTIVE
The automotive industry in Malaysia is well established, encompassing 27 vehicle producers and more than
640 component manufacturers. It is currently the third largest in Southeast Asia, and the 23rd largest globally.
The industry has come a long way since Ford Malaya was incorporated in Singapore as a regional distributor of
Ford products in 1926.
2018 has proven to be an exciting year for the automotive industry, with car purchasers scrambling to buy
their new vehicles during the tax break period which took place after the abolishment of the GST on 1st June
2018 and the introduction of the SST on 1st September 2018. Industry experts believe that this momentum will
continue with further consolidation of the assembly segment within the automotive industry, such as the recent
Proton-Geely joint venture.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Job category

Junior Executive (RM)
Min

Max

Quality Assurance

2,400

5,000

Assembly Engineering

2,800

5,000

Maintenance

2,000

3,500

Product

2,500

4,000

General Marketing

2,000

4,000

Who are some of the popular employers
within this sector?
Automotive
Winner
1st Runner-up
2nd runner-up

: BMW Group (BMW, Mini,
Rolls-Royce)
: Honda Malaysia
: Sime Darby Berhad

Source: Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers 2018
(www.malaysias100.com)

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automobile technician
Dealer development executive
Location coordination specialist
Marketing executive
Operation executive
Product consultant
Quality assurance executive
Sales representatives

* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.
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SECTOR SYNOPSES

BPO/SHARED SERVICES
The business process outsourcing (BPO) or shared services sector took root in Malaysia after several MNCs
opted to set-up outsourcing centres for services such as finance or human resources on our shores. There are
approximately 221 shared services centres operating in the country today, as Malaysia is still largely recognised
as a top destination for shared services due to multi-lingual capabilities, relatively low cost of operations as well
as strong support from the government.
Several key players within the sector still benefit from first-mover advantage. However, there is a pressing
need to move up the value chain and embrace digital technologies in a bid to retain competitiveness, both
internally over other companies and externally over countries within the region.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Junior Executive (RM)

Job category

Min

Max

Customer Service

1,800

3,000

Telemarketing

1,500

3,000

Procurement/
Purchasing

2,500

4,000

Human Resource
(General)

2,000

3,500

Finance/Accounting

2,500

4,500

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accountant
Business analyst
Customer support consultant
HR executive
Process analyst
Procurement executive
Project executive
Research analyst

* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.
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Who are some of the popular employers
within this sector?
BPO & Shared Services
Winner
1st Runner-up
2nd Runner-up

: DKSH Malaysia
: Aegis BPO Malaysia
: AIA Shared Services Malaysia

Source: Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers 2018
(www.malaysias100.com)

SECTOR SYNOPSES

CONSULTING
Consulting work stretches across a variety of areas, including management, strategy, IT, finance, marketing, HR
and supply chain management. Most management consultants are employed by international consultancy firms,
professional services firms or strategy sections of financial organisations.
Consultant firms can range from the Big Four, to generalist consultants offering a wide range of services,
to specialist consultants within the different business areas, such as HR or IT. Consultants are contracted by
organisations in all sectors seeking help and advice about business problems. Malaysian graduates who are
looking forward to a career in this sector should possess a relevant degree, usually one related to business,
management, economics, mathematics or statistics.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Job category

Junior Executive (RM)
Min

Max

Pre-sales Consulting

2,500

5,000

Functional Consulting

2,500

6,500

Who are some of the popular employers
within this sector?
Consulting
Winner
1st Runner-up
2nd Runner-up

: PwC
: EY (Ernst & Young)
: Deloitte

Source: Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers 2018
(www.malaysias100.com)

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customer support consultant
Cybersecurity consultant
IT consultant
Pre-sales consultant
Recruitment consultant
Sales consultant
Solutions consultant
Technical consultant

* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.
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SECTOR SYNOPSES

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
Malaysia’s reputation as a global education hub continues to grow. Even more prestigious universities are
opting to establish branch campuses on our shores, with Iskandar Malaysia being a favourite location in recent
years. Coupled with a thriving primary and secondary education ecosystem, Malaysia holds many career
opportunities for graduates seeking to carve out a name for themselves in the education and training industry.
With a wide range of opportunities ranging from international to private schools, skill training colleges as well
as public and private universities, those with a passion to nurture and educate the next generation will continue
to reap the rewards of many satisfying career opportunities.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Junior Executive (RM)

Job category

Min

Max

Counselling

2,500

4,000

Primary & Secondary
School Teaching

1,500

2,500

Tutoring

1,500

2,500

University & College
Lecturing

2,500

4,500

Training/Facilitating

2,500

4,000

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Education coordinator
Lecturer
Programme consultant
Researcher
Teacher
Therapist
Training and development executive
Tutor

* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.
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Who are some of the popular employers
within this sector?
Education
Winner
1st Runner-up
2nd Runner-up

: Taylor’s Education Group
: Sunway Education Group
: INTI International University
& Colleges

Source: Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers 2018
(www.malaysias100.com)

SECTOR SYNOPSES

ENERGY/OIL & GAS/UTILITIES
Amid a global drop in oil and gas prices, this sector is facing a challenging period. Despite the downsides,
however, there are many positives that make this sector both rewarding and challenging for fresh graduates.
Malaysia has long been a contributor to global oil and gas production, with around 40% of the country’s
revenue dependent on oil and gas exports. Engineers in this field are usually assigned to either exploration and
production (upstream), or refining and marketing (downstream). More importantly, the country is also making
inroads into more sustainable forms of energy such as biofuels, biomass, solar energy and hydroelectric energy.
With this comes fresh opportunities for graduates with relevant qualifications.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Job category

Junior Executive (RM)
Min

Max

Calibration

1,500

2,500

Piping

3,000

4,500

Tooling

2,000

3,500

Design

2,500

4,000

Maintenance

2,500

4,000

Who are some of the popular employers
within this sector?
Energy/Oil & Gas/Utilities
Winner
1st Runner-up
2nd Runner-up

: PETRONAS
: Shell Malaysia
: Schlumberger

Source: Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers 2018
(www.malaysias100.com)

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Analyst
Logistics coordinator
Maintenance technician
Operations technician
Pipeline engineer
Process engineer
Structural engineer
System and instrumentation service engineer

* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.
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SECTOR SYNOPSES

ENGINEERING
Engineering is an established sector in Malaysia, with companies benefiting from a strong local supplier base
and vast connectivity to the ASEAN region and beyond. There is also a robust research and development (R&D)
infrastructure in place which contribute to key growth areas including electronics manufacturing, biomedical,
chemical and solar/photovoltaic industries, as well as precision engineering.
Other significant areas for jobs in the engineering sector include control and automation, nanotechnology
and biotechnology, as well as within the engineering support industry (ESI) which encompasses machining,
metal stamping, metal casting, surface engineering, heat treatment, and forging. These activities are deemed
crucial as they support the engineering sector as a whole.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Junior Executive (RM)

Job category

Min

Max

Chemical

2,500

4,000

Plant

2,500

4,000

Process

2,500

4,000

Production

3,000

4,500

Mill

3,500

5,000

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•

Design engineer
Failure analysis engineer
Manufacturing engineer
Materials engineer
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• Mechanical engineer
• R&D engineer
• Service and support engineer
* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.

SECTOR SYNOPSES

FMCG
Fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) or consumer packaged goods (CPG) is a sector that deals with the
manufacturing and/or distribution of everyday essential items such as toiletries, cosmetics and processed foods.
This is a multi-million ringgit sector which holds some of the most famous brand names that we come across
every single day.
Many graduates are attracted to careers within the FMCG sector because there is constant growth in the
consumer market. On top of that, the sector places innovation on a high pedestal, which means that tasks
at work hardly ever remain the same for too long. FMCG companies require graduates from a multitude of
disciplines due to the wide number of positions available within the industry.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Job category

Junior Executive (RM)
Min

Max

Research &
Development

1,800

3,200

General Marketing

2,000

4,000

Nutrition/Dietetics

2,000

3,500

Laboratory

2,000

3,000

Chemistry

1,800

3,000

Who are some of the popular employers
within this sector?
FMCG
Winner
1st Runner-up
2nd Runner-up

: Nestlé
: Dutch Lady
: Coca-Cola Bottlers Malaysia (CCBM)

Source: Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers 2018
(www.malaysias100.com)

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accounts receivables executive
Branch admin
Nutritionist
Production technician
Quality assurance executive
Research & development executive
Retail sales representative
Sales merchandiser

* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.
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SECTOR SYNOPSES

FOOD MANUFACTURING
Recovering from a challenging 2017, the food manufacturing sector in Malaysia is poised for greater heights.
According to the Malaysian Investment Development Authority (MIDA), approximately 2,154 manufacturing
projects with investments totalling RM51.2bil have been approved as of March 2018.
On top of heightened investments, the industry is set to remain resilient and recession-proof thanks to
manufacturers adopting digital technologies. This includes partnerships with tech solution companies, as well as
implementation of smart manufacturing technologies, which place an emphasis on automation as well as higher
precision processes to produce better quality food and beverage products at a lower cost.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Junior Executive (RM)

Job category

Min

Max

Process Engineering

2,600

3,900

Supplier Quality

2,800

4,200

Maintenance

2,000

3,500

Research &
Development

2,000

3,800

Production Engineering

2,300

3,500

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•
•

Food technologist
Maintenance technician
Microbiologist
Production supervisor
Project engineer
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• Purchasing executive
• Quality assurance/control executive
• Warehouse officer
* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.

SECTOR SYNOPSES

HEALTHCARE AND LIFE SCIENCES
The Malaysian healthcare sector is established, steady and diverse. The country practises a dual-tiered
healthcare service system: on one hand there is a government-led and funded public sector under the purview
of the Ministry of Health (MOH), and on the other lies a flourishing private sector creating a thriving ecosystem.
At end-2017, the total healthcare industry spending in the country amounted to RM52bil and is projected
to grow to around the RM80bil mark by year 2020. Thanks to a broad selection of healthcare options offering
quality medical services at every price point – as well as the announcement of a RM30mil allocation to boost the
nation’s healthcare travel industry under the 2018 Budget – Malaysia will continue to garner a reputation as a
preferred healthcare tourism destination.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Job category

Junior Executive (RM)
Min

Max

Physiotherapy

1,500

3,000

Clinical Research

1,800

3,000

Dentistry

2,800

5,000

Nutrition/Dietetics

2,000

3,500

Research &
Development

1,800

3,200

•
•
•
•

Physiotherapist
Product development executive
Radiographer
Research scientist

* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•

Dietitian
Nutritionist
Optometrist
Pharmacist
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SECTOR SYNOPSES

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Malaysia’s foothold in the global IT sector, specifically within BPO and shared services, is evidenced by the
many leading tech firms that have made our country a key node in their global network. Thanks to its dynamic
economy and developed infrastructures for digital tech, Malaysia is poised to establish a vibrant e-commerce
ecosystem locally, creating thousands of IT-related jobs in the process.
On top of that, strategies and initiatives outlined by both private and government bodies in establishing
EdTech hubs across Malaysia have begun to bear fruit, with thousands of students benefiting from e-learning
programmes.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Junior Executive (RM)

Job category

Min

Max

Database
Administration

2,800

4,000

Desktop Support

2,000

4,000

Hardware

2,800

5,000

Technical

2,000

3,200

Web Development

2,500

4,000

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data analyst
Front end developer
Mobile app developer
Programmer
Software developer
Software engineer
Tech support engineer
Web developer

* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.
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Who are some of the popular employers
within this sector?
IT
Winner
1st Runner-up
2nd Runner-up

: Intel Malaysia
: Microsoft Malaysia
: IBM Malaysia

Source: Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers 2018
(www.malaysias100.com)

SECTOR SYNOPSES

LAW
Law is an exciting, yet competitive, career. The rewards are good if you enjoy a challenge and are prepared to
work hard. Specialisation is becoming increasingly important for medium to larger firms of solicitors, particularly
in areas such as insolvency, litigation, and employment law. Experience in corporate/commercial law, and
commercial contracts/procurement is likely to help graduates progress in their careers.
In order to practise law in Malaysia, one is required to complete the Certificate in Legal Practice (CLP)
examination, which is nine months long and is conducted once a year. On top of that, chambering is required.
Chambering is a form of internship for law students, which is also nine months long. According to the Malaysian
Bar, as at 12 October 2018 there are nearly 19,000 registered lawyers in Malaysia.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Job category

Junior Executive (RM)
Min

Max

Conveyancing

2,500

3,500

Corporate/Legal

2,500

4,500

Litigation

3,500

5,000

Regulatory Affairs

2,500

3,500

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)
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SECTOR SYNOPSES

LOGISTICS AND TRANSPORTATION
The logistics and transportation industry in Malaysia is going through a welcome transformation, due to the
e-commerce boom which have resulted in local delivery services providers seeing increased revenue and strong
growth potential in recent years. Equally significant is the establishment of logistics hubs right here on our
shores. A good example would be Alibaba Group Holding Ltd which set up its first regional logistics hub outside
China in the Digital Free Trade Zone in Sepang.
With logistics being paramount to the country’s economy, seeing that Malaysia is the world’s 24th largest
trading nation and largely considered to be a gateway to the ASEAN region, the future of supply chains lies in
the hands of graduates who can stand up to the challenges of the sector.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Junior Executive (RM)

Job category

Min

Max

Distribution

2,000

3,500

Order Management

1,900

4,200

Fleet

2,400

3,600

Shipping

2,000

3,500

Supply Chain

2,000

5,000

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•

Account executive
Buyer
Customer service specialist
Logistics admin
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•
•
•
•

Operations executive
Purchaser
Shift administrator
Warehouse assistant

* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.

SECTOR SYNOPSES

MEDIA AND BROADCASTING
While still considered one of the ‘smaller’ sectors in Malaysia, it does offer many career choices for graduates.
Within print media, roles such as writers, designers, and photographers abound, while radio and television
require producers, editors, hosts, and production crew.
With internet streaming services blurring the line between traditional and new media, full-time jobs as a
vlogger or YouTuber are not uncommon. On the more conventional side of things, there are a host of graduate
opportunities within advertising, PR and marketing. However, graduates should note that many of these roles
can be very demanding, with a lot of the hard work hidden from view behind the scenes, and require a specific
set of skills which take time and experience to develop.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Job category

Junior Executive (RM)
Min

Max

Media Production

1,800

3,300

Publishing

1,800

4,200

Content Copywriting

2,600

3,900

Online Editorial

2,000

4,000

Reporting

2,100

3,500

Who are some of the popular employers
within this sector?
Broadcasting & Media
Winner
1st Runner-up
2nd Runner-up

: ASTRO
: Media Prima Group
: Kumpulan Media KarangKraf

Source: Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers 2018
(www.malaysias100.com)

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CGI artist
Graphic designer
Photographer
Producer
Scriptwriter
Sound engineer
Video editor
Videographer

* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.
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SECTOR SYNOPSES

PHARMACEUTICALS
The pharmaceutical industry offers work in a broad range of drug manufacturing and development work, such
as classic pharmaceuticals (prescription medicines), biopharmaceuticals (such as vaccines), medical technology,
and consumer business (over-the-counter medicines).
According to Malaysian Investment Development Authority (MIDA) the pharmaceutical industry in the country
has been steadily growing over the last decade, with both local and international players filling the demand for
the production of biologics, oncology drugs, and high value-added generic compounds. As at 2017, a total of
251 facilities were licensed by the Drug Control Authority (DCA) of the Ministry of Health Malaysia. On top of
that, a total of 23,650 pharmaceutical products are DCA-registered. These include traditional products (51.6%),
prescription medication (27.7%), over-the-counter medication (13%), health supplements (4.7%), and veterinary
medicine (3%).

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Junior Executive (RM)

Job category

Min

Max

Pharmacy Technical

2,200

4,200

Retail Pharmacy

4,000

5,500

Maintenance

2,000

3,500

Project

2,400

4,000

Product

2,500

4,000

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facilities engineer
Maintenance engineer
Medical sales representative
Pharmacist
Product specialist
Project executive
Regulatory affairs executive
Store manager

* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.
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Who are some of the popular employers
within this sector?
Pharmaceutical
Winner
1st Runner-up
2nd Runner-up

: Pharmaniaga
: Pfizer Malaysia
: GlaxoSmithKline Malaysia

Source: Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers 2018
(www.malaysias100.com)

SECTOR SYNOPSES

PROPERTY AND REAL ESTATE
There is a plethora of careers in Malaysia's property and real estate, even today. Although the sector remains
cautious of an oversupply of properties and the impending ‘property bubble burst’ which has been built up over
the last few years, any dramatic changes have yet to happen and many believe that it won’t anytime soon.
Graduates seeking to test their skills in this sector have a good selection of work, including sales and rentals
to property management and consultancy services. This field welcomes graduates from any degree discipline,
which is surely a plus, but having sound knowledge of business, economics, law, construction or engineering will
be an advantage.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Job category

Junior Executive (RM)
Min

Max

Architectural

2,500

4,000

Landscape

2,000

3,500

Site Engineer

2,500

4,000

Site Supervision

2,000

4,000

Quantity Surveying

2,000

4,000

Who are some of the popular employers
within this sector?
Property & Construction
Winner
1st Runner-up
2nd Runner-up

: Gamuda
: Sunway Group
: UEM Group

Source: Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers 2018
(www.malaysias100.com)

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Draftsperson
Interior designer
Land surveyor
Project engineer
Property agent
Quantity surveyor
Real estate negotiator
Site supervisor

* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.
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SECTOR SYNOPSES

SOCIAL SERVICES/NGO
Malaysia is seeing a growing trend in jobs within the social services sector. With a broad range of NGOs
mushrooming around the country – including a host of refugee advocacy groups – there are ample career
opportunities for graduates who are driven by the passion to assist those in need.
Some of the other more common social services bodies in operation within Malaysia are non-profits that
focus on educating specific groups, such as street kids, who require attention and care to help them reintegrate
into society and keep them in better-off conditions than they previously were in. Other organisations feed, clothe
and shelter underprivileged families, while some provide mental health assistance to those in need of such
services.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Junior Executive (RM)

Job category

Min

Max

Counselling

2,500

4,000

Training/Facilitating

2,500

4,000

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•
•

Admin executive
Communications executive
Events executive
Partnerships executive
Programme assistant
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• Social worker
• Teacher
• Therapist
* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.

SECTOR SYNOPSES

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The main objective of the telecommunications sector is to allow people to communicate, whether they're talking
on traditional fixed-line telephones, or using mobile devices to send and receive data from the cloud.
Malaysia is home to a growing list of mature employers within the telecommunications sector. According to
AmBank Research, the competition between these key players is set to intensify. One of the contributing factors
is the introduction of new fixed-broadband network companies as part of the government’s initiative to further
push the Nationwide Fiberisation Plan. Tight competition to gain revenue from subscribers would mean that
many key players will opt to consolidate in the near future.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Job category

Junior Executive (RM)
Min

Max

Network Security
Analysis

2,500

3,800

Server

3,500

5,500

Solutions

3,000

4,200

Storage Operation
Analysis

2,200

4,500

System

3,500

5,000

Who are some of the popular employers
within this sector?
Telecommunications
Winner
1st Runner-up
2nd Runner-up

: Celcom Axiata
: Maxis Communications
: Telekom Malaysia

Source: Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers 2018
(www.malaysias100.com)

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Back office engineer
Customer care officer
Network engineer
Sales representative
Software developer
Tech support engineer
Telemarketer
Training and development executive

* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.
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SECTOR SYNOPSES

TOURISM, TRAVEL AND HOSPITALITY
With hotels, resorts and entertainment hotspots booming across the country, the tourism, travel and hospitality
sector in Malaysia offers lots of graduate-level opportunities. These can range from hotel management- and
event management-based roles to ‘support’ roles in one of the many functions including IT, HR, marketing or
business development.
The industry places much emphasis on professional development – whether training or a postgraduate
qualification – but experience is ultimately key to a successful career. It is common for fresh graduates to spend
time on the ‘front line’ as part of a structured internship or management training scheme to gain a well-rounded
perspective, but career progression can be rapid.

What is the salary scale for entry-level
jobs?
Junior Executive (RM)

Job category

Min

Max

Chef/Cook

2,000

3,500

Food & Beverage
Operation

1,600

2,500

Hygiene & Sanitation

2,200

3,100

Customer Servicing

2,000

4,000

Ticketing & Reservation

2,200

4,500

Source: hiredNOW Salary Guide 2018/19 (www.hirednow.com.my)

What are some of the popular graduate
jobs within this sector?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commis chef
Customer service executive
Food and beverage executive
Guest service officer
Housekeeping supervisor
Reservation agent
Spa therapist
Tour admin

* This list is derived from online databases of current entry-level jobs
and is not exhaustive.
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Who are some of the popular employers
within this sector?
Leisure, Travel & Hospitality
Winner
1st Runner-up
2nd Runner-up

: AirAsia
: Malaysia Airlines
: Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad
(MAHB)

Source: Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers 2018
(www.malaysias100.com)
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PEEK AND PICK THE BRAINS OF WORKING PROFESSIONALS
OF DIFFERENT LEVELS IN THESE SEGMENTS:
LEARNING FROM LEADERS
Impartation of wisdom from thought-leaders.

WHAT EMPLOYERS WANT
All things related to résumés, job applications and
interviews.

WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED
Of company culture, working style and adulting.

EXPERIENCE IS A MASTER TEACHER, EVEN WHEN
IT’S NOT OUR OWN. – GINA GREENLEE
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WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

ASTRO-Measat
Broadcast Network
Systems

NAME
Lim Wei Yew, 25

POSITION
Technology Associate

QUALIFICATION
MEng, Mechanical & Aerospace
Engineering

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
1 year

Culture
80%

Work-life balance
60%

Travel opportunities
60%

Professional development
80%

Personal growth
100%
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Company culture
Working at ASTRO is the closest
thing to experiencing an international
work culture one could expect. Most
departments provide the flexibility of
clocking in and out, given that one
delivers as expected of them. Some
departments also offer employees a
day to work from home, at least once
a week. My colleagues are friendly
and supportive as we are constantly
working towards progressing in
our careers together. There was
an instance when my manager
provided us training materials paid
out of his own pocket. That aside,
there is also a close relationship
between both graduate programmes
of Management and Technology,
which comprises young adults aged
between 24 to 28, and we work
hand-in-glove with our Human
Capital.

Tackling tasks
Here at ASTRO, you have the
utmost freedom to seek guidance!
For the past year, I designed web
applications, came up with solutions
to complex problems and worked
on products, which were the first to
be released in Malaysia. Moreover,
I learned, A LOT! ASTRO gives us
ample time to study and grow. The
way I cope with the workload is by
taking ownership, as most projects
here consist of a two-pizza team. Feel
free to talk to the people here; they
are friendlier than you think! Bad
day? Take a walk, it takes about 25
minutes to walk from one end to the
other. Who knows? You might even
bump into Harith Iskander or Jaclyn
Victor en route to the recording
studio!

Experience and exposure
Amazon Web Services (AWS),
currently the biggest cloud services
provider globally, works closely with
ASTRO. Rainbows and sunshine
are a rare phenomenon, but when
these companies come together, it’s
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almost a magical experience. AWS’s
unique operation style and thinking
principles are jaw-dropping. There
are a total of nine AWS certificates.
In ASTRO, there are talents with
seven certificates seated in-house!
My best moment revolves around
designing applications which are
equipped with tools to face disasters
or problems, such as: How will the
application perform if Malaysia faces
a power outage? How would a cloud
infrastructure perform without human
actions? How ‘automated’ can the
processes be?

Working style
Think about how living things depend
on an interspecies cycle inside the
Amazon rainforest; a company
is essentially a cyber-collective of
humans and machines. We depend
on one another to sustain company
growth and profit margins. Our
common work style is about 25%
autonomous − 75% collaborative.
In application development for
example, a team spends 15 minutes
daily on SPRINT stand-ups, before
breaking into smaller groups then
working autonomously. This entire
cycle rinses and repeats every
day. This culture promotes a good
support system and a backbone
for learning. A decent command of
English is required since we work with
colleagues in a multinational scene.

How to adult
Adulting is nowhere as close to an
industrial process. The ideal world
where one magically ‘transforms’
into an adult in a graduation hall
resonating with applauses just does
not happen. Just like all living things,
growth is organic, so start adulting
now! Go for a walk, spend some
time thinking what you’d like to do?
What resonates in you? The times
you fail, what went wrong? Be true to
yourself! Learn from failures and take
criticism with a sense of gratitude.
These are the keys to adulting
after all.

WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

Astro
Company culture
Coming in to work at ASTRO as
a fresh grad not knowing what to
expect, I was pleasantly surprised at
how easy it was for me to transition
from being a student to an employee,
thanks to the culture here. Regardless
of their position in the company,
most employees are addressed by
their first names. Employees can
also dress in whatever they feel most
comfortable, and the café is always
open (the best place for meetings!).
As a media and entertainment
company that thrives on creativity
and innovation, it’s great that
ASTRO provides an environment that
cultivates just that.

NAME
Nadirah Karim, 25

POSITION
Management Associate

Tackling tasks

QUALIFICATIONS
• BA in Political Science,
International Islamic University
Malaysia (2016)
• MA in International Relations,
King’s College London (2017)

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
1 year

Culture
100%

As part of the Management Associate
Program, I will be rotated between
different departments in ASTRO
for two years. I have completed
three rotations so far, namely
the e-Commerce, Content, and
Customer divisions. Signing up for
the program, I knew I was going to
be exposed to a myriad of roles and
responsibilities. The aim is to become
a jack and (eventually) a master of
all trades, thus the ability to adapt
and pick things up on-the-go is
pivotal. If ever the going gets tough,
my supervisors always give me ample
guidance and direction, something I
am grateful for.

Experience and exposure

Work-life balance
80%

Travel opportunities
60%

Professional development

The learning curve has been very
steep, but also very rewarding.
Getting into a job that I was not
academically trained for was both
a strength and weakness for me.
Strength because I could provide

input from a different viewpoint;
weakness because I felt like I lacked
the basic knowledge on the running
of a business, but that only pushed
me to work harder. A defining
moment here was when I offered an
off-the-cuff idea for an ad campaign
for a major client. All the bosses liked
it and we ended up proceeding with
my idea!

Working style
More often than not, we will work
in a team. Many projects that I
have been tasked with were interdepartmental collaborations, and
since teams were dependent on each
other to get the work done, it was
imperative to trust your colleagues,
but also hold up your end of the
bargain. I personally like to make
sure that I jot all important notes
down in an email after a meeting,
and send it to those involved. This
ensures that all the facts are in black
and white, and that everybody is on
the same page!

How to adult
Going into unchartered territory will
always be intimidating, especially if
you are joining the workforce for the
first time. Don’t be shy to ask (even if
it’s about the random email jargon!),
and always be open to accept
criticism. You WILL get things wrong,
and that’s okay. It is not a sign of
failure, rather it just means that there
is room for improvement! Also, be
confident and speak your mind.
Don’t ever underestimate yourself.
Your off-the-cuff idea could just be
the next big thing (take it from me)!
Oh, and post-its will be your new
best friend.

100%

Personal growth
100%
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LEARNING FROM LEADERS

Valuable values

BASF (M) SDN BHD –
A-PMA ENGINEERING
PLASTIC
Seenivasagam
Sinnappan

Values are the compass that
help you to navigate your own
life. Values shape your life to be
better and help you to make right
decisions both in your career and
personal life. Authenticity, honesty,
passion of care and teamwork
are the values that I uphold in my
life. I live out these values in my
actions every single day. Right
actions lead me to the successful
journey in achieving the dream of
my life – just like the compass that
navigates your journey. Of course,
there is never a lack of challenges.
But I constantly remind myself that
the value of gold is found after it is
refined by the fire.

Motivational moments

• Capable of developing
one’s self and others.

There are many inspiring moments
for me here, but I will share with
you two of the most significant
ones. Between 2007 and 2010, I
was assigned to be a part of the
plant design and commissioning
team of BASF KT compounding
plants in Pudong, China and
Thane, India.
Though I had no previous
experience in completing projects
in a similar scope, the faith and
confidence the organisation and
our leaders placed on me pushed
me to break boundaries and deliver
the desired outcome. In 2015, I
was sent to Brazil as a problem
solver. My depth in knowledge
and earnestness to learn led me
in solving the major quality and
process issues in the plant. It gave
me the confidence to believe that if
you are focused and determined,
success will follow through.

• Good communication
skills.

Legendary leadership

Manager, Process
Technology and Training

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
26 years

QUALITIES OF
GREAT LEADERS

• Ability to make
entrepreneurial decisions.
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In BASF there are many leaders
who empower and inspire
colleagues. They coach and mentor
people to out-perform themselves
and they care about employees'
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personal and professional growth.
I look up to Mr Reiner Sohl,
Head of Global Technology
Performance Material, Germany
as my source of inspiration. He
has many admirable values that
others can emulate. He is a leader
who is not afraid to take risks. He
is bold and seamlessly challenges
the status quo for the betterment
of the organisation. I am always
fascinated with his entrepreneurial
spirit and strong work ethics. He
reminds me of this old adage:
actions speak louder than words.
Though he has extensive experience
and achieved many milestones, he
is humble and supportive.

Words of wisdom
The world is changing at a faster
pace today and competition is
tougher than ever. It is imperative
that we have a versatile talent
for the present and the future.
Employers prefer graduates who
are agile, nimble, ambitious,
resourceful and most importantly,
possess admirable leadership skills.
Of course, in this interconnected
world they want employees who are
on their toes and perform effectively
in any circumstances. My advice to
the graduates is to use what you
have learned in your classroom as
a spring board to leap further. They
must take full charge of developing
their own employability through
learning and training as well as
enriching their knowledge and
experience.

WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

BASF Asia-Pacific
Service Centre
Sdn Bhd

Company culture
I believe our company culture is
quite trusting, as from my own
experience and from speaking to my
colleagues. We can make decisions
within our own area of work (given
we have supporting reasons ready).
This is something I value, as it
provides opportunity for an awesome
learning curve, without the ‘micromanagement’ culture. In terms of
flexibility, we are allowed flexible
working hours, depending on the job
requirements.

NAME
Owi Jo Lynn, 27

Tackling tasks

POSITION

Being in the Partner Management
team, I mainly handle
communications with the customers
regarding our service contracts. As
my job requires working with multiple
people, eg finalising a contract,
requires working with different service
teams, cross-country legal and tax,
I always note down the names of
people I need to contact for different
topics to help me remember. Also,
I have a ‘to-do’ list which helps
me focus on the important tasks to
work on first, while keeping track of
everything else.

Senior Analyst, Partner
Management

QUALIFICATION
Bachelor of Communications &
Marketing

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
3 years and 6 months

Experience and exposure
Before joining the Partner
Management team, I didn’t know
much about the shared services
organisation as it is a growing
industry. After three and a half
years, I’ve gained knowledge on
how the organisation works and
the services provided through my
exposure in collaborating with the
service teams, and communicating

Culture
80%

Work-life balance
60%

Travel opportunities
40%

with customers during work. One of
the most memorable moments for
me was being recognised and given
more responsibilities, and shortly
after that, I received my first career
promotion. From not knowing much
in the beginning, I have also recently
conducted trainings for Partner
Management related topics, targeted
at service delivery managers.

Working style
Our company provides a wide range
of services to BASF companies in the
Asia Pacific Region (16 countries). As
we serve so many countries, crossteam collaboration is important to
ensure smooth delivery of services.
Good communication is key, and
within our company, we have
colleagues who speak Japanese,
Korean, Thai, and Vietnamese, in
addition the more common English,
Bahasa Malaysia and Chinese
languages, in order to support
quality communication with our
customers.

How to adult
My advice is to be open-minded
when choosing jobs, as what you
study may not translate exactly into
your future work. The key things
to look out for are ‘passion’ and
‘interest’ in your job, because if
you’re passionate and interested,
there will be valuable learnings for
your career. On a personal note,
spending the majority of your time in
the office means less time for family
and friends, so do keep an eye on
work-life balance and prioritise
important relationships.

Professional development
60%

Personal growth
100%
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WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

A member of
Dn x group

Company culture
The people in this organisation are
very accommodating and friendly.
The entire team at Dagang Net is
like one big family and they are
very welcoming towards newbies.
Throughout my journey here, my
fellow colleagues have guided me
very well without any hesitation
or putting on airs.

Sinniah Subbiah, 32

POSITION
Senior Analyst Programmer

QUALIFICATION
Bachelor of Science (Hons) in
Software Engineering

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
> 2 years

Culture
80%

Work-life balance

This is one organisation that places
a lot of emphasis on work-life
balance in my 10 years of working.
It’s very rare for an employee to be
asked to stay back in the office late
or to bring work back home. I have
hardly done that ever since I joined
this organisation because most of
the projects are managed quite well
within a proper timeframe. Even
if we stretch our working hours in
order to submit our work on time,
the organisation will compensate our
time accordingly. No effort will go
unnoticed or unappreciated.

Experience and exposure

How to adult

If you are the type of individual who
wants to learn about technology
as much as possible, Dagang Net
will be a great place to start. This
organisation allows their staff to
explore everything, just like any
small and medium organisation.
The best part is, Technical Leads
will allow staff to introduce new
methods and technologies to real

Politics, ideas being ignored,
creativity being suppressed is
eminent in the working world. Grads
should be mature enough in bringing
their ideas across in a constructive
manner, even when they encounter
such situations in their career.

100%

Travel opportunities
40%

Professional development
80%

Personal growth
80%
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Working style
It certainly depends on the project
demands. If the project is large in
scale, it will have a large composition
of developers, but if it’s a small
project/CR (Change Request), I
work alone on the programming
part. Effective communication is very
important in an IT project because
the developers will have to deal with
many non-technical people when
the project is launched. Most project
managers and business analysts will
not have the ability to understand
the technical limitations or difficulties
in developing softwares, in this case
a developer should have the ability
to make them understand such
situations in layman’s terms.

Tackling tasks

NAME

project implementations. Here, a
developer will get ample opportunity
to turn into a Full-Stack Developer
because you get to work on each
layer, right from front-end (web,
mobile), back-end middleware, to DB
programming and application server
administration.
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WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

A member of
Dn x group
Company culture

NAME
Mohd Nazrul Bin Aziz, 32

DNeX Technology is a dynamic and
innovative company to work for,
excellent for those looking to
fast-track their growth and career.
From what I observed, fresh grads
here get the support and guidance
they need directly from team leaders
and almost everyone is willing to
provide constructive feedback and
ideas. Job duties are usually assigned
to match each talent’s chosen career
path and skills.

Tackling tasks

POSITION
Security Consultant

QUALIFICATION
Bachelor of Information
Technology in Networking

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
> 8 years

We are very team-driven and we
operate in a way that puts collective
goals ahead of individual glory.
We always sit down and discuss
ways to handle issues affecting our
deliverables and how to deliver
effective solutions to clients. The team
and I are responsible for monitoring
SOC functionalities, specifically on
detecting and investigating threats,
as well as improving the defense
mechanism in response to an attack.
At the moment, my workload is wellmanaged as the work is divided fairly
within the team.

Experience and exposure

Culture
100%

Work-life balance
60%

Travel opportunities
80%

Professional development

I started my career as a Security
Analyst in this organisation eight
years ago, and now I am in the
Security Consultant position. So far,
our leader has always made sure that
all employees have the right skills
and competencies to fulfill the job
requirements. Working as a Security
Consultant in DNeX Technology
has taught me to sharpen my skills
especially in performing technical
assessments, such as configuring and
troubleshooting SIEM components on
agent/smart connector logger and

ESM manager. I thank my lucky stars
that I am working for a company
that supports its employees’ growth
and believes in our potential. Our
Human Resource department also
plays a significant role in guiding
and providing industry-related
training and courses to all employees
from time to time. The excitement of
successfully delivering a good job
together as a team will always be
something that I look forward to
the most.

Working style
Flexibility in the workplace allows
me and the team to plan the best
working arrangement to suit our
needs. This helps us tremendously
in maintaining a work-life balance
and helps improve productivity and
efficiency of the job. At the end of
the day, the most crucial thing is that
the work is delivered successfully.
Teamwork and collaboration is
definitely important in our company
to ensure that everything is executed
well and in-sync.
One of my current job scope
requires me to provide consultation
and briefing to clients, so excellent
written and communication skills are
critical.

How to adult
Be confident and bold! Don't be shy
about asking for help when you need
it from more experienced colleagues,
and be independent about exploring
the job by yourself!

80%

Personal growth
100%
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WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

GIANT LEAP
CONSTRUCTION
SDN BHD

Company culture

Experience and exposure

Giant Leap has a challenging, fastpaced international working culture,
and a bilingual and bicultural
environment. I have plenty of
exposure to challenging assignments
working at a rapidly expanding
company, and I am encouraged
to develop an entrepreneurial
and leadership mindset by getting
involved in all the important
management meetings.

I am able to implement management
and negotiation skills which I learnt
from the actual practical experience
and top management team. The
management has given me a lot
of opportunities to explore and
participate in several projects. All
the practical experience learnt from
Giant Leap helps me a lot as I am
preparing to pursue my MBA.

Tackling tasks

NAME
Anna Toh Sin Chiah, 36

POSITION
Secretary, Managing Director

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
3 years and 1 month

The tasks I handle are in several
areas:
• Administrative Support: I provide
administrative support and perform
numerous duties, including
translation, scheduling, handling
visitors, etc.
• Communication: I act as a bridge
between the management and
employees.
• Public Relations: I assist my
Managing Director (MD) in
building and maintaining good
relationships with the local subcontractors, suppliers, associations
and government authorities.
• Co-ordinating: I assist my MD in
doing the coordination among
various departments.
My Managing Director always asks
me to outdo myself and he gives me
a lot of opportunities to implement
my proposals or suggestions to
recognise my performance.

Culture
60%

Work-life balance
40%

Travel opportunities
100%

Professional development
80%

Personal growth
100%
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Working style
Sometimes I feel like an F1 racer
working in Giant Leap, because
I must have a positive attitude to
complete the tasks and hit goals as
quickly and as accurately.

How to adult
I would tell myself ‘Think big, do big!
Step out of your comfort zone and
be brave to pursue your dream! Just
do it!’.

WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

GIANT LEAP
CONSTRUCTION
SDN BHD

Company culture

Koay Yoen Hui, 34

Our company welcomes fresh
graduates to join us. The company
culture here is very friendly which
makes it easy for fresh graduates
to adopt the company policy. Our
company currently is on a
fast-paced development, so there
is a huge platform for those fresh
graduates who have the urge to
grow their knowledge and skills.
The company is also very concerned
about their growth, as there are
a lot of campaigns by the Human
Resource department to support the
growth of fresh graduates.

POSITION

Tackling tasks

NAME

Project Chief Engineer

QUALIFICATION
Bachelor of Engineering
(Civil Engineering)

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
2 years and 10 months

The tasks as a project chief engineer
is more toward project technical
management. The workload is heavy;
but as a manager, you need to know
how to distribute your workload
to your other colleagues in your
department and guide them to solve
the problem.

Experience and exposure
In Giant Leap Construction, I have
been exposed to construction
management. You will be required
to understand the whole construction
process such as structure works,
architectural works, infrastructure
works, as well as mechanical and
electrical (M&E) works.
Construction management
involves time management,
machinery management, cost

Culture
80%

Work-life balance

management and so on. Thus,
working in Giant Leap Construction
has helped me grow to become a
project manager. The best moment
for me whilst being a part of Giant
Leap Construction was when we
completed the Central Park Sales
Gallery within 79 days. It shows the
‘Iron Army of Giant Leap’ spirit and
it makes me feel as a part of the
members of the company.

Working style
Giant Leap Construction has a
combination of autonomous and
collaborative work styles. For tasks
such as preparing project tenders,
each person involved will be
required to finish their assigned tasks
autonomously and having meetings
to finalise the tender decision
collaboratively. The company has
a mature policy and protocol for
all the departments, but interim
communication is still required for all
the departments and team members.
I believe communication skills always
play an important role for any good
staff.

How to adult
My advice is: experience is gained
by seeing, listening and reading,
the world is changing at a fast pace,
so do not stop your learning steps.
Grow your learning experience by
seeing more, listening more and
reading more.

60%

Travel opportunities
60%

Professional development
80%

Personal growth
100%
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LEARNING FROM LEADERS

Valuable values

Honda Malaysia
Sdn Bhd
Najmuddin Bin
Mohamad
Manager, New Model
Centre

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
5 years and 3 months

QUALITIES OF
GREAT LEADERS

I have been in the engineering
field for almost 17 years and now I
have been given the responsibility
as Head of New Model Division.
As the Divisional Head, I am
accountable for New Model project
planning, management and
control. One of the most valuable
things for me is when I can bring
something different to the job that
I am responsible for, which means
something that could add value to
my divisional team and company.
I always believe in my inner voice,
which encourages my team to listen
to their inner voices and trust it
completely, allowing it to be their
guide with each step they take,
even as they move in directions that
no one has gone before.

Motivational moments
As leaders in Honda, we do
practice continuous improvement
approach in New Model
Development activities and
discussions. This involves the cross
functional team from all divisions.
Throughout all the activities, there
are definitely a lot of inspiring
moments that kept me motivated
and resilient, especially when things
got tough.
Believing that ‘challenges are
what make life interesting and
overcoming them is what makes life
meaningful’ has motivated me to
always look forward.
In some circumstances, I did
motivate myself and the team by
saying that early failure was a gift

• Excellent communicators.
• Brave and confident in the
face of adversity.
• Be respectful and never
blame others.
• Deliver results with
integrity.
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that was ‘painfully won’ since we
gained valuable knowledge about
ourselves and relationships through
the adversity.

Legendary leadership
There isn’t really any role model in
particular that has inspired me to
grow as a leader in this company,
with the exception of my beloved
prophet Muhammmad SAW, and
my parents. Basically, I learned
more from my parents who have
raised me up, prayed for my wellbeing as well as provided their
support throughout my life. Besides
that, I do believe everyone has
their own uniqueness and expertise
which we can draw inspiration
from.
An example of a trait that I
admire from leaders is their ability
in drawing out and developing
talent from people in their team.

Words of wisdom
Finally, my advice to fresh
graduates. You are going to learn a
ton in whatever job you do, so don’t
stress too much about what it is or
where it is. Just accept a job and
put your head down, work hard,
and raise your hand if anybody
asks you to do something.
Focus on your personal brand
and learn as much as you can.
What separates the good from the
great is consistency and setting your
goals, not to be better than anyone
else, but to be better than you used
to be.

WHAT EMPLOYERS WANT

Star candidate

Basically, the candidates that will receive attention are the ones that are
HONEST and CREATIVE in ensuring they capture attention. Don’t use generic
lines from the internet about why you want the job. Be honest in why you want
it, be it your passion, career growth or a simple opportunity. A clear, simple,
brief description would be sufficient to introduce yourself and your objective.

Résumé requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jordhat Bin Johan
Shrithra
Head of Sales Strategy and
Operations, Sales Division

Honda Malaysia
Sdn Bhd

The ‘wow factor’
• A genuine introduction on why they want that particular job and what
makes them stand out

Ace the application

Keeping up to date with the new generation, Honda Malaysia has various
methods for candidates to apply from job application websites, our corporate
websites, write in directly to our office, roadshows that Honda participates
and etc. We are open to anyone who is willing to DREAM that the sky is the
limit and also has the ‘Challenging Spirit’ to push themselves to achieve those
dreams.

What is needed in a fresh
graduate’s application?
Cover letter

Yes

Professional photo

Yes

Career objective

Yes

Fancy résumé

No

References (referees)

Yes

LinkedIn profile

Yes

Maximum number of
résumé pages:
Max

Clear and concise work experience (if there is any)
Brief points on education background
Any extra knowledge or skills (Microsoft, any programs or software, etc)
Any extra additional information ie willing to relocate, able to travel, etc
Achievements in recent years
Hobbies, as it will be able to tell the personality or characteristic of that
candidate
• NO mistakes in terms of spelling or grammar. You don’t have to use big
words but sometimes a straight forward and easy to read is better than
having big words from the internet and having grammatical errors

2 pages

Interview insights

Be on time. Be polite. Having confidence is good but you have to beware to
ensure you do not come off as arrogant. Be confident in your presentation
or interview and as mentioned, be HONEST. If you’re unsure on a particular
subject, it is OK to answer ‘I am not sure, but given the chance I will ensure
that I will learn and complete it’. Ask questions regarding the job or work
environment. This shows that you are keen and interested in the job and
company. Do not be overly confident as sometimes it might seem that you are
not interested in the job. Do send an email once an interview is finished to
thank the interviewers for their time.

Signed, sealed, delivered

Instead of waiting, before the end of the interview, be proactive and ask when
will the company let you know the result so that you are well-informed, and
if it passed the deadline then you may email or call the company to check on
your status. Once the interview session has been completed, if you do have
the email of the people that interviewed you, then it would be good if you
send an email to thank them for their time.
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WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

Honda Malaysia
Sdn Bhd
Company culture

NAME
Muhammad Fahmi Bin Hud, 28

POSITION
IT Engineer

It has been a huge opportunity
to work in a Japanese company
as it has been a challenging and
multitasking work culture. Since I
started working as a newcomer, I
have received continuous support
and room for improvement from
my superior. My colleagues are very
welcoming. They give never-ending
guidance and assistance which
allowed me to easily fit into the
company. In Honda, we work as a
team that is dedicated to achieve a
common purpose to create Honda’s
success.

Tackling tasks

QUALIFICATION
Bachelor of Computer Science
(Software Engineering) with
Honours, Universiti Tun Hussein
Onn Malaysia (UTHM), 2016

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
2 years and 4 months

Culture
80%

I am in Application and Development
under the Information Technology
Division. My role as Project
Management Officer is to manage
projects related to the manufacturing
system. Since I have at least two
projects to handle each year, I
planned my timeline and disciplined
myself to follow it accordingly. I also
have to report my project progress to
my management daily, weekly and
monthly to make sure the project is
on schedule. On top of that, I need
to maintain a smooth flow operation
of the manufacturing system. I will be
ready to take action if there are any
urgent trouble or cases during the
night shift.

Experience and exposure

Work-life balance

Working in Honda has taught and
given me many experiences and
exposure especially in my career
journey. The organised, teambuilding nature of the company
has given me sufficient training in

80%

Travel opportunities
60%

Professional development
100%

Personal growth
100%
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order to help me sharpen my skills.
The highlight for me was when
Honda sent me on a business trip
to Japan for a week. I have gained
opportunities to visit the most
advanced Honda factory in Japan. I
learnt new technology and applied
it to Honda Malaysia in order to
improve the manufacturing system.

Working style
In my company, employees have to
report to their superiors for approval
before making big decisions.
Before I presented my work to the
top management, I discussed and
brainstormed with the team. I am
mostly comfortable working in
collaborative team-based work but
at the same time, I can also work
autonomously. In my opinion, I see
the value in both approaches. This
is where good communication skills
are required for better understanding
between superiors and team
members. In Honda, we enjoy our
work and always encourage open
communication, which brightens our
working atmosphere.

How to adult
During your studies, practise working
in groups. Be a good team member,
and occasionally, step up to be the
leader. This will help in encouraging
yourself to be more confident and
to build your leadership skills. Do
take your projects and internships
seriously and work hard on it. It
displays your ability in managing
your work. I believe all these traits
will be helpful for you to face the
working world in the future.

LEARNING FROM LEADERS

Valuable values

Words of wisdom

Making a living is important, but
joining a company which gives
you a sense of purpose and is able
to make a positive impact to the
society and environment is above all.

Everyone is given equal
opportunity to excel, to go the extra
mile in order to make a difference
and earn more opportunities.
Before you think about rewards,
think of the value you can create
first. Life-long learning is the key for
long-term and sustainable success.
Work life balance is a perspective,
there’s no hard rules that defines
the number of hours spent here.
Thus, live well in both your personal
life and career.

Motivational moments

KVC INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLIES
SDN BHD

I am always motivated by the
fact that I can make myself better
each day by working, managing
and sharing the knowledge
and experience with my fellow
colleagues here. I am motivated
even more when I realised that
I’m doing this not only for my
generation, but also to make sure
that I will be able to pass it on to the
next one, just like how the previous
generation has done it for us.

Wong Kok Leong

Legendary leadership

Chief Operating Officer

Over the course of 15 years here in
the company, I was lucky enough to
follow a leader who has the brain
(being ambitious and visionary),
a leader who has the heart (being
caring), and a leader who has the
hands (being competent). You don’t
need to be anyone; you just need to
be yourself. Don’t worry! Just learn
hard and work hard; you’ll find
your style.

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
15 years

QUALITIES OF
GREAT LEADERS
• ‘Carefrontation’ – the
ability to confront others
honestly and bravely with
caring thought
• Fair process – be fair in
judgement and decisions
based on facts and
figures, nothing personal
• Visionary and ambition
drives strategies and
action
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WHAT EMPLOYERS WANT

Star candidate

For the subject title, they need to start with something that grabs the attention
of the recruiters.
For content of email/cover mail, it would be better for them to follow the
‘KISS’ rule – Keep It Short and Simple.

Résumé requirements

What can they offer the company as a fresh grad? How can they value-add?
What additional skill sets do they have? What makes them unique? These are
to be considered as most grads do not have work experience, so they can
make it up by showcasing the activities/extra-curricular they are active in.

Ace the application

Nothing specific – they can apply online, through job portals or email us
their applications. If they are applying through email, they need to ensure the
email has ‘subject’ and avoid sending their application to several companies
in one mail and CC copy to all employers (this is a no-no). Also, their CV
must be updated and proofread to make sure there are no spelling mistakes.

Samantha Ooi
Head of Talent Management

KVC INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLIES SDN BHD

Interview insights
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be on time, always arrive 15-30 minutes earlier
Well groomed – looks professional
Bring all the documents requested
Be prepared and stay calm
Speaks clearly
Don’t be afraid to ask questions

Signed, sealed, delivered
What is needed in a fresh
graduate’s application?
Cover letter

Yes

Professional photo

Yes

Career objective

Yes

Fancy résumé

No

References (referees)

Yes

LinkedIn profile

Yes

It’s good to drop an email to the interviewer/HR after the interview (1-day
after) to thank them. Generally, you may contact the interviewer/HR one week
after the interview (unless they have informed otherwise) – by email or call
and give it some time before you call again. Do not spam call the company,
as that would be bad for your image.

Maximum number of
résumé pages:
Max

2 pages
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WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

KVC Industrial
Supplies Sdn Bhd
Company culture

NAME
Tan Chai Yuan, 35

POSITION
Talent Manager,
Compensation & Benefit Section

QUALIFICATION
Bachelor’s Degree in Business
Administration

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
7 years and 6 months

Culture
100%

Work-life balance
80%

Travel opportunities
20%

Professional development
80%

Personal growth
80%

KVC has a comfortable working
environment, and a friendly and
transparent culture. Our corporate
values are to work, manage and
share together. We always work as
a family.
Regardless of whether the tasks
are within our job scope or not, we
know that our seniors or colleagues
are always there for us and they
will support us in whatever we
do, and our management is also
willing to listen to our feedback.
In addition, KVC also focuses on
employee empowerment. It makes
our associates feel a sense of
accountability and trust that we can
express our thoughts, given the
authority to find solutions which lead
to stronger job performance, job
satisfaction and commitment to the
organisation.

Tackling tasks
My job scope is to plan, direct and
coordinate the human resources
& administration functions across
the companies from performance
reviews, wage reviews, disciplinary
action, payroll process, etc.
In order to cope with the
workload, it is important to prioritise
and organise the tasks assigned.
According to priority, I have a
pipeline of my projects completed
one by one within the deadlines and
other constraints by setting targets
and breaking down bigger projects
into smaller, more manageable
steps. Besides, I will seek for support,
resources and training in order to do
an excellent job of my allocated tasks
if necessary.

Experience and exposure
When I started my journey in this
company, I was an HR executive.
In this company, there are always
open opportunities up for grabs if
you think you are ready for a new
challenge with passion to grow.

During the past few years in this
company, I have been provided
a great platform for my career
development with great leadership.
Our company invests in a structured
employee development programme,
and with this programme, it does
not only help me see my potential
for career progression, but also
sets clear milestones and provides
development opportunities necessary
to reach these goals. All my hard
work and determination has paid off,
as I was promoted to HR Manager.

Working style
In an organisation, some of the
assignments are independent
work while others like projects are
required to be completed as a group.
Teamwork is strong in our workplace,
as we always work in a team to
tackle the projects together. We
trust one another, we work towards
a collective decision, and we hold
one another accountable for making
things happen. Of course, for the
individual assignment, we are also
welcomed to consult our seniors who
can educate or help us to complete
or perform better in our job. We
like to have collective brainstorming
or sharing to improve our current
process. Thus, communication skills
are necessary for enabling team
performance as they allow more
effective working relationships
between team members.

How to adult
Don’t let a high salary derail you
from your job search. Do look for
a job which you are interested in
and which can provide you a great
career path in the long run. Earning
a high salary is not likely to make
you happy; doing something you
enjoy does and it will motivate you
to achieve more as time goes on,
and high income will definitely come
along with your success.
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WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

Mah Sing Group
Company culture

Working style

Mah Sing’s culture is fast-paced and
drives us to constantly work towards
our goals. Despite that, the initiatives
that we drive challenge us to go
beyond limits in trying diverse and
creative ways to reach out to our
audiences. We are encouraged to be
innovative, vocal with our ideas and
never standing still.

As Mah Sing is a large organisation,
it is always important to have good
communication on work flow. It
is also important to manage the
stakeholders' expectations. These
skills are picked up within a short
period of time. Soon, you’ll realise
how important delivering outcomes
and managing expectations are –
so no such thing as WhatsApp
updates only.

Tackling tasks

NAME

BA (Hons) in Mass
Communication

My role in Mah Sing is to drive digital
initiatives and campaigns that will
champion the company’s brand.
Things move fast in this company
because we focus on speed – that
being said, the constant need to fulfill
the best quality of work drives me to
think 10 steps ahead. A great way to
work efficiently in my workspace and
within my team.

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR

Experience and exposure

7 months

Aside from our day-to-day corporate
work, Mah Sing definitely knows
how to inject fun into everything we
do. From the people to the meeting
rooms, it allows us to quickly pick
things up from each other. One of
the best moments was Arts & Lights,
which I thought was trendy, relevant
and innovative.

Amanda Lew Xia May, 25

POSITION
Senior Executive Digital
Marketing

QUALIFICATION

Culture
100%

Work-life balance
80%

Travel opportunities
40%

Professional development
80%

Personal growth
100%
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How to adult
Do not be afraid to ask, look foolish
or to fail – this is where we learn and
show resilience and the hunger to
learn. Adopting that mindset is hard
but it is also going to be the only
mental battle that matters.

LEARNING FROM LEADERS

MALAYSIA AIRPORTS
HOLDINGS BERHAD
Lee Ai Vin
General Manager,
Corporate Finance,
Investor Relations &
Treasury

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
4 years

QUALITIES OF
GREAT LEADERS
• Receptive to criticism.
• Continuous improvement
of work culture.
• Ability to inspire others
on a shared vision,
communicate honestly
and support others for
immediate action.

Valuable values

Legendary leadership

When I graduated from university,
the job market came to a halt
amid the Asian Financial Crisis. I
was persistent with the discipline
of working hard in securing
every opportunity in Malaysia
and overseas to gain broad ondemand skills and global business
experience.
To excel in the result-driven
and rapidly changing business
environment, you need to be a
self-starter, take responsibility to
adapt to change and continually
challenge your ability.
I always believe that a great
team with collective intelligence and
diversity will outperform. I remain
committed in building proficiency
in communication to work
collaboratively with all stakeholders
and empowering my team to
embrace new ways of working.

Throughout my career, I have been
inspired by several of my former
superiors, being the seasoned
leaders in the business and
financial markets in Malaysia and
UK. They are all highly charismatic,
and they can easily infect others
with their own enthusiasm.
When business crisis strikes,
they have displayed emotional
intelligence in managing conflicts,
fostering teamwork and directing
everyone to a workable alternative.
I was amazed that these
successful leaders are always
approachable and open to
sharing their experiences. They
have demonstrated the pursuit of
success and undertakings without
compromising their ethics and
professionalism. Their insight and
support are very effective and move
me to action.

Motivational moments

Words of wisdom

For the past few years, I had
experienced multiple business
challenges including business
volatility in Malaysia and overseas’
investment, shareholders’
expectation for near term
profitability and airport regulatory
changes.
I ride out with the potential I
see in the business, the support
from my superiors and colleagues
as well as the accountability to
stakeholders of the company. I
have always wanted to know the
improvement I can bring to the
company. In tough times, you will
have to be self-inspired and accept
the situation that you are in.
To make bold change, I will
strive to communicate effectively to
reduce friction and ensure everyone
feels comfortable with the pivots in
strategy.

When starting your first job, you
must take the initiative to learn
every aspect of the organisation
and offer your help to other
colleagues than just limiting
yourself to your job function. Make
the world your horizon.
Looking to the future, it is
important to have a clear sense of
direction and take responsibility
for your own skill development,
allowing you to refine your
capability.
If you have decided to step
outside your comfort zone, don’t
be put off because it is difficult.
The more you can strengthen your
strategic acumen and leadership
capability, the more likely you are
to be recognised as a top performer
when the opportunity arises.
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WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

Malaysia Airports
Holdings Berhad
Company culture

NAME
Muhammad Suhaib Bin Noor
Ibrahim, 30

POSITION
Executive, Manpower Planning,
Organization Resource &
Productivity, Human Resources

QUALIFICATION

Tackling tasks

Bachelor in Aviation
Management (Hons)

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
1 year and 4 months

Culture
80%

Work-life balance
80%

Travel opportunities
80%

Professional development
100%

Personal growth
100%
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Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious.
Or in layman terms, simply joyous.
I believe the unique feature of
Malaysia Airports is its vastly
diversified businesses and in
order to be relevant, the people of
MAHB are the first ones to ‘pave
the runway’. As MAHB deals with
people from all walks of life moving
through our nations’ gateway, fresh
graduates could only expect the most
welcoming and comforting culture in
this company.
Yet of course, a mixed corporateleisure culture goes a long way for a
fresh graduate. Businessmen would
expect a well-relaxed lounge while
leisure travellers seek entertaining
pleasures such as wonderful
shopping experience. The ability to
serve both is exceptional.

Establish your daily goals. The
key to work in a vibrant working
environment is to be well-informed
of what your tasks are and to
determine your goals. As a member
of the Manpower Planning team
in the Organisation Resource &
Productivity department, my role is to
monitor, analyse and plan on Staff
Requisition, Manpower and Staff Cost
Budget for all MAHB subsidiaries.
These tasks require one to be
actively involved in the current
and future direction of respective
subsidiaries which commands
excellent communication skills and
the ability to interpret information to
achieve thoroughness and accuracy
when presenting the outcome to the
management.

Experience and exposure
Experience and exposure in work life
is a boundless horizon, even more so
in the travel industry. It was definitely
a steep learning curve for me.
During the first few weeks of
my employment, my team were
undeniably hectic in the middle of
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preparing the manpower budget for
the coming year and I had to jump
on the boat immediately. Having
not been exposed to Strategic HR
before, I challenged myself and
utilised what’s within my capabilities
to deliver the expectation of the
stakeholders. Work has been great
since and it continues to contest my
ability to grasp fresh and better ways
of doing things.

Working style
MAHB advocates its employees to
work closely with each other and
the more we are familiar with each
other’s work, the better we would
able to serve the needs of respective
customers/ stakeholders.
I personally think that
MAHB practices ‘autonomous
collaboration’. We are given
independence even though everyone
has access to the knowledge funds
of the whole team. We share each
other’s expertise, knowledge,
and support yet everyone takes
responsibility as their own where
autonomy takes precedence in the
day to day work.
In order for this to succeed,
communication is like the wings for
an aircraft.

How to adult
Connect with people, not devices.
Learn how to connect with people
and how to put your best foot
forward in conversation. I find that
a good conversation is imperative –
and that is an understatement.
Never let perfect be the enemy of
good. Sometimes, the best outcome
you're going to get might not be as
perfect as you thought it would be
and sometimes good will have to do,
because there is no time for perfect.
Get it done and move on. ‘The
news doesn’t go on air because it’s
perfectly prepared; it aired because
it’s 8.30pm.’
Lastly, have empathy, stay healthy
and appreciate your family and
friends.

LEARNING FROM LEADERS

MAYBANK
GROUP
Nora Abd Manaf
Group Chief Human
Capital Officer

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
10 years

QUALITIES OF
GREAT LEADERS
• Humility.
• Authenticity.
• Tenacity.

Valuable values

Legendary leadership

I am where I am today mainly due
to hard work, tenacity, passion and
humility. I’m also grateful to have
doors opened for me, to be given
the opportunity to take on many
roles throughout my career despite
not having the experience or the
normal pre-requisites at that point.
With that being said, another
important deeply held value that I
strongly hold on to till today is to
never disappoint the people who
have opened doors for you, who
have taken a chance on you. Even
when you feel uncomfortable in a
new role or environment, continue
pushing yourself as it only means
that you’re stretching your comfort
zone and that is where you’re able
to learn and grow.

At different stages of my life, I’ve
had different role models and
mentors both professionally and
personally, but I knew the type of
leader I wanted to become early
on in my career. I went through
an experience of what I think is the
most nerve-wracking moment as
an employee, which would have
cost millions to the organisation.
In a typical scenario, I would have
been fired but I was instead guided
on what I did wrong and was told
by my manager to ‘not worry about
it’. Till today, this experience has
shaped me and as a leader, the
most powerful guidance I can give
to my team is not to be too hard on
yourself but learn and bounce right
back up.

Motivational moments

Words of wisdom

I think, for me, I would always
look back to the success of our
Leap30 transformation journey
when it happened 10 years ago,
when I first joined. The exercise
was a huge milestone when the
group decided to go through
a transformation to pursue its
regional aspirations.
What inspired me was the
camaraderie and teamwork that
Maybankers group-wide had put in,
where they came together and took
ownership of the transformation
efforts. I'm proud to say that, our
very own Maybankers engineered
it all. I still look back at this and
remind myself that nothing is
impossible when you put your heart
into it.

Today’s world needs youths
who will become the leaders
of tomorrow, who will create
opportunities for themselves and
the communities, and no longer
wait for opportunities to fall onto
their laps. Academic qualifications
can only bring you so far, but
what will propel you forward in
your professional career is having
the right attitude, confidence, and
being solution-oriented in working
towards the organisation’s goals as
well as your personal development.
All managers value problem-solvers
and effective ideas. Take charge
of your own career and proactively
seek opportunities to try out new
things and learn new skills, you’ll
never know when one opportunity
will lead to another like how it did
for me!
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WHAT EMPLOYERS WANT

Star candidate

A clear subject line stating the position you're applying for and an errorfree application would definitely be the first step in forming a first good
impression!
What makes a candidate stand out would be the key qualities and
experiences that the candidate possesses, making him/her a potential good
fit for the role and company – and this is where the content of your email
and résumé comes into play. My advice is to include relevant experiences,
highlight your key strengths and contributions, and most importantly a clear
statement on why YOU instead of the many applications that we receive daily.
Also, keep it short and simple.

Résumé requirements

Sophia Ang Wui Jiun
Head, Talent Attraction &
Workplace Futurisation

MAYBANK

Ace the application

What is needed in a fresh
graduate’s application?
Cover letter

No

Professional photo

No

Career objective

Yes

Fancy résumé

No

References (referees)

No

LinkedIn profile

Yes

Maximum number of
résumé pages:
Max

2-3 pages
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A well-structured, concise résumé that highlights relevant experiences and
quantifiable achievements will grab our attention upon first reading. Your
résumé should be personalised to the role and tell a story that entices the
recruiters to read on.
Emphasising relevant accomplishments will showcase your potential value
to the organisation and prove you have the skills/attributes needed to succeed
in the role. Additionally, a well-written personal statement that accentuates
who you are and what you bring to the table, will give us a good idea on
whether you are a good fit for the role and the organisation.

We look for candidates who have high positivity and are able to
independently renew energy levels. With the ever-changing work landscape
that we operate in, we look for someone who is agile and nimble, and most
importantly is able to learn, unlearn and relearn to stay current and get
ahead. Ultimately, we look for all-rounders, those who possess the ‘GO
Ahead’ mentality and are constantly hungry for challenges.
Interested candidates can check out our job portal www.maybankjobs.com.
Do follow us on our Instagram account @myroaringcareers as well. We often
run engagements at university campuses, and all are free to join!

Interview insights

Most of the graduates I’ve interviewed possess impressive interview etiquettes,
with insightful responses about their experiences, accomplishments and
goals. However, there were some who turned up with little knowledge of the
company. This is a deal breaker for most organisations, because it goes to
show your commitment and how much you are interested to be a part of the
team.
My word of advice for all fresh graduates is to come fully prepared, as
well as have an understanding about the organisation’s vision, mission and
values. Show great confidence and humility, share your passion, and give
your best pitch on why you believe you are the best fit for the job! That’s what
makes a good interview.

Signed, sealed, delivered

You may write a short and succinct thank you email after the interview to
thank the interviewers and the HR team for their time. This is also the time to
reiterate your interest in the role by highlighting why you would be a good
addition to the team as well as add on to points that you may not have had
the time to touch on during the interview.
If you don’t hear from us within two weeks after the interview, do send
a follow-up email or give the HR team a phone call to ask for updates
personally, which also demonstrates your genuine interest in the position.
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WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

Malayan Banking
(Maybank) Berhad
Company culture

NAME
Lau Wei Yang Alvin, 24

POSITION
Global Maybank Apprentice

QUALIFICATION
Master of Mechanical Engineering
& Management

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
1 year and 9 months

Culture
80%

Work-life balance

You can’t wait for things to happen
– you have to be proactive and
make them happen. There’s a lot
happening in a big organisation
like Maybank – plenty of projects
and opportunities where you can
make an impact. There is no excuse
to take a backseat – if you have the
passion, ambition and enthusiasm,
put your foot forward and say yes.
Get involved!
Personally I wasn’t clear about
what I wanted to do. I spent most of
my time in Maybank volunteering
for interesting projects before
understanding what I wanted to do
and the path I wanted to take.

Tackling tasks
I’m currently working in Digital
Strategy where my work follows two
streams – managing digital projects
with our current and potential tech
partners, and planning the strategy
and direction for partnerships. The
work varies based on the project –
from designing analytical tools to
supporting business cases, valuations
and strategic decisions, to building
decks and developing proposals.
Honestly I’m surprised by the
trust and responsibilities given to
me to orchestrate the different work
streams. Sometimes it feels like
I’m out of my depth but I can find
support through my colleagues, my
coach and my managers.

Despite this, I’ve been trusted
to learn, grow and take on bigger
projects and roles, for which I’m
extremely grateful.

Working style
Maybank is a large organisation and
the working style varies depending
on the department. It is important
to find a good fit and be aligned
with your team to achieve outcomes
effectively. After all, there are roles
for people of different interests and
preferences. I've been blessed to be
able to experience and learn what
works for me through my rotations as
a Global Maybank Apprentice.

How to adult
Life is hard and unfair. There are
going to be times when you’ll feel
down, or when you’ll be doing things
that you don’t enjoy. As long as you
understand why you’re doing it and
what you’re trying to achieve and
learn – you’ll be fine. Everyone has
their own path to take and career
paths are much more complicated
nowadays. It doesn’t make sense to
follow what other people are doing
– you must know your strengths and
what you’re good at and choose a
path which will work for you!

Experience and exposure

80%

Travel opportunities
80%

Professional development
80%

Working and university life differ so
vastly that I’ve had to change my
mindset to adapt, learning a lot of
the required soft skills on the job.
Sometimes I find myself looking back
– thinking about what I was like when
I first joined and all the mistakes I’ve
made in the past (there were plenty!).

Personal growth
100%
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WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

Malayan Banking
(Maybank) Berhad
Company culture

NAME
Hans Raj Sukhani, 23

POSITION
Global Maybank Apprentice

QUALIFICATION
Bachelor of Science in Economics
and Finance

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
2 years

Culture
100%

Work-life balance

The culture in Maybank is really
dynamic. For the largest company in
Malaysia, you’d be surprised to find
out how a ‘start-up’ feels like.
With the rise of Fintech and
Industry 4.0, the banking landscape
is definitely a lot more competitive
and there is undoubtedly a great
need for innovation. There is no
room for complacency.
There is a platform for new ideas
to be shared with the senior
management, and if there’s promise
you are provided with sufficient
resources to deliver.
That’s the kind of culture we have
at Maybank.

Tackling tasks
Learning is a journey that doesn’t
end with graduation. At Maybank, we
are provided with the opportunity to
continue learning, which is important
for fresh graduates.
In my two years with the bank, I
have been exposed to all aspects of
banking from corporate banking to
strategy and risk management. It’s
been a great and diverse experience
– getting to pitch to clients, preparing
budget proposals for board
presentations and even sitting in
meeting with the regulators.
It can definitely be a lot to handle
at times, and the importance of
a solid support system of family
and friends cannot be emphasised
enough.

Experience and exposure

80%

Travel opportunities
100%

Professional development
100%

As a Global Maybank Apprentice,
I had the opportunity to rotate into
various lines of businesses in the bank
– gaining a lot more exposure than
most of my other peers. However,
it’s the International Assignment
experience that takes the cake for me.

Personal growth
100%
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I had the opportunity to work with
the bank’s regional project finance
team based out of Singapore. To
realise that after two years, even
though I had learnt a lot about the
Malaysian market, there was still a
regional market to learn about. It
was a humbling moment – to remind
myself that learning is a journey.

Working style
Teamwork is something that is really
valued at Maybank.
Working in a team is something
that I think is really important for a
fresh grad. You get the opportunity
to work with different teams under
different bosses – allowing you to
learn from so many people.
Banking definitely has a lot of
tense and high pressure situations –
and it’s during these moments you
realise the importance of a good
team with team members that you
can rely on.
Communication skills are
definitely key. You are encouraged
to share your opinion and seek
feedback based on your work.

How to adult
I’ll let you in on a secret *cue drum
roll* – no one has this figured out
100%, but we’re all still working on it
as we go along.
Money management may not
sound very sexy – yet it’s one of those
crucial skills that you never really
learn but are expected to know. This
is especially true for a fresh grad
starting out in Malaysia.
I could recommend books – but
we’re millennials. There are plenty
of blogs and articles on the internet
that’ll teach you the importance of
budgeting, savings and investing, so
start there.

WHAT EMPLOYERS WANT

Star candidate

A well-structured résumé that illustrates the candidate’s experiences and
background relatable to the experience needed in the job vacancy – this
sometimes makes it easier for the recruiter to pick out key experiences
and skills that matches the needs of the job. A star candidate should also
share their key achievements in simple clear sentences (no need for a
long paragraph!). We are always looking for talents who possess different
experiences and skills, priority would be given to the one who fits the role
best.

Résumé requirements

A résumé is the first impression a candidate makes long before the interview.
Recruiters are looking at hundreds of résumés a day and sometimes résumé
fatigue does get in the way! I would advise candidates to have a résumé that is
easy to read, whilst highlighting key skills and experiences. Keep your résumé
short and straight to the point; personally I prefer résumés which are no longer
than three pages. For that wow factor, consider a personal statement that may
catch the reader’s attention as that is the first thing we read!

Shariza Mohd Razi

Ace the application

HR Business Partner

Nestlé casts the net wide when looking for talents. This means we post
vacancies on our website and job portals such as LinkedIn, Jobstreet and
WOBB on a regular basis to look for potential candidates. We encourage
candidates to visit our website www.nestle.com.my/careers and apply there. If
you are applying for the Management Trainee Program, be sure to complete
the online assessment. Take your time to answer the questions the best you can
as this would be the first step of the selection process. The application window
will be open for a duration of time, so make sure you don’t miss the window!

NESTLÉ MALAYSIA

Interview insights
What is needed in a fresh
graduate’s application?
Cover letter

Yes

Professional photo

No

Career objective

Yes

Fancy résumé

No

References (referees)

Yes

LinkedIn profile

No

Maximum number of
résumé pages:
Max

2 pages

One of the techniques used to assess candidates is through CBI questions
during the interview. It is important that candidates share their experiences,
outline their achievements as well as describing how they handle difficult
situations as this is the reality!
Do’s: Be on time and come prepared. Ask questions! This is the fun part
where you get to ask us about the role, company and learn about our culture
and the way we work.
Don’t’s: Don’t be nervous. The interview is not for us to find fault with
your answers – instead, we are looking to understand the experiences you
have had as well as your personality.

Signed, sealed, delivered

The selection process for our Management Trainee Program first includes
filtering candidates which must meet the minimum requirements. Selected
candidates will need to go through various assessments including online,
video and face-to-face interviews before securing the job.
The selection process does take time due to the various stages, only
because we want the best graduates to join us!
Once the application window closes, allow us to come back to you within
the next two weeks. Whether you have been shortlisted to the next step or not,
you will be receiving an email notification from us. If you are one of those
candidates who got selected to the next round, make sure you complete the
assessments on time!
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WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

Nestlé
Company culture

Working style

Nestlé emphasises a lot on building
up the competencies of the young.
Being part of the management
trainee programme, I’ve had the
opportunity to be in this amazing
position where I was given the
opportunity to learn and develop
my skills while being mentored by
truly inspirational people from the
company.

Being in the Technical and
Production function, things move
very fast. I would say there is a mix
of working autonomously in some
areas and collaboratively in others. I
would say that communication skills
are very important as in all industries
because ultimately we work with
people to drive the results we want
and hence, effective communication
is key to ensure results.

Tackling tasks

NAME
Ho Wan Ri, 26

POSITION
Engineering Executive

QUALIFICATION
Chemical and Materials
Engineering

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
2 years

Honestly, it is challenging but
rewarding. I started from Production
in Milo Plant (my favourite childhood
drink till today), where I had the
opportunity to learn the processes
and also managing people from all
walks of life. Entering the real world
from university days where everything
was more lenient, I’ve learned to
adapt quickly to various situations
that arise (mostly the furthest from
anticipation). Over time, it was truly
rewarding when relationships were
built with the team and results were
achieved.

Experience and exposure

Culture
100%

Work-life balance
80%

Travel opportunities
80%

Looking back, I feel that I have truly
gained a hands-on experience in
the field and also on managing
various types of situations calmly
and decisively. I think one of the
best moments is when we had to
start up after our annual shutdown
and somehow some parts weren’t
working. After troubleshooting with
the team and finally being able to
identify the exact root cause, and
then successfully starting up the plant
again and seeing the process work,
that truly brought a smile to my face.

Professional development
100%

Personal growth
100%
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How to adult
I would say, pursue your passion
because ultimately it is the ‘why’ that
drives us. Without passion, there will
be nothing to fuel you to go further,
and work would not be as enjoyable.
Also, do not be afraid to pursue
things that are ‘out of the box’. In
this coming era, I believe we have to
be adaptable and open to changes,
and embrace them in order to be
successful in life.

WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

Nestlé Products
Sdn Bhd

Company culture

Mira Sethina Binti Mohd
Ibrahim, 23

Nestlé possess a team-focused culture
and an open-door policy, which has
become one of its corporate strengths.
A place that promotes supportive
and collaborative work environment,
Nestlé encourages employees to voice
their concerns and even rationalise
and question decisions if they strongly
feel that there is a better way to
approach the problem. I am blessed
to have such supportive co-workers
and bosses who trust my judgement
and skills. As a management trainee,
I have a reliable mentor who provides
guidance on how to plan and
execute my project effectively, and in
managing my tasks on hand.

POSITION

Tackling tasks

NAME

Marketing Management Trainee

QUALIFICATION
BSc (Hons) in Nutrition and Food
Science

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
2 years

Culture
80%

Work-life balance
60%

Travel opportunities

Working at Nestlé has made me
feel incredibly valued by giving me
work that contributes directly to the
business. I’m currently working on a
Business & Industry (B&I) deep dive
project involving Nescafé hot coffee
machines (e.g Nescafé Alegria,
Nescafé Milano) to help the team
map out opportunities for Nescafé
Dolce Gusto and Starbucks within
the B&I or offices channel. To help
manage my workload at the office,
I focus on harnessing my time
management skills at the beginning
of my rotations and/or projects. At
Nestlé, time is money. I was able to
learn how to maximise my productivity
by aligning my expectations from my
line manager on deadlines and how
success will be measured. Once I have
that information, I can then focus on
prioritising my workload and checking
off tasks from my to-do list.

Experience and exposure

80%

Professional development
100%

Personal growth
100%

The experience and exposure
gained throughout my time here
have been immense. Starting my
career in marketing has allowed me
to work with people in sales, legal,
procurement, customer service and
even IT. The exposure to various levels
and departments have helped me in
my strategic approach towards solving

a problem and looking at it from
different perspectives. Not only that,
this exposure is vital for me to build
key relationships and network with
people from different functions in the
organisation. For that, I am fortunate
for the opportunity to connect
with people from these different
departments, and I have learnt that
communication and teamwork are
indeed critical for success.

Working style
Nestlé promotes sharing, transparency
and collaboration within the
organisation and this has brought the
company to where it stands today. At
Nestlé, employees arrange check-ins
on a weekly or monthly basis with
their supervisors. These check-ins help
me to keep in sync about what I’m
doing and how it’s going. I will create
a deliverables list for my boss, which
shows what I’m currently working on
and when it is expected to deliver.
One-to-one check-in is a good avenue
for me to express my concerns and
potential roadblocks in my project and
thus, leverage on my boss’s expertise
to find solutions for those roadblocks.

How to adult
Adulting is not easy, but it can be fun
and rewarding. Here is my advice for
fresh graduates entering the corporate
world:
• It isn’t your job to know everything
– that’s why there are departments.
Be proactive and ask questions.
• Take every chance you have to take
on something new.
• Focus on building relationships.
• Don’t be intimidated by senior
management. If you believe
your voice or ideas can grow the
business, speak up. The bosses
here are open and willing to guide,
advise and listen.
• Have an attitude of gratitude. Not
only this is good for your whole
life, but it is great in the office, even
Oprah says so. Always remember
to thank the people you work with.
They’ll remember it and will be more
willing to help when you need it.
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LEARNING FROM LEADERS

Valuable values

PHARMANIAGA
LOGISTICS
SDN BHD
Norhana Nawawi
Suri
Deputy Director (Pharmacist)
Customer Care Department

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
3 years and 8 months

Throughout my 23-year journey, I
believe that one of the important
values one must have is openness
in thinking and behavior. Don’t
limit yourself with things that you
are comfortable with; always be
open to new challenges and ideas.
You should always be eager to
learn and never say ‘I don’t know’.
Through continuous learning, we
develop and improve our skills and
knowledge in order to adapt to
changes in the workplace.

Motivational moments
Managing customer expectations
teaches me to be resilient.
Challenges make us uncomfortable,
which triggers our mind’s desire to
avoid that discomfort. We have to
take full control of the thoughts
in our mind. Finding a mentor
who is able to talk through your
worries and can offer advice will
keep your head in the game. Focus
on finding ways to overcome those
obstacles and keep going. Knowing
that my effort contributes to the
improvement of the organisation
really motivates me to work harder
and give my level best in every task.

Legendary leadership

QUALITIES OF
GREAT LEADERS

Great leaders focus on people –
their families, employees, and
customers. Always focus on ‘what
can I give’ rather than ‘what
can I get’. As a pharmaceutical
company, people are the patients
and our ultimate priority is saving

• Respect each and every
employee.
• Be authentic.
• Stay engaged with your
employees.
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their lives. This is reflected in
our company motto ‘Passion for
patients’. As humans, we make
mistakes and legendary leaders
accept mistakes as learning
opportunities – of course
we need to ensure that we are
doing the right thing! It is equally
important for leaders to have
sense of humour which can help
to set a positive vibe throughout
the day. A happy employee is a
productive employee and eventually
translates into happy customers.
These are the characteristics of
my legendary role model – Dato’
Farshila Emran, Managing Director
of Pharmaniaga Berhad.

Words of wisdom
Although today’s environment has
changed so much compared to the
time when I graduated, but I still
believe that the basic rules remain
unchanged. Taking the right first
step into the working world needs
serious attention:
• Be prepared for your first
interview – do research on the
organisation, show your passion.
• Be positive in your image and
personality, as a positive first
impression is the key to the next
step ahead.
• Be humble with everyone.
• Always remember – do what
is RIGHT, not what is easy as
it takes less time to do things
RIGHT than to explain why you
did it wrong. These are the magic
keys to living your life.

LEARNING FROM LEADERS

Role review
I am accountable for Press Metal
Aluminium Holdings Berhad –
Sarawak Operations and the
wellbeing of our 3,000 staff. The
role includes being responsible for
the bottom-line performance of the
company. To achieve our financial
objectives, I strive to ensure the
safety of our staff as well as deliver
quality products to our clients.

Motivational moments

Press Metal
Bintulu Sdn Bhd
Choa Wei Keong
General Manager

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
9 years

I have a varied career path that
started in the banking industry and
now leads me to a manufacturing
position. I believe that whatever
industry you are in, commitment
and contribution are the essential
ingredients of success. You must
have the commitment to go the
extra mile at work and build your
competency by learning the key
processes of your business. Only
then, your contribution will be
recognised.

Legendary leadership

QUALITIES OF
GREAT LEADERS

We spend more time at the
workplace than we do at home.
There is an amount of care which
you are expected to show to your
colleagues. You have to talk to the
different generations of employees
and try to understand what they are
going through.

We have specific programs
like ASP (Aluminium Smelting
Program for Fresh Graduates) to
attract and develop future young
talents to Sarawak Operations.
Internally, we have also launched
our Competency Framework to
evaluate and improve our staff
skills and knowledge – this initiative
will benefit the young employees as
it gives clear learning roadmap on
their respective career paths.

Words of wisdom
I believe that the most important
thing for young employees is their
mindset. It is not a good idea to
ask for too much so early in their
career. New employees have to
demonstrate their commitment and
their contribution to advance in
their careers. In our manufacturing
operations, practical experience is
far more valuable than theoretical
knowledge. Given the importance
of competency, we invest in our
people – one of the main priorities
of young employees is to learn fast
and learn as much as possible.
Press Metal always rewards
good employees. When you give
to the company good contribution,
we ensure that you take home good
compensation.

• Good communication
and listening skills
• Constant lookout for
good talents
• Observational and
analytical
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WHAT EMPLOYERS WANT

Star candidate

Possessing the right qualifications for the job is the most important factor.
A professionally presented résumé with no spelling/grammar mistakes is a
definite plus.
The resourceful applicants will always surprise us. Some manage to even
start their cover letter with ‘Dear Ms Smith’ where they took the trouble to find
out the name of the Recruitment Executive/Manager.

Résumé requirements

Readability is important, because when we are faced with a lot of résumés,
we tend to choose which we read first. Résumés should be tailored to the
position applied with the career objective clearly stated. Résumés must also be
scannable, be it the keywords or important points
A remarkable summary or self-introduction will definitely be eye-catching,
where the recruiter would be more likely to arrange an interview to get to
know the applicant better.

Ace the application

Low Kwong Fei
Deputy General Manager

PRESS METAL BINTULU
SDN BHD

Applications can be done by sending the cover letter, résumé and relevant
certificates via recruitment email. The most effective way is by walk-in
interview commitment, demonstrated competency while in university/college
and a desire to contribute to the success of our future together will definitely
be welcomed into our Press Metal family.

Interview insights

Be on time, and avoid looking like you are rushing to get back to your home
from school during the interview.
If you are interested to work in our company, learn a little about us
before the interview so that you can ask relevant questions.
Be genuine as we want to hire the real you.

What is needed in a fresh
graduate’s application?
Cover letter

Yes

Professional photo

Yes

Career objective

Yes

Fancy résumé

No

References (referees)

Yes

LinkedIn profile

No

Signed, sealed, delivered

Most of the time, we will state a period whereby we will make a decision on
the successful candidate. If after the stated period plus one week you do not
hear from us, please feel free to contact us to find out our decision.
Some candidates do write a nice email thanking us for the interview. This
may help (and definitely will not hurt) your application.

Maximum number of
résumé pages:
Max

2 pages
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WHAT EMPLOYERS WANT

Star candidate

Star candidates include unique experiences in their CV, including experiences
that will be attractive to the interviewer to talk further about. Include things
that you are passionate about be it sports, arts or community involvement.

Résumé requirements

Keep your résumé to a single page if you can. Keep it simple but informative,
highlight your achievements and illustrate areas for the reader to focus on.
The important skills that we look for in graduates are:
• High reasoning ability and logical thinking
• Good interpersonal and communication skills
• Ability to apply knowledge and skills to the job applied for
• Relevant computer skills

Ace the application
Mohamad Yussof Bin
Ahmad Sapari
Human Resource Business
Partner

RHB BANK BERHAD

Do your homework. Read and follow the procedures that are usually
available on a company website. The candidates should be well-prepared
with information on the company and the roles available with a deep
understanding of the specific job they are applying for.

Interview insights

Do make an effort. Dress nicely and be well-groomed, just like how you
would be going on a date with someone you want to impress. I like humility,
and authenticity in a candidate. I like candidates who have done their
homework before the interview day, and someone who can articulate their
answers. Candidates don’t need to try too hard but should be themselves in
a positive way. Not to forget, candidates must also be able to engage me
throughout the interview.

Signed, sealed, delivered
What is needed in a fresh
graduate’s application?
Cover letter

No

Professional photo

Yes

Career objective

Yes

Fancy résumé

No

References (referees)

No

LinkedIn profile

Yes

Maximum number of
résumé pages:
Max

2 pages

The power of positive thinking is important for candidates to believe in. They
should reflect on how they did at the interview and think of how they can do
or could have done better. They shouldn’t wait for a response, instead they
should focus on the next potential interview opportunity.

‘‘

Do make an effort.
Dress nicely and be
well-groomed, just like
how you would be going
on a date with someone
you want to impress.

”
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LEARNING FROM LEADERS

TOP GLOVE
SDN BHD
Ravi A/L
Supramaniam
Head of Factory

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
12 years

QUALITIES OF
GREAT LEADERS
• Accountability.
• Never stop learning,
regardless in or out of the
office.
• Invest in professional
network.
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Valuable values

Legendary leadership

Great leadership is not harnessed
by reading leadership theories
but enhanced through mentoring.
In my experience, listening and
observing are key values which set
great leaders apart from others.
Leadership is in everything you
do and every small action builds
confidence within you towards
bigger things. One should always
remember not to be afraid in taking
action, and I strongly encourage
each of you to start from now.
Becoming a leader is like
becoming an explorer, not a
tourist. You need the aptitude and
constant drive for learning. In my
many years of service, I have been
fortunate to have great mentors
and they certainly shaped me to be
who I am today.

My journey in this company has
seen many crests and troughs, and
each experience has only taught me
priceless lessons which made me
a stronger individual. One leader
that nurtured me since the day I
entered Top Glove is none other
than my Chairman Tan Sri Dr Lim
Wee Chai. Tan Sri is a leader who
kept working on improving himself
until he became the man worthy
of gaining respect from more than
18,000 employees, the industry
and the nation. He practices what
he preaches at every possible level.
From him, I learnt to understand
the importance of continual growth
in my life and that a leader must
learn to use respect to win people
over, instead of using power to
bend people to their will.

Motivational moments

Words of wisdom

‘Live as if it’s your last day, learn
as if you were to live forever’. The
one thing all great leaders have
in common is their insatiable
appetite for learning and in today’s
connected world, we have many
opportunities to share, learn, teach
and build a better society based on
knowledge and opportunity instead
of ignorance and fear.
As the saying goes, ‘when the
going gets tough, the tough get
going’. Some notable experiences
were when our factory had low
productivity and an increase
in customer complaints, I kept
reminding myself that the only
game plan was to work harder,
and to always try our very best
in satisfying our customers. We
believe that having satisfied
customers is the best business
strategy and together with our
dedicated team members, we
are able to successfully overcome
obstacles which result in positive
business growth.

The world has become more
entrepreneurial than ever. Find
ways to build your credibility
and value. Gain experience by
volunteering in activities that
utilise your skills, take initiative in
proposing projects, and embrace
new challenges with a smile.
Stepping out of the student
world and entering a new realm
called working life can be very
overwhelming, so be calm and take
it all in patiently. Never hesitate
to take risks, make mistakes, then
learn from them and be better at
it. We learn more from our failures
than our successes, so don’t be
scared to make a lot of mistakes at
the early stage when the stakes are
lower, and soak in the learnings.
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WHAT EMPLOYERS WANT

Star candidate

I will review and focus more on candidates with good participation and
achievements in extracurricular activities. I believe these candidates can
multi-task, be resilient, and are able to handle responsibilities better at
the workplace. Candidates who have a good CGPA and have had an
industrial internship or some work experience in the related field will be more
advantageous and stand a better chance of being shortlisted. We believe
these candidates can adapt better in a challenging work environment and
have the maturity to interact with different levels of personnel. Aside from the
positive attitude, we also evaluate their competencies and knowledge.

Résumé requirements

Kelvin Lee Kok Seng
Senior Manager, Manufacturing

TOP GLOVE SDN BHD

3 key factors that make you stand out from the rest:
• Key positions or roles held during involvement in extracurricular activities
and past achievements: to elaborate your responsibilities and brief journey
towards those achievements.
• Individual strengths and weaknesses: to explain clearly how these values
are able to contribute positively to the company, or bring value to the
workplace and what had been learnt from the challenges encountered.
• Career path expectation: what is the candidate’s expectation from the
company within 2, 5 and 10 years.
With the above points listed in a résumé, the employer presumes the candidate
is well-prepared and understands what they want in their career progression.

Ace the application

What is needed in a fresh
graduate’s application?
Cover letter

Yes

Professional photo

Yes

Career objective

Yes

Fancy résumé

No

References (referees)

Yes

LinkedIn profile

Yes

Maximum number of
résumé pages:
Max

4 pages

• Actively visit our booth at career fairs and engage with our technical and HR
recruitment team to get more information about the desired post.
• Must be well-prepared for interview sessions, including understanding the
company’s nature of business and latest developments.
• To prepare all the basic documents (academic script and résumé) needed
to ease the recruitment process.
• Bring a great personality and embrace the interview session with confidence
and poise.

Interview insights

• Candidate must take care of attire, grooming and attend the interview on
time.
• Be sensitive and alert to the company’s surroundings when you arrive, as
the hiring manager might have already been observing your behaviour
prior to the interview.
• Speak up and express yourselves confidently. If you are not sure on the
questions raised, please seek clarification. Do not assume and end up
giving a negative impression.
• Do not over-promise. Instead, provide realistic and practical replies.
• Obtain immediate feedback on how you handled the interview. Be open
and accept all feedbacks constructively.

Signed, sealed, delivered

• After the interview, the waiting process would normally take up 10 to 14
working days. We suggest candidates may call or email the officer in
charge after this period to follow-up on the status of the interview.
• To leave a message before going outstation or travelling abroad, to avoid
miscommunication or unnecessary delay.
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WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

Top Glove
Sdn Bhd
Company culture

Senior Finance Manager

I have been working at Top Glove
full-time for 10 years and Top Glove
has always encouraged continuous
learning, had good intentions
regarding employees’ health and
wellbeing, provided travelling
opportunities and a good starting
salary for fresh graduates. Top Glove
provides a good starting platform as
there are many opportunities to learn
and self-develop. The company tries
their best to instill many good values
to the employees. At Top Glove, we
continuously emphasise on working
smart, playing hard, staying fit and
living healthily.

QUALIFICATION

Tackling tasks

NAME
Noradella Binti Nordin

POSITION

Bachelor of Accountancy (Hons);
Member of Malaysian Institute of
Accountants (MIA)

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
10 years

Culture
60%

Work-life balance

Experience and exposure

60%

Travel opportunities
80%

Professional development
100%

Personal growth
100%
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I recently took on a management role
which involves reviewing financial
data and annual reports in addition
to overseeing operations in the
Finance Department which includes
setting KPIs for my team members
and designing a performance
framework for these to be achieved.
I am also involved in a recent SAP
Payroll Project as a power user and
I support the Payroll Department in
their daily operations as well.
Time waits for no man, hence
using our time wisely and effectively
are vital disciplines in achieving work
life benefits and well-being at work. I
have found that these small steps in
time management have really helped
me to overcome stress and lead a
better lifestyle.

During these 10 years, I was exposed
to various accounting tasks, including
financial reporting, payroll and
experiencing the client side of an
audit. I was also entrusted with major
responsibilities within the business
and was able to work independently
after initial directives. Another
valuable lesson I have learnt is to
not be afraid of the expanding and
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widening of the job scope: I braved
through the challenges and enjoyed
the fulfillment and satisfaction when
matters were resolved. Which in turn,
have provided me with more insights
into the different types of roles and
responsibilities that I am capable of
and I have never looked back since.

Working style
The common work style practised
in Top Glove is that leaders act as
coaches to inspire, encourage, and
empower their team members to
create better outputs and efficiencies.
Coaching works best with
employees who have demonstrated
competency and trust. I use this
work style to guide teams toward
higher performance and to mentor
new employees in embracing the
challenges in the work environment.
The ability to communicate
effectively with superiors and
colleagues is essential, no matter
what industry you work in. Good
interpersonal communication
skills enable us to work more
effectively in groups and teams.
Good communication skills will also
help you get hired, promoted, and
continue to succeed throughout your
career.

How to adult
It is much easier to be successful
when you love your job and are
inspired. It's equally important to find
a high-integrity company where you
can be yourself. If you're passionate
about the values you believe in and
the company's culture matches your
values, you will be able to succeed.
You are going to embrace tons of
learnings in whatever task you do,
so don't pressure yourself too much
about what it is or where it is. Just
take a related job, put your head up,
work hard, and raise your hand for
anything anybody asks you to do.

LEARNING FROM LEADERS

Valuable values

VINDA GROUP
SEA
Faye Yong
Marketing Innovation
Director

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
14 years

QUALITIES OF
GREAT LEADERS
• Learning agility.
• Stay curious, stay hungry.

• Challenge the status quo and
don’t just settle with what is
given. Having said that, it does
not mean that we must disagree
with everything, but to think of
disagreements as an opportunity
for better ideas.
• Be deeply curious, which
potentially results in additional
learning from reading or
experiments.
• Persevere through failures, that
tipping point of success may
come at the most unexpected
times.

Motivational moments
Genuine innate belief that nothing
is impossible. For example, holding
your breath under water for 24
minutes sounds like an impossible
feat until someone does it; or who
would have thought one would
become a Prime Minister at the age
of 93?
I was brought to believe since
the early days of my career to keep
asking myself ‘How do I get there?’
instead of ‘Can I get there?’ and
this change in mindset has been the
most powerful tool for me. It is also
with this belief, that the Libresse
Marketing Team which I led in the
past had successfully penetrated the
competitive Feminine Care segment
to becoming the number one brand
in just eight years. Today, whenever
the going gets tough, I remind
myself that the tough gets going!
I once wondered why my
boss often disagreed with my

thoughts; looking back, it was these
disagreements that toughened
me up and helped me see things
from many perspectives. Today, I
find it hard to leave a conversation
without someone challenging my
ideas.

Legendary leadership
Every single person I meet is
an influencer to me. While I do
not role-model myself after any
legendary leader and prefer to
develop my own style; I’m often
curious about the successful people
around me. I enjoy studying the
way different people do things, and
the outcome they get. Besides,
it’s also interesting to study how
people failed, and learn from their
mistakes.
Observing and studying the
people around me have also
helped me in building better
relationships and empathising with
the views of others.

Words of wisdom
If you are not sure, just take
the first step. Fall quickly and
learn fast. Sometimes they are
needed before you get the big
hit! Mark Zuckerberg’s Facebook
was a success only after four
entrepreneurial ventures. Once
again, you decide if you should be
the one who does the impossible.
Remember – we miss 100% of
every shot that we do not take; give it
our best shot each time, every time!

• Be self-aware.
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WHAT EMPLOYERS WANT

Star candidate

Since a fresh graduate may not have any prior working experience, his or her
academic result, course of study and involvement in extra-curricular activities
would be some of the key areas that we will consider. Being just an active
member or participant in extra-curricular activities certainly is not sufficient.
We will look out for candidates who hold leadership positions in student
societies or those who actively took part in different competitions organised by
either the university or external parties.

Résumé requirements

Academic achievement is a must-have in a résumé. However, it is also
something we can read from the transcript; thus, I suggest to keep that short
and just highlight the key points that could help you stand out. Another musthave is one’s involvement in extra-curricular activities. These two are the least
items to have in a résumé but to impress a recruiter, it is good to personalise
the résumé according to the company that you are applying to. For instance,
include a short write-up on why you are applying to this company or how can
you contribute to its business.

Tasha Ho Pei Xin

Ace the application

Talent & Performance
Manager

Our application process is very simple. Applicants can drop their résumé and
basic information to us on our corporate website www.vindagroupsea.com.
They can also find out more about the career opportunities in Vinda Group
SEA on the website. As we already have a good data management system
in place, any application via our website can be sorted out easily. Hence,
graduates are not encouraged to email their résumé to our recruiters.

VINDA GROUP SEA

Interview insights
What is needed in a fresh
graduate’s application?
Cover letter

No

Professional photo

Yes

Career oabjective

Yes

Fancy résumé

No

References (referees)

No

LinkedIn profile

Yes

First of all, be punctual; it leaves a good impression. During the interview, be
humble, honest and genuine. You want to join an organisation that genuinely
fits your style. Also, find out more about the organisation before you go for an
interview. You certainly do not want to be seen unprepared. Knowing more
about the organisation and its culture allows you to gauge whether it suits you
and it can even be a bonus point. For instance, if the company has a dress-up
theme every Friday and your interview happened to be on that day, why not
join in?

Signed, sealed, delivered

Follow us on our social media platforms and get updated with our latest
events and activities. If you continue to react to our posts, that will also prompt
us to keep you in mind. If you do not hear from us after two to three weeks,
you may drop an email to follow up on the interview status.

Maximum number of
résumé pages:
Max

2 pages
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WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

Vinda Group SEA
Company culture

NAME
Fernnie Yong Yin Fern, 29

POSITION

I’d say, Vinda is the best of both
worlds. You’d get a good balance of
the professional corporate working
styles with down-to-earth colleagues
and a laid-back environment. It’s not
about dressing up in shirts and ties
or fancy dresses, it’s not about who
is the most popular or who is the
smartest, it’s not about who’s better
than the other. It’s all about what you
can bring to the game that will bring
both the brand and company up.
Honest talents and work dedication
are appreciated here.

Brand Manager

Tackling tasks

QUALIFICATION

I won’t paint a beautiful picture of
automatic work-life balance for
you. It’s not the responsibility of the
company to ensure it. It’s your own
responsibility to make sure you do.
What I can say is that the people here
are open to negotiations, challenges,
opinions and recommendations. If
you can propose a more effective
and efficient way of doing things,
everyone will be happy to listen and
accept. It doesn’t matter what your
tasks are at hand. What’s important
is that you speak up when it matters,
give a timeline and get the job done
within the time promised.

Bachelor of Arts in Marketing

BEEN WORKING HERE FOR
2 years

Experience and exposure

Culture
80%

Work-life balance
100%

Travel opportunities
60%

Two words. ‘It’s real’. Coming from a
background of non-FMCG industry,
I didn’t have the privilege of being
exposed to ‘consumer insights’,
‘product modification’, ‘research
data’, ‘value chain’, etc. But here
in Vinda, my learning curve spiked
tremendously.

Being exposed to more data and
information, I finally got the complete
picture on marketing (from A-Z) and
the ability to influence. From the 4
Ps, now turned to 8 Ps, to advertising
and branding, to media and events,
to retailing and e-commerce. Not to
mention, working with a bunch of
friendly and helpful colleagues made
the experience even more enjoyable.

Working style
Again, best of both worlds. It is
very important to be independent
and resourceful because it builds
your own skills and your manager’s
confidence in you and that gives you
empowerment to climb the ladder.
Discussions and teamwork are
equally important here but it will be
meaningless if everyone is not on the
same page. You MUST understand
the context of every conversation,
have your own point of view and
facts to back it up. Always clarify and
never assume. Remember, it’s not
about being a smarty pants.

How to adult
Although you are still young, you
will be the future, the ones leading
the new trends and lifestyle. So,
be yourself, be open-minded, stay
hungry to learn and let us learn from
you. In return, we ask that you put
yourself in the shoes of an adult and
learn from them as well. You don’t
have to be an adult, you just need
to learn what adults think. And with
time, wisdom and maturity will follow
suit.

Professional development
100%

Personal growth
100%
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JOBS101: LISTINGS

The best place to
browse through
fresh graduate jobs
in Malaysia!
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SUCCESS IS WHERE PREPARATION AND
OPPORTUNITY MEET. – BOBBY UNSER
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LISTING

ASTRO MALAYSIA HOLDINGS
BERHAD
www.astro.com.my; www.astro.com.my/careers
CONTACT
Human Capital Astro Malaysia
All Asia Broadcast Centre,
Technology Park Malaysia,
Lebuhraya Puchong-Sungai Besi,
57000 Bukit Jalil, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
+(603) 9543 6688
+(603) 9543 1013
3 Online application

LOCATIONS
Main location
Technology Park Malaysia

JOBS
Number of employees
5,000

About us
Astro Malaysia Holdings Berhad (Astro) is Malaysia’s leading content and
consumer company in the TV, OTT, radio, digital and commerce space
with growing ASEAN presence. The company serves 23 million individuals
in 5.7 million households, or 76% of Malaysian households, who are
watching Astro content on all screens and on demand, be it TV, laptop,
tablet and phone.
NJOI Prepaid, the company’s subscription-free TV service, offers all
Malaysians free access to 29 TV and 20 radio channels on TV and mobile
devices. Astro Radio includes Malaysia’s highest rated stations across key
languages, and are available on both terrestrial and digital channels,
reaching 16.2 million weekly listeners.
The company’s digital assets host 7.3 million average monthly unique
visitors across the digital platforms of its entertainment and lifestyle brands.
Astro GO and NJOI Now, its OTT platforms, cater to each individual’s
demand to access their preferred content anytime, anywhere, and across
multiple screens.
The company’s commerce play, Go Shop, is carried across TV, online
and mobile platforms with 1.6 million registered users in Malaysia and
Singapore, fulfilling customers’ lifestyle needs in the comfort of their homes.
Astro holds the distinction of the ‘Gold’ award in the Media and
Entertainment category at the Putra Brand Awards for 9 consecutive years
from 2010 to 2018, the ‘Brand of the Year’ award in 2012, the ‘Brand
Icon’ award in 2013, the ‘Malaysian Marketer of the Year’ award in 2016
and the IDC Digital Awards for Malaysia in 2017 and 2018. Astro Kasih
is the company’s CSR arm, whose award winning programmes have
been recognised for its innovation and
life-changing impact on the community it
aspires to serve.
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DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
Degree, Masters, or PhD

Degree discipline or/and requirements
A degree holder in any field from recognised
higher learning institutions

Closing date for applications
All year-round

WORK EXPERIENCE
Internship/trainee programme
Yes

Application deadline for placements/
internships
All year-round

LISTING

BASF
https://www.basf.com/en/company/career/jobs.html
CONTACT
BASF (Malaysia)
No. 2, Jalan Astaka U8/87,
Bukit Jelutong,
Seksyen U8 40150 Shah Alam, Selangor,
Malaysia
+(603) 5628 3888
+(603) 5628 3777

About us
At BASF, we create chemistry for a sustainable future. We combine
economic success with environmental protection and social responsibility.
Our broad portfolio ranges from chemicals, plastics, performance
products and crop protection products to oil and gas. Through research
and innovation, we support our customers in nearly every industry in
meeting the current and future needs of society. BASF has been in Malaysia
for more than 25 years and produces chemicals for the agriculture,
automotive, construction chemicals, electronic materials, oil and gas and
packaging industries.
BASF (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd was incorporated in 1989 and operates
manufacturing plants in Bukit Raja in Selangor and Pasir Gudang in Johor,
as well as an operational site in Kulim, Kedah.
BASF Asia-Pacific Service Centre was established in 2005. Located in
Kuala Lumpur, the shared services center has nearly 700 employees and
provides functional services in the areas of Finance, Information Services,
Human Resources, Environment, Health & Safety, Procurement and Import
Export Operation to BASF companies and affiliates in 16 markets across
the Asia Pacific region.

BASF Asia-Pacific Service Centre
Level 25, Menara TM,
Jalan Pantai Baharu,
59200 Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
+(603) 2246 9000
+(603) 2246 9133
3 Résumé and cover letter
3 Online application

LOCATIONS
Main location
Kuala Lumpur, Selangor, Johor, Kedah and
Kuantan

Additional locations
Worldwide

JOBS
Number of employees
>1,000 (Malaysia); >110,000 (worldwide)

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training and development
Performance bonus
Recognition award
Education support
Dental, optical and health care
Long service award
Employee engagement activities
Subsidised vending machines
Annual CSR contributions

DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
Bachelor’s degree

Closing date for applications
All year-round

WORK EXPERIENCE
Internship/trainee programme
Yes

Application deadline for placements/
internships

“WE CREATE CHEMISTRY FOR
A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE.”
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All year-round

LISTING

Dagang NeXchange Berhad
www.dnex.com.my
CONTACT

About us
Dagang NeXchange Berhad, or DNeX, is a Malaysian public listed
company based in Kuala Lumpur. Listed on the Main Market of Bursa
Malaysia, the company currently operates in two business segments – IT &
e-Services, and Energy.
Through its IT & e-Services arm, DNeX offers solutions related to Trade
Facilitation, Systems Integration, IT Consulting, Cyber Security, Radio
Frequency Identification System (RFID), Telco Subsea Services and Global
Halal Services.
DNeX’s Energy arm is involved in providing Oilfield services, Upstream
Oil & Gas, Equipment and Maintenance services, and Power.
With a cumulative experience spanning close to 50 years in construction
engineering, telecommunications and Information Technology, DNeX
is synonymous with Malaysia’s National Single Window (NSW), a Trade
Facilitation system it designed, implemented and operated for the
Government for over 25 years. DNeX continues to exclusively operate
and maintain the system for the Government and it has earned numerous
industry recognitions, including, amongst others, the Industry Excellence
Award for e-Commerce at the ASEAN Business Awards 2016 and the
Sin Chew 2017 Business Excellence Award in the Digital and Technology
category.
Essential to DNeX’s future
success is the employment of
confident, high-performing
individuals who are focused
on working as a team to
deliver world-class business
innovation. DNeX’s current
workforce enjoys competitive
remuneration and benefits, a
flexible working environment,
professional development opportunities, and a healthy work-life balance.

“WE ARE VIBRANT TALENTS WHO
ARE COMMITTED TO DELIVER
BUSINESS INNOVATION THAT
CREATE STAKEHOLDERS’ VALUE.”
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Manager, Talent Acquisition & Integration,
Group Human Resources
Dagang Net Tower,
Block 10 (A&B) Corporate Park, Star Central,
Lingkaran Cyberpoint Timur, Cyber 12,
63000 Cyberjaya, Selangor
+(603) 8230 6900/6956
+(603) 8230 6969
career@dnex.com.my
3 Résumé and cover letter
3 Email application
3 Online application

LOCATIONS
Main location
Dagang Net Tower, Block 10 (A&B) Corporate
Park, Star Central, Lingkaran Cyberpoint Timur,
Cyber 12, 63000 Cyberjaya, Selangor

Additional locations
• Tower 3, Avenue 5, The Horizon,
Bangsar South, No. 8, Jalan Kerinchi,
59200 Kuala Lumpur
• Nusajaya, Johor Bharu
• Bukit Jelutong, Shah Alam
• Kemaman Supply Base, Kemaman

JOBS
Number of employees
631 employees

Benefits
• Medical benefits including dental, optical,
antenatal & maternity expenses
• Insurance benefits
• Recreational activities under employee
relations programme
• Performance bonus
• Additional EPF contribution
• Opportunities for career and personal
development

DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
CGPA: 3.0; 2nd class upper or equivalent
would be an advantage

Degree discipline or/and requirements
• Relevant discipline from reputable tertiary
education institutions
• Active in extra-curricular activities
• Pleasant personality & committed to work
• Good interpersonal & analytical skills

Closing date for applications
All year-round

Based at Bangsar South:
•
•
•
•
•

Analyst Programmer (Java)
Business Development Consultant
Business / System Analyst
Sales Account Manager
Sales Manager (Public Sector)

•
•
•
•
•

Security Analyst
Security Consultant
Security Engineer
Security Governance Consultant
Solutioning Manager (Private Sector)

Based at Shah Alam:

Based at Cyberjaya:

•
•
•

•

Sales & Application Engineer
Sales & Marketing Executive
Sales & Marketing Manager

Legal Manager

We love new light bulbs. Ask us about internship and management trainee opportunities.

LISTING

DKSH Malaysia Sdn Bhd
www.dksh.com.my
CONTACT
Nithyaah Kolinthevalu
B-11-01, The Ascent, Paradigm,
No. 1, Jalan SS 7/26A,
Kelana Jaya, 47301 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor Darul Ehsan
+(603) 7882 8888
+(603) 7882 5555
nithyaah.kolinthevalu@dksh.com
3 Email application
3 Online application

LOCATIONS
Main location
Petaling Jaya

Additional locations

About us
DKSH is the leading Market Expansion Services provider for companies
who want to grow their business in Malaysia. Founded in 1865 with strong
Swiss heritage, the company has a long tradition of doing business in and
with Asia and is deeply rooted in communities and businesses across Asia
Pacific. Publicly listed on the SIX Swiss Exchange since 2012, DKSH is a
global company headquartered in Zurich. With 825 business locations in
37 countries – 800 of them in Asia – and 31,970 specialised staff, DKSH
generated net sales of CHF 11.0 billion in 2017. DKSH offers a tailormade, integrated portfolio of sourcing, marketing, sales, distribution and
after-sales services. It provides business partners with expertise as well as
on-the-ground logistics based on a comprehensive network of unique size
and depth. Business activities are organised into four specialised Business
Units that mirror DKSH fields of expertise: Consumer Goods, Healthcare,
Performance Materials and Technology.

Selangor, Sabah, Sarawak, Melaka, Penang,
Johor, Pahang, Kelantan, Kedah, Perak,
Terengganu

JOBS
Number of employees
>10,000

DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
Depending on position

Degree discipline or/and requirements
Depending on position

Closing date for applications
All year-round

WORK EXPERIENCE
Internship/trainee programme
Yes (Minimum 3-month internship period)

Application deadline for placements/
internships
All year-round

“DRIVE GROWTH. BE THE
DIFFERENCE”
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LISTING

Evonik Malaysia Sdn Bhd
www.evonik.com; careers.evonik.com
CONTACT
Human Resources Department
Level 25, The Pinnacle,
Persiaran Lagoon,
Bandar Sunway,
47500 Selangor, Malaysia
+(603) 7628 2000
hr-recruitment-my@evonik.com
3 Résumé and cover letter
3 Email application
3 Online application

LOCATIONS
Main location
Headquarters: Essen, Germany

Additional locations worldwide
More than 100 countries globally in Asia,
Africa, Europe, North and South America

JOBS
Number of employees
>36,000 worldwide

Benefits

About us
Evonik Industries AG, the creative industrial group from Germany, is one of
the world leaders in specialty chemicals and active in over 100 countries.
With a strategic focus on specialty chemicals, customer-focused innovation
and a performance-oriented culture, we offer products, technologies and
solutions to genuinely create added value for our customers.
In Asia Pacific South, our footprint spans across Australia, Bangladesh,
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, New Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore,
Thailand, and Vietnam. Headquartered in Singapore, each of our sites
encompasses a different focus and technological expertise to better meet
the needs of our customers by creating solutions for them.
This is a world of opportunities for you. In Evonik, we are always looking
for creative and talented people. Our employees come from a wide range
of career backgrounds to help us not only reach new markets – but reach
new heights. Evonik is where you can make a difference. We give people
opportunities to gain new knowledge and the space to create. Develop
your potential with us and be a part of our international and diverse team.
Visit careers.evonik.com and kick-start your career with us.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Additional EPF contribution
Annual health screening
Compassionate leave
Dental and optical benefits
Employee recreational and sports activities
Exam leave
Flexi hours
Insurance coverage
Maternity and paternity leave
Medical coverage for employee, spouse and
children

DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
Diploma, Bachelor’s degree, Master’s degree,
Professional Certification

Degree discipline or/and requirements
Accountancy, Business and Management,
Commerce, Finance, Human Resources,
Information Systems, Information Technology,
Logistics, Procurement, Sales and Marketing,
Supply Chain and other relevant fields

Closing date for applications
All year-round

WORK EXPERIENCE
Internship/trainee programme
Yes

“EXPLORING OPPORTUNITIES.
GROWING TOGETHER.”
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Application deadline for placements/
internships
All year-round

LISTING

Giant Leap Construction
Sdn Bhd
CONTACT
2b, Lot 2001,
Jalan Laman Setia 2/20,
Taman Setia Eco Garden,
81550 Johor
+(607) 509 6855 (ext 117)
+(607) 509 5197
Human-resource@giantleap.cc
3 Résumé and cover letter
3 Email application
3 Online application

LOCATIONS

About us
Giant Leap Construction Sdn Bhd, a subsidiary of Country Garden Group
specialized in civil and structure construction.
At Giant Leap Construction, our employees are our greatest asset. We
leverage on the talents and potential of our people to build on our strength
and innovations. This is an integral part of our commitment to provide the
best to our customers in terms of quality, technology and cost. We ‘wish
that society will become amazing because of our existence’.
Giant Leap Construction is committed to be an enterprise with a sense
of consciousness and social responsibility. These values have fuelled the
company’s growth consistently for more than four years, and will continue
to do so.

Main location
Johor Bahru

Additional location worldwide
Indonesia

JOBS
Number of employees
200 – 250

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodation & meals
Mobile phone allowance
Transport allowance
Medical & insurance
Free hotel stay

DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
Relevant disciplines from reputable tertiary
education institutions

Degree discipline or/and requirements
Engineering (Civil, Mechanical, Quantity
Surveying, Construction Management,
Construction Technology)

Closing date for applications
All year-round
We are always on the lookout for great people to add their talent and
commitment to our team. Regardless of whether you are an entry level
candidate, or an experienced professional, looking to make a difference
and grow in the process, we would like to hear from you.
If you are ambitious in the field of construction and are willing to be a part
of a first-class international team, please join us for a fruitful career path.

“HOPE THE SOCIETY WILL BECOME
AMAZING BECAUSE OF OUR EXISTENCE.”
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WORK EXPERIENCE
Internship/trainee programme
Yes

Application deadline for placements/
internships
All year-round

“Hope the society will become amazing because of our existence”

LISTING

Golden Screen Cinemas
Sdn Bhd
www.gsc.com.my
CONTACT
Esther Wong Wan Chiin
Human Resources Department 1,
Jalan SS22/19 Damansara Jaya,
47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan
+(603) 7806 8817 / +(6017) 328 0379
+(603) 7806 8820
hr@gsc.com.my
3 Résumé and cover letter
3 Email application
3 Online application

LOCATIONS

Main location

Head office – Damansara Jaya

Additional locations

About us
Golden Screen Cinemas Sdn Bhd (GSC), Malaysia’s largest cinema
exhibitor, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the PPB Group (a member of the
Kuok Group). GSC operates a total of 433 screens in 50 locations across
Malaysia and Vietnam, with 344 screens in 36 locations in Malaysia,
and 89 screens in 14 locations in Vietnam through a partnership with
Galaxy Studio.
Aspiring to become a regional cinema and content operator that is
recognised for providing enriching cinema experiences, GSC presents
movie-goers a multitude of high-quality offerings at theatres nationwide.
GSC has received the Gold Award in the Entertainment Category at the
Putra Brand Awards since 2014 and was awarded the Brand Icon Award
in 2017. In 2018, GSC received the World Brand Award from the World
Branding Forum in London.
Besides exhibition, GSC also has a variety of other companies within the
Group focused on other businesses including advertising, Cinead; software
development, EASI; F&B, Glitters; and movie distribution and movie coproduction, GSC Movies.
As a leading cinema exhibitor, GSC aims to deliver the most innovative
and enriching cinematic experiences. With the right people who are just as
passionate about the industry, we are able to bring these experiences to
our customers nationwide.
We are looking for talents who have a passion for movies and
entertainment – fresh candidates with an innovative and creative mind,
backed by a resilient spirit – as well as experienced talents who wish to
contribute their skills and knowledge, pioneering us in the international and
digital world.

GSC 1 Utama, GSC 1Borneo, GSC 3
Damansara, GSC AEON Bandaraya Melaka,
GSC Alamanda, GSC Aman Central, GSC
Amanjaya Mall, GSC Berjaya Megamall,
GSC Berjaya Times Square, GSC Bintang
Megamall, GSC Cheras Leisure Mall, GSC
CityONE Megamall, GSC Dataran Pahlawan,
GSC East Coast Mall, GSC Gurney Plaza,
GSC IOI City Mall, GSC IOI Mall, Puchong,
GSC Ipoh Parade, GSC Klang Parade,
GSC Melawati Mall, GSC Mentakab Star
Mall, GSC Mid Valley Megamall, GSC
MyTOWN, GSC Nu Sentral, GSC Palm Mall,
GSC Paradigm Mall, GSC Pavilion KL, GSC
Queensbay Mall, GSC Quill City Mall, GSC
Setia City Mall, GSC Signature, The Gardens,
GSC Summit USJ, GSC Sunway Carnival, GSC
Suria Sabah Mall, GSC Terminal One

JOBS

Number of employees
1,500

Benefits

Movie tickets, Medical, Dental, Miscellaneous
allowances

DEGREE SOUGHT

Minimum degree classification required
Any degree classification

Degree discipline or/and requirements
Finance, IT, Marketing, Advertising,
Communication

Closing date for applications
Refer to www.gsc.com.my

WORK EXPERIENCE

Internship/trainee programme
Yes

Application deadline for placements/
internships
All year-round
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You could write
a great story.

LISTING

Hartalega
www.hartalega.com.my

About us
Starting as a single-line operation in
1988, Hartalega is now the world’s
largest nitrile glove manufacturer
and the industry leader in terms of
market capitalisation, profitability and
innovation. We revolutionised our
industry by inventing the world’s first
lightweight nitrile glove which shifted
the global demand from latex to nitrile
gloves. To cement our leadership
position, we have embarked on a
RM2.2 billion expansion project called
the Next Generation Integrated Glove
Manufacturing Complex (NGC) which will triple our production capacity.
Hartalega NGC will be employing the latest manufacturing technologies
and include integrated facilities. Due to NGC’s high economic impact,
it has been accorded Entry Point Project (EPP) status by the Malaysian
government.
Hartalega is made up of a tight-knit, passionate and highly-skilled
group of individuals. From our top executives to our line technicians, we
are all proud to be part of an elite group responsible for leading and
revolutionising the glove-making industry.
Hartalega is offering a Graduate Readiness Internship Program (GRIP)
which takes classroom learning to the field. An internship at Hartalega
means you get valuable
hands-on experience at the
world’s largest nitrile glove
manufacturing company,
where you have the
opportunity to collaborate with
innovators in your area of
profession. Learn from leaders
of the industry who will help
develop your potential and
discover your career path.

CONTACT
Recruitment
No.1, Persiaran Tanjung,
Kawasan Perindustrian Tanjung,
43900 Sepang, Selangor
+(603) 8707 3000
recruit@hartalega.com.my
3 Résumé and cover letter
3 Email application
3 Online application

LOCATIONS
Main location
Sepang, Selangor

Additional locations worldwide
More than 100 countries globally in Asia,
Africa, Europe, North and South America

JOBS
Number of employees
>8,000

Benefits
• Employee Share Option Scheme (ESOS)
• Free accommodation
• Transportation allowance

DEGREE SOUGHT
Degree discipline or/and requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engineering
Accounts
Finance
Human Resource
IT
Science
Biotechnology
Art & Social Sciences
Economics & Business Administration
Mathematics

Closing date for applications
Ongoing

WORK EXPERIENCE
Internship/trainee programme
Yes

Application deadline for placements/
internships
Two to three months before internship date

“GROW WITH US”
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Leading Growth Through Innovation
The world’s largest and most innovative
nitrile glove manufacturer has embarked
on a RM 2.5 billion expansion project called
the Next Generation Integrated Glove
Manufacturing Complex (NGC) that will
triple its current size and revolutionize the
glove industry. Due to its high economic
impact, the NGC project has been accorded
Entry Point Project (EPP) status under the
government’s ETP.
If you are highly driven and innovative
talent who desire learning and career
development opportunities, join the
industry leader on this exciting and
rewarding journey and grow with us.

Learn more about us:

hartalega.com.my/careers/
recruit@hartalega.com.my

Aon Best Employer
Award 2018

Malaysia’s 100 Leading
Graduate Employers
(Chemicals & Heavy Industries)
2018 (First Runner-Up)
2017 & 2016 (Finalist)
2015 (Winner)

HR Asia
Best Companies
to Work for
2014 & 2013

The Edge
BRC Highest Return
on Equity over 3 years
2016, 2015, 2014 & 2013

Asiamoney Overall
Best Managed Company
2014, 2012
& 2010

Forbes Asia
Best Under A Billion
2013, 2012,
2011 & 2010

Hartalega
@teamhartanians
Team Hartanians

LISTING

Honda Malaysia Sdn Bhd
www.honda.com.my
CONTACT
Mr Tee Chien Siong, General Manager
Hicom Industrial Park Pegoh,
P.O. Box 70, 78000 Alor Gajah, Melaka
+(606) 558 7212
+(606) 559 1515
recruitment@honda.net.my
3 Résumé and cover letter
3 Email application
3 Online application

LOCATIONS

About us
The Power of Dreams
At Honda we aim to turn dreams into reality. We dream of flying. We
dream of creating a robot to help us. We dream of making all cars as
'green' as the forest. We dream of how much more fun and exciting life
could be.

Main location
Melaka, Alor Gajah

Additional locations
Petaling Jaya, Selangor & Kota Kinabalu,
Sabah

JOBS
Number of employees

The Birth of Honda Malaysia
On 15th November 2000, a partnership between Honda Motor Co. Ltd. of
Japan, DRB-HICOM Berhad and Oriental Holdings Berhad resulted in the
birth of Honda Malaysia Sdn Bhd, a company committed to offering the
‘Highest Customer Satisfaction in Malaysia’.
On 17th January 2003, Honda Malaysia's Pegoh plant in Alor Gajah,
Melaka, proudly rolled out its first car, a CR-V. Since then, we have
never looked back, supporting our dream of delivering greater value to
Malaysians.

3,000 – 4,000

A Dream with a Difference
Spread over 80 acres of land in the Pegoh industrial park, Honda
Malaysia's Pegoh Plant has a total built-up area of 13 acres.
It boasts three zones: the main plant, which houses the Complete Knock
Down Unit (CKD) assembly plant and its auxiliary buildings, the Constant
Velocity Joint (CVJ) plant, and the Complete Built-Up Unit (CBU) predelivery operation.

Minimum CGPA of 2.7

Enjoy a Fulfilling Career with Team Honda
We are seeking highly motivated and talented individuals to join Honda
Malaysia. Embark on a journey of success with our dynamic, rapidly
expanding team.
Join Us On a Journey of Growth and Success
As we expand our operations in Malaysia, we are inviting ambitious and
highly motivated individuals to join our dynamic team.

“THE POWER OF DREAMS”
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Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation allowance
Subsidised meals
Competitive salary
Medical benefits
Free parking

DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
Degree discipline or/and requirements
Any relevant degree from reputable tertiary
education institutions

Closing date for applications
Ongoing

WORK EXPERIENCE
Internship/trainee programme
Yes

Application deadline for placements/
internships
All year-round

YOUR

JOURNEY
BEGINS
HERE
Enjoy a fulfilling career
with Honda team
We are seeking highly motivated and
talented individuals to join Honda
Malaysia to embark on a journey of
success with our dynamic and rapidly
expanding team.
Send us your résumé today at
recruitment@honda.net.my

LISTING

KVC Industrial Supplies Sdn Bhd
www.career.kvc.com.my
CONTACT
Chong Chee Kong
Wisma KVC, Lot 3, Jalan P10/12,
Kawasan Perusahaan Bangi,
43650 Bandar Baru Bangi,
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia
+(603) 8925 2828
+(603) 8925 2929
recruit@kvc.com.my
3 Résumé and cover letter
3 Email application
3 Online application

LOCATIONS
Main location
Bandar Baru Bangi, Selangor

About us
WE BUILD, OPERATE, OPTIMIZE AND ENHANCE OUR CUSTOMERS’
ASSETS EVERY DAY
KVC Industrial Supplies Sdn Bhd is Malaysia’s leading industrial solution
provider, headquartered in Bangi, Selangor. Founded in 1989, our
business has grown and expanded across Malaysia. We have more than 20
sales offices with more than 600 associates serving 6,000 active customers.
To ensure sustainable growth, we diversified our business to continue to
exceed our customer’s expectations. In 2012, KVC formed an alliance with
Sonepar (www.sonepar.com), the No. 1 Global Electrical Distributor to pool
industry insights and further accelerate our growth.
CORPORATE CULTURE
In KVC, we practise these values:
• We WORK together
• We MANAGE together
• We SHARE together
OUR PEOPLE ARE IMPORTANT TO US
Besides hiring new talents, we spend a lot of our time developing
our existing talents. No matter who they are, everyone is given equal
opportunities to grow and develop in KVC.
To succeed in our goal of “Growth Through Partnership”, we aim to
create a strong performance culture by establishing a lifelong learning
concept through our Learning and Development Program:
• Next Generation Development Program
• Manager Development Program
• Executive Development Program
• Trainee Manager Program
• Graduate Trainee Program
• Structured Internship Program

Additional locations
Penang, Kedah, Ipoh, Lumut, Rawang,
Shah Alam, Klang, Nilai, Seremban,
Melaka, Johor Bahru, Pengerang, Kuantan,
Kota Kinabalu, Bintulu, Kuching

JOBS
Number of employees
600

Benefits
•
•
•
•

Medical
Insurance coverage
Meal subsidy
Dental

DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
Degree/Diploma

Degree discipline or/and requirements
• Business:
Business Administration/Management/
International Business, Accounting, Finance,
Sales & Marketing, Procurement, Human
Resource Development/Management, Mass
Communication, Logistics
• Information Technology
• Engineering:
Electrical & Electronic, Mechanical,
Mechatronic

Closing date for applications
All year-round

WORK EXPERIENCE
Internship/trainee programme
Yes

“GROWTH THROUGH PARTNERSHIP”
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Application deadline for placements/
internships
All year-round

LISTING

Mah Sing Group Berhad
www.mahsing.com.my

About us
Mah Sing Group Berhad was listed on Bursa Malaysia in 1992 and
ventured into property development in 1994. Today, we are one of
Malaysia's leading property developers that is responsive to market
demands, reinventing the definition of affordability by providing home
buyers with affordable luxury.
The group has proven its versatility with a diverse range of projects
including master planned townships, integrated developments, Grade
A office building, retail projects, SoHo and industrial projects. Mah Sing
currently has 47 projects in Kuala Lumpur, Klang Valley, Penang, Johor
and Sabah.
For more than two decades,
Mah Sing has continuously
created iconic developments
that have won over 200
domestic and global awards
for company performance,
corporate governance,
product design, concept,
innovation and quality.
The Group's commitment
to build a strong bond with
the community has also
led the company to set up its charity arm, Mah Sing Foundation which
has helped more than 10,000 people for the past three years. Mah
Sing Foundation's vision is reinventing hope, creating lasting change
in children's lives. It seeks to impact a child's life holistically through
education, with initiatives to improve their health and wellbeing – by
working with their parents, families and communities for lasting change
and sustainability.
In 2017, we took on a new look and unveiled a new corporate logo as
part of the Group's Group-wide Transformation Program that started in
2015. As we move to the next chapter in our corporate growth, we want
to do more. With the new vision: Inventing Future Living that Enhances
Quality of Life, we instil a new mind-set that will permeate everything
we do.
We are growing and transforming fast and we are searching for talents
to be part of the transformation.
Join us. Reinvent us.

CONTACT
Cheng Yee Mei
Wisma Mah Sing,
Penthouse Suite 1,
No. 163, Jalan Sungai Besi,
57100 Kuala Lumpur
+(603) 9221 8888
+(603) 9222 2968
people@mahsing.com.my
3 Résumé and cover letter
3 Email application
3 Online application

LOCATIONS
Main locations
Klang Valley, Penang, Johor Bahru & Sabah

JOBS
Number of employees
1,000

DEGREE SOUGHT
Degree discipline or/and requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engineering
Architecture & Design
Marketing
Digital Marketing
Quantity Surveying
IT & Computer Sciences
Law
Finance
Accounting
Economics
Business Administration
Property & Built Environment
Psychology
Social Sciences
Communications

Closing date for applications
Ongoing

WORK EXPERIENCE
Internship/trainee programme
Yes

Application deadline for placements/
internships
All year-round

“REINVENT SPACES, ENHANCE LIFE”
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LISTING

Malaysia Airports Holdings
Berhad
www.malaysiaairports.com.my

About us
Malaysia Airports was established in 1992 to focus on the operations,
management and maintenance of airports. Malaysia Airports Holdings
Berhad was incorporated as a public listed company in the Main Board of
Bursa Malaysia Securities Berhad in 1999, which became the first airport
operator in Asia and the sixth worldwide to be listed in a stock exchange.
Malaysia Airports is the only airport operator group with such a diverse
airport portfolio, putting it in a league of its own. Airports under our stable
of operations range from five international gateways, 16 domestic airports,
to 18 short take-off and landing ports (STOLports) that serve the rural and
remote areas in Malaysia.
As the nation’s flagship international gateway, KL International Airport
(KLIA) is well-positioned as a key aviation hub for Southeast Asia. It boasts
the flexibility to combine short-haul and long-haul connections with
facilities that integrate both full-service and low-cost airlines’ operations
and geographic centrality with adequate catchment areas within four to five
hours of radius flight time from KLIA.
We look beyond the present and into the future by setting the pace
with Next Generation Hub, a concept to transform KLIA as the ultimate
hub where the world of full-service airlines and low-cost airlines are
unified. While KLIA Next Generation Hub is created to promote airlines
interconnectivity, the world’s first purpose-built terminal dedicated for
low-cost carriers, klia2, is set to be the standard bearer for other future
terminals of its kind in the world.
Malaysia Airports expands its expertise in airport management and
investment to other airports overseas, further diversifying its airport
portfolio. Today, our overseas ventures span as far as the Istanbul Sabiha
Gokcen International Airport in Turkey.
Malaysia Airports has also established global training centres that focus
on providing airport operations and management, airport fire and rescues
service, and aviation security courses to participants from across the Asia
Pacific region as well as to all Malaysia Airports’ employees. Our training
facilities are also certified and recognised by the International Civil Aviation
Organisation (ICAO), Airport Council International (ACI) and Department
of Civil Aviation (DCA) Malaysia. The Malaysia Airports Training Centre
(MATC) located in Penang is recognised as the ICAO Aviation Security
Training Centre (ASTC) and MATC KLIA is recognised as the ACI Global
Training Hub (GTH) for Asia Pacific region. Meanwhile, the Malaysia
Airports’ School of Airport Engineering in KLIA focuses on providing
training to our employees.

CONTACT
Malaysia Airports Corporate Office,
Persiaran Korporat KLIA, 64000 KLIA,
Sepang Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia
+(603) 8777 7000
+(603) 8777 7778
recruitment@malaysiaairports.com.my
3 Online application

LOCATIONS
Main location
KLIA, Sepang

Additional locations worldwide
Istanbul Sabiha Gokcen International Airport,
Turkey

JOBS
Number of employees
1,000 – 10,000

Benefits
• Unlimited medical (employee, spouse,
dependents)
• Insurance
• Annual leave: 20 days
• Maternity leave: 60 days (up to 5 surviving
children)
• Housing loan
• Vehicle loan

DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
Bachelor’s degree CGPA 2.5 and above

Degree discipline or/and requirements
• Engineering (Civil, Electrical, Mechanical
and Aerospace)
• Human Resources
• Accounting
• Finance Airport Management
• IT
• Computer Science
• Tourism
• Corporate Communications

Closing date for applications
All year-round

WORK EXPERIENCE

“TOGETHER WE CREATE
JOYFUL EXPERIENCES BY
CONNECTING PEOPLE
AND BUSINESSES.”
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Internship/trainee programme
Yes

Application deadline for placements/
internships
All year-round

LISTING

Malayan Banking Berhad
(Maybank)
www.maybank.com; www.maybankjobs.com

About us
Maybank is among Asia's leading banking groups
and South East Asia’s fourth largest bank by assets.
The Maybank Group has an international network of
over 2,200 offices in Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia,
Philippines, Brunei Darussalam, Vietnam, Cambodia,
Thailand, People's Republic of China, Bahrain, Uzbekistan,
Myanmar, Laos, Pakistan, India, Saudi Arabia, Mauritius,
Great Britain and the United States of America. The Group
offers an extensive range of products and services, which
includes consumer and corporate banking, investment
banking, Islamic banking, stock broking, insurance
and takaful and asset management. It has over 43,000
employees worldwide.
Maybank has a unique mission of ‘Humanising
Financial Services’ and has been an essential part of the
Asian landscape for over 58 years. Maybank is committed
to providing people with easy access to financing at fair
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terms and pricing; advising customers based on their
needs and being at the heart of the communities it serves.
A key goal while building its business is to also ensure
that it manages to ride the wave of digital transformation.
Maybank continues to leverage on innovation to remain a
leading player in the digital banking space, in line with its
2020 strategic objective of becoming the digital bank of
choice in the region.
Maybank is a top recruiter of talent and views its
leadership pool and talent pipeline as key to realising
its aspirations. Guided by our core values, T.I.G.E.R.
(Teamwork, Integrity, Growth, Excellence & Efficiency,
Relationship Building), we are an organisation that
allows you to grow through various personal and
career development programmes as well as leadership
acceleration opportunities.

LISTING

“HUMANISING FINANCIAL SERVICES”
gradmalaysia.com/graduate-employers/maybank

CONTACT

JOBS

Varinderpal Singh
Level 44, Group Resourcing Centre,
Menara Maybank, 100 Jalan Tun Perak,
50050 Kuala Lumpur
+(603) 2070 8833
mycareer@maybank.com.my
3 Résumé and cover letter
3 Via email

Number of employees

LOCATIONS

WORK EXPERIENCE

>43,000

DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
Depending on jobs

Closing date for applications
All year-round

Internship/trainee programme

Main location

Yes (Maybank Internship Programme)

Malaysia

Application deadline for placements/internships

Additional locations worldwide
Singapore, Indonesia, Philippines, Brunei Darussalam,
Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand, People's Republic of China,
Bahrain, Uzbekistan, Myanmar, Laos, Pakistan, India,
Saudi Arabia, Mauritius, Great Britain and the United States
of America

All year-round

Dive deeper with

GRADMALAYSIA
LEARNING FROM LEADERS

WHAT EMPLOYERS WANT

WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

PAGE 93

PAGE 94

PAGE 95 & PAGE 96
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LISTING

Nestlé
https://www.nestle.com.my/careers

About us
Nestlé is the world’s largest food and beverage
manufacturer. Headquartered in Switzerland, Nestlé is
present in 191 countries around the world. Since 1912,
we have been nourishing Malaysians through our quality
brands and products like MILO, MAGGI, NESCAFÉ and
KITKAT, whilst maintaining our Halal excellence and
integrity. This is in line with our promise of delivering
GOOD FOOD, GOOD LIFE to all.
Nestlé's purpose is enhancing quality of life and
contributing to a healthier future. We want to help shape a
better and healthier world. We also want to inspire people
to live healthier lives. This is how we contribute to society
while ensuring the long-term success of our company. Our
values are reflected in the way we do business, always
acting legally and honestly with respect both for our own
people and those we do business with. Read more about
our business principles on our website.
The Nestlé Management Trainee programme is a
structured and comprehensive programme that provides
potential young graduates experience in different functions
at an early stage of their career. The programme is tailormade to mould young graduates into high calibre talents
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and serves as a platform for high performing talents to
express their own ideas and opinions to the business. This
two-year programme targets graduates in engineering,
quality, food safety, supply chain & logistics, human
resources, finance & accounting, and sales & marketing.

LISTING

“GOOD FOOD, GOOD LIFE”
gradmalaysia.com/graduate-employers/nestl-malaysia
CONTACT

Degree discipline or/and requirements

22-1, 22nd Floor,
Menara Surian,
No 1, Jalan PJU 7/3,
Mutiara Damansara,
47810 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
+(603) 7839 6000
www.nestle.com.my/careers
3 Online application

Closing date for applications

Bachelor’s degree in engineering, quality, food safety,
supply chain & logistics, human resources, finance &
accounting, and sales & marketing – or related disciplines
Applications open in March 2019 for 3 months until the
end of May 2019.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Internship/trainee programme

LOCATIONS

• Nestlé believes in growing talent for our future hires by
providing internship opportunities. Nestlé Malaysia and
Singapore hires over 300 interns in a year. Apply online
and join us for your practical training.
• Nestlé has a two year Management Trainee programme
which aims to jumpstart your career and guide you to
become the future leaders of the Company. Check out
our careers website for more information.

Main location
Surian Tower, Mutiara Damansara, Selangor

Additional locations worldwide
Present in over 191 countries worldwide

JOBS

Number of employees
1,000 – 10,000

Application deadline for placements/internships

Benefits
Nestlé looks at benefits of our employees in a holistic
manner, providing for work life, personal development
and families

DEGREE SOUGHT

Minimum degree classification required
Bachelor's Degree

• Applications for internships are open throughout the
year. Duration is flexible depending on university
requirements and start dates, however a minimum
3 months duration is preferred for a great learning
exposure and experience.
• Applications for the Management Trainee programme
opens in March every year and closes in May. An
interesting part of the application process is that applicants
will be provided a personality and skills evaluation report
which can be a tool that helps them in their career!

Dive deeper with

GRADMALAYSIA
WHAT EMPLOYERS WANT

WORKING LIFE EXPLAINED

PAGE 97

PAGE 98 & 99
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LISTING

Petroliam Nasional Berhad
(Petronas)
www.petronas.com
CONTACT
Tower 1, PETRONAS Twin Towers,
Kuala Lumpur City Centre,
50088 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

LOCATIONS
Main location
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Additional locations worldwide
We operate in more than 60 countries around
the world

JOBS
Number of employees
>50,000

About us
Petroliam Nasional Berhad (PETRONAS) is one of the few national oil
companies in the world that has transformed itself into being a leading
multinational of choice and ranked amongst the largest corporations on
FORTUNE Global 500®.
With a proven track record in integrated oil and gas operations
spanning the entire hydrocarbon value chain, our global operations include
exploration, development and production of crude oil and natural gas in
Malaysia and abroad; liquefaction, sale and transportation of Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG); processing and transmission of natural gas and the
sale of natural gas products; refining and marketing of petroleum products;
manufacturing and sale of petrochemical products; trading of crude oil,
petroleum products and petrochemical products; and shipping and logistics
relating to LNG, crude oil and petroleum products.
We are mindful that we co-exist in a larger integrated environment and
continuously strengthen our resilience to achieve real, sustainable and
long-term growth. Through strategic research and development (R&D)
activities in highly specialised areas, we pursue technologies with keen
foresight, unlocking new opportunities once considered impossible. As
a responsible corporate citizen, we endeavour to contribute to the wellbeing of society wherever we set foot by developing and adding value to
oil and gas resources in a manner that carefully balances commercial,
environmental and social considerations.
Unlocking potentials and adding value to oil and gas resources are
what our diverse, resilient and competent workforce strives to deliver
each day. Why do we do so? Because we are inspired to meet the world’s
growing energy needs and empowering the lives we touched.

“A LEADING OIL AND GAS
MULTINATIONAL OF
CHOICE”
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Benefits
For more information please visit
https://www.petronas.com/join-us

LISTING

Pharmaniaga Berhad
www.pharmaniaga.com
CONTACT
Human Capital Management Department
No 7 Lorong Keluli 1B,
Kawasan Perindustrian,
Bukit Raja Selatan,
40000 Shah Alam, Selangor
+(603) 3342 9999
+(603) 3344 5626
info@pharmaniaga.com
recruitment@pharmaniaga.com
pharma_training@pharmaniaga.com
3 Résumé and cover letter
3 Email application
3 Online application

LOCATIONS
Main locations

About us
As Malaysia's largest listed integrated pharmaceutical group, Pharmaniaga
Berhad has blazed a trail within the healthcare industry as a provider of
quality products and services. Listed on the Main Board of Bursa Malaysia
and having established itself as a leader in the local market, Pharmaniaga
also has a growing global presence.
As part of our drive to become a total integrated healthcare solutions
provider, our core businesses span across a wide spectrum of the
industry. This includes logistics and distribution, manufacturing of
generic drugs, sales and marketing, as well as distribution of medical
products and hospital equipments. Drawing upon the synergies of these
activities, Pharmaniaga has expanded its reach to Malaysians through
the establishments of community pharmacy. The heart of our corporate
philosophy is driven by our motto, Passion for Patients. Above all, we
emphasise on delivering our promises to our clients with the highest
standards of excellence, as we seek to create a lasting legacy of doing
business with a conscience.
• Winner of Malaysia’s 100 Leading Graduate Employers for the
Pharmaceutical Sector Award in 2018
• Malaysia Top Achiever Awards 2018 – Industry Excellence in
Pharmaceutical
• GHP Pharmaceutical Manufacturing & Packaging Awards 2018
- Best Contract Pharmaceutical Manufacturer (Malaysia)
- Award for Excellence Product Development
• Focus Malaysia: Best Under Billion Awards 2018 – Best Sustainability
Reporting
• Customer Contact Centre Certification Scheme ISO 18295:2017

• Selangor: Shah Alam, Bangi, Puchong, and
Seri Kembangan
• Perak: Seri Iskandar
• Kedah: Sungai Petani
• Pulau Pinang: Juru
• Sabah: Kota Kinabalu
• Sarawak: Kuching

Additional location worldwide
Jakarta, Indonesia

JOBS
Number of employees
1,000 – 10,000

DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
Second Class Upper Degree

Degree discipline or/and requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pharmacy
Finance/Accounting
Business Administration
Sciences
Medical Sciences & Health
Social Sciences

Closing date for applications
Ongoing

WORK EXPERIENCE
Internship/trainee programme
Yes

Application deadline for placements/
internships
Ongoing

“PASSION FOR PATIENTS”
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LISTING

Press Metal Bintulu Sdn Bhd
www.pressmetal.com
CONTACT

About us
Press Metal is a Malaysian-based aluminium company with an extensive
global presence. From our modest beginnings as a privately-owned local
aluminium extrusion company in 1986, we have grown into a globally
integrated aluminium corporation. With a smelting capacity of 760,000
tonnes and an extrusion capacity of 160,000 tonnes per annum, we are
the largest integrated aluminium producer in South East Asia.
Backed by more than 30 years of experience in the aluminium industry,
Press Metal ventured into upstream activities in 2007. Our aluminium
smelting plants are based in Sarawak, Press Metal Sarawak Sdn Bhd at
Balingian, Mukah and Press Metal Bintulu Sdn Bhd at Samalaju, Bintulu
with both plants are among the pioneering companies of the SCORE
development project.

Human Resource & Admin Department
Company No.918822-X,
Lot 36, Block 1, Samalaju Industrial Park,
Kemena Land District, 97000 Bintulu,
Sarawak, Malaysia
+(086) 297 016
+(086) 297 190
recruit@pmbintulu.com
3 Résumé and cover letter
3 Email application
3 Online application

LOCATIONS
Main locations
Sarawak – Samalaju, Bintulu
Sarawak – Mukah
Selangor – Setia Alam
Selangor – Klang

Additional locations worldwide
North America, United Kingdom, China,
Australia and Singapore

JOBS
Number of employees
2,000 – 5,000

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodation
Transportation
Hostel
Meal subsidy
Insurance
Panel clinic
PPE

DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
CGPA 3.0 and above
Our products are pure aluminium ingots for a wide range of aluminium
applications, primary foundry aluminium ingots for the automobile industry,
aluminium billets for the extrusion industry and wire rod for the electrical
applications are being sold within Malaysia and exported internationally
reaching countries in South East Asia, Asia, Europe, Australia and America.
Press Metal has now put Malaysia in the global footprint as a leading
primary aluminium provider, employing the latest and most environmentalfriendly technology complying with the world best standards.

Degree discipline or/and requirements
Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering,
Electrical Power Distribution, Chemical
Engineering, Material Engineering, Science,
Sales and Marketing, Finance, Accountancy,
Human Resource, Safety and Health, Business
Administration or any related discipline.

Closing date for applications
All year-round

WORK EXPERIENCE
Internship/trainee programme
Yes

Application deadline for placements/
internships
On-going
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LISTING

Singapore Airlines
www.singaporeair.com/careers
CONTACT
10th Floor, Menara Multi-Purpose,
Capital Square,
8 Jalan Munshi Abdullah,
50100 Kuala Lumpur
+(603) 2618 6333
MY_Recruitment@singaporeair.com.sg
3 Online application

LOCATIONS
Main location
Singapore

JOBS
Number of employees
10,000 – 50,000

Benefits

About us
Singapore Airlines has evolved into one of the most respected travel
brands around the world, with the Singapore Girl as the symbol of quality
customer care and service. Our aircraft fleet is one of the world’s youngest
and our network spans across five continents.
Our success has been made possible through the efforts of our people.
We recruit bright and dynamic individuals, and train them to reach the
highest standards of professional and personal competence. SIA has many
roles to suit different interests and strengths:
CABIN CREW
If you are customer-orientated and a team player, we welcome you to join
our cabin crew family. Undergo 3.5 months of training before commencing
flying duties.
PILOTS
Start off as an Ab-initio Cadet Pilot and undergo rigorous in-house training
or join us as a Direct Entry Second or First Officer and fly one of the most
modern fleets in the sky.

“FLY HIGH AS AN
AIRLINE PROFESSIONAL.”
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Employees and their eligible dependents get
to enjoy travel benefits including a free air
ticket once a year to any destination on the
Singapore Airlines’ network, discounted travel
at other times as well as attractive leave,
medical benefits, and profit-sharing bonuses.

DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
Degree and Diploma

Degree discipline or/and requirements
Any discipline from a recognised institution of
higher learning

Closing date for applications
All year-round

WE SET THE BENCHMARK
FOR INFLIGHT SERVICE
Journey with us and be amazed by how far your career can go. At Singapore Airlines,
cabin crew are given plenty of opportunities for personal development and career advancement.
We believe in providing an environment that will allow you to find fulfilment
while achieving your career goals.

REQUIREMENTS:
•
•
•
•

Singapore citizen
Minimum age of 18 years old due to legislative requirements
Fulfil the minimum height requirement of at least 1.58m for females and
1.65m for males in order to carry out safety and emergency procedures onboard
Fluent in English with good communication skills

Apply now at singaporeair.com/cabincrewcareers
and realise your full potential with us.

FLY WITH THE
WORLD’S MOST
AWARDED AIRLINE
JOIN SINGAPORE AIRLINES AS A PILOT
If you have a passion for flying and
are looking for an exciting career, we
welcome you to join Singapore Airlines as
a Cadet Pilot. Be part of a team of elites
flying one of the most modern aircraft
and fuel-efficient fleets in the skies.
Apart from intensive training and personal
growth development, enjoy a rewarding
career and lifestyle like no other.
Find out more and apply at
singaporeair.com/pilots-career

LISTING

Supplycart
www.supplycart.my
CONTACT
Jonathan Oh
Freshcart Grocer Sdn Bhd,
Mutiara Oriental Condominium,
Jalan BM 1/8 Taman Bukit Mayang Emas,
47301 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia
+(603) 7887 0110
workhappy@supplycart.my
3 Résumé and cover letter
3 Email application
3 Online application

LOCATIONS

Main location
Petaling Jaya

JOBS

Number of employees

About us
Supplycart is a technology B2B procurement platform for businesses to
manage their office better from office supplies to services. As a 2nd runnerup of the 2015 Alliance Bank SME Innovation Challenge and a Top 15
finalist in Alliance Bank’s SME Innovation Challenge 2018, we bring years
of experience and awesomeness in the B2B & SME space in Malaysia.
Being a key player in online sourcing has enabled Supplycart to
help businesses across multiple industries to procure, manage and
automate their office supplies through a single platform. By doing so,
Supplycart intends on improving workplace productivity and happiness
while cultivating a #workhappy culture. By aiding in key activities to
keep an office running in a well-organised manner, Supplycart is helping
employees to stay focused and engaged on what truly matters at work:
executing tasks efficiently and working happily. The company is currently
in its fourth year of operation and is trusted by hundreds of companies
including Grab, Unilever, EcoWorld, FashionValet, UNHCR and more.
Supplycart aspires to create a new ecosystem that cultivates a productive
workplace by providing a network
of suppliers to help businesses
become more efficient and
focused on what is important to
them. The company envisions a
future where they will be able to
create great efficient workplaces
with a #workhappy culture. The
office platforms in Southeast-Asia.
Make #workhappy with
Supplycart!

“MANAGE YOUR OFFICE BETTER,
#WORKHAPPY WITH SUPPLYCART”
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Benefits
• Medical and insurance
• Opportunities to execute ideas
• Room for personal and professional
development
• Access to a full pantry
• Access to facilities such as the gym and
the pool
• Free parking

DEGREE SOUGHT

Minimum degree classification required
Diploma or Bachelor’s Degree

Degree discipline or/and requirements
• Relevant disciplines from reputable tertiary
education institutes
• Possesses strong communication and
interpersonal skills
• Goal oriented with the ability to solve problems
• Has agility to work alongside multiple
departments

Closing date for applications
All year-round

WORK EXPERIENCE

Internship/trainee programme
• Students currently in university and fresh
graduates are encouraged to apply
• Possess a willingness to learn attitude
• Able to converse and write in English. Fluency
in additional languages can be an added
advantage
• Has basic Excel knowledge

Application deadline for placements/
internships
All year-round

LISTING

TNG Digital Sdn Bhd
www.tngdigital.com.my

About us
TNG Digital Sdn Bhd was
founded in March 2018,
as a joint venture between
Touch ‘n Go Sdn Bhd and
Ant Financial. Harnessing
the strengths of the two
companies – Touch ‘n Go as
the leader in micropayments
in Malaysia with 20 million active cards, and Ant Financial the company
behind AliPay, a world leader in online and mobile payments – TNG Digital
is geared up to revolutionise payments in Malaysia by making paying,
transacting, and living easier, simpler & more fun through the Touch ‘n Go
eWallet mobile app.
To date, the Touch ‘n Go eWallet mobile app has seen a high rate of
downloads from Apple Store and Google Play Store. It doesn’t stop there,
as more offerings are scheduled to be rolled out in the coming months.
From cashless, easy payments at partner outlets, online bill payments,
movie & flight ticket purchases to transit & toll fare payments – all
transactions are now in the palm of your hands.
As part of TNG Digital you will be part of a pioneering tech company,
spearheading a new era of cashless and contactless payments in Malaysia.
The challenge to grow the local digital payment ecosystem will require the
brightest ideas and bold, original thoughts.
Be part of the team and work alongside some of the industry’s top
professionals from many different parts of the world and open up a door
of opportunities for your career. In return, team members benefit from a
fun, vibrant and dynamic working environment, complete with training
and development programmes that are designed to provide a broader
perspective of the digital payments market to bring their talents to the fore.
In the near future, team members may be selected to attend technology
workshops held in China and a chance to test the e-Wallet app overseas.
Are you keen to be at the leading edge of technology that will
revolutionise the way we live? Join us and be part of this pioneering
adventure.
Our Vision: Shape The Future with Inspiration
Our Five Core Values:
• Simplicity
• Customer
• Passion
• People
• Giving Back

“MAKING MALAYSIANS’
EVERYDAY LIFE EASIER
THROUGH ALL TOUCH POINTS”
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CONTACT
Level 3A, Tower 6,
Avenue 5, Bangsar South,
No. 8 Jalan Kerinchi,
59200, Kuala Lumpur
+(603) 2714 8069
hrad@tngdigital.com.my
3 Résumé and cover letter
3 Email application

LOCATIONS
Main location
Jalan Kerinchi, Kuala Lumpur

JOBS
Number of employees
50 – 100

Benefits
• Medical benefits
• Gym facilities
• Snack allowance

DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
Bachelor’s degree

Degree discipline or/and requirements
•
•
•
•
•

IT/Computer Science/Computer Engineering
Business Administration/Studies
Marketing
Commerce
Finance/Accounting

Closing date for applications
Ongoing

WORK EXPERIENCE
Internship/trainee programme
Yes

Application deadline for placements/
internships
Minimum 3-months placement

LISTING

TOP GLOVE Corporation Berhad
www.topglove.com
CONTACT
TG Career Consultants (Recruitment Team,
Human Resource Department)
No.16, Persiaran Setia Dagang,
Setia Alam, Seksyen U13,
40170 Shah Alam, Selangor
+(603) 3392 1992/1905
+(603) 3392 1291/8410
career@topglove.com.my
3 Email application
3 Online application

LOCATIONS
Main locations

About us
Top Glove's success story began in 1991 with one factory and three
production lines, and it has since flourished into The World's Largest
Manufacturer of Gloves, owning and operating more than 40 factories,
648 production lines producing a capacity of 60.5 billion gloves per
annum. Top Glove is the proud employer of choice to more than 18,000
employees from diverse backgrounds.
Top Glove is embarking into a world of possibilities with a clear
purpose to inspire our employees. Shaping the future in Top Glove
requires consistent application of innovation and creativity. Whether you
are based in Malaysia or abroad, continuous contribution towards quality
and succeeding in projects implementation, solving challenges and being
adaptive are integral fundamentals in each of our team members. Join
a team that recognises talent and is committed to building your career
together with The World's Largest Manufacturer of Gloves. You will work
in integrated teams and be exposed to a diverse range of work disciplines.
You will have the opportunity to sharpen your management expertise,
leadership, technical and soft skills through our unprecedented training
and learning sessions.
We are looking for highly driven, innovative individuals to develop
solutions that will enhance productivity growth in this evolving
manufacturing industry. In turn, we offer a framework of equal career
progression and opportunities across more than 40 of our businesses in
Malaysia and Asia. Career opportunities await you in technology/technical
and business professions. Join this exciting and fast paced organisation –
and be a part of Top Glove's dynamic family today.

Klang, Setia Alam / Shah Alam, Banting, Ipoh,
Lukut, Nilai, Kluang, Kota Bharu and Kulim

Additional locations worldwide
Thailand, China, Vietnam, USA, Germany,
and Brazil

JOBS
Number of employees
>18,000 employees and growing

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attractive basic salary & allowances
Learning & development
Medical care coverage
ESOS and share grant
Hostel accommodation
Toastmasters club
Free gymnasium facilities and annual
company events
• Social activities
• Weekly and monthly sports activities

DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
CGPA 3.0 / 2nd Class Upper results

Degree discipline or/and requirements
Engineering & Science, Mathematics, IT and
Computer Science, Marketing, Accounting
and Finance, Economics and Business
Administration, Medical Science and Health
Human Resource, Art and Social Science,
Property and Built Environment

Closing date for applications
All year-round

WORK EXPERIENCE
Internship/trainee programme

“SHAPE YOUR FUTURE
WITH US”
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Yes

Application deadline for placements/
internships
All year-round

LISTING

UNIQLO (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
www.uniqlo.com/my/store/
CONTACT
Lot 3.05, Level 3, 1 First Avenue,
Bandar Utama, 47800 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor Darul Ehsan
+(603) 7727 9351
3 Online application

LOCATIONS
Main location
Malaysia

JOBS
Number of employees
>1,000

Benefits
• Employee purchase discount
• Medical, dental and insurance coverage
• Learning and development opportunities

About us
UNIQLO Malaysia is a joint venture between Fast Retailing Co., Ltd.
and Wing Tai Clothing Sdn Bhd (a wholly-owned subsidiary of Wing Tai
Holdings Limited). The UNIQLO name is derived from a contraction of our
original title ‘Unique Clothing Warehouse’ and has come to stand for high
quality, unique products at extremely affordable prices. We are renowned
for our attention to detail and innovative concepts and designs. UNIQLO
believes in the democratisation of fashion epitomised by our ‘Lifewear’
philosophy as we inspire the world to dress casually. Our goal is to create a
generation of global leaders prepared for a new world.
Group mission
• To create truly great clothing with new and unique value, and to
enable people all over the world to experience the joy, happiness and
satisfaction of wearing such great clothes.
• To enrich people's lives through our unique corporate activities, and to
seek to grow and develop our company in unity with society.

“CHANGING CLOTHES.
CHANGING
CONVENTIONAL WISDOM.
CHANGE THE WORLD.”
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• Twice a year performance bonus

DEGREE SOUGHT
Degree discipline or/and requirements
Bachelor’s degree from any discipline

Closing date for applications
Apply when advertised

LISTING

Vinda Group Southeast Asia
www.vindagroupsea.com
CONTACT
Tasha Ho (Graduate Recruitment)
Teresa Thoo (Internship)
2A, Jalan Pelabur 23/1, Seksyen 23, 40300
Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia
+(603) 5521 7448
+(603) 5521 7445
vla@vinda.com (Graduate Recruitment)
internship@vinda.com (Internship)
3 Résumé and cover letter
3 Email application
3 Online application

About us
VINDA Group, headquartered in Hong Kong and majority owned by Essity
Group of Sweden, is one of the leading hygiene products company in Asia,
with more than 11,000 employees and growing.
We strive to make responsible and holistic choices that create value for
our business people and the environment. We are inventing the future for
our consumers, solving challenges of today. We are committed to providing
high-quality products and professional services to our consumers.
Well-loved products of Vinda are distributed in more than 25 countries
across Asia, and have a strong presence in Southeast Asia through personal
care products such as DRYPERS, LIBRESSE, TENA, Dr.P, TEMPO &
VINDA DELUXE.
Vinda believes that employees are our greatest assets. We are
dedicated to providing promising career development opportunities for our
employees, and creating a harmonious family-like environment with worklife integration.
Vinda believes that talents form the foundation for long-term
success. We offer a wide range of learning opportunities for new employees,
frontline salespersons, engineers, managers, and every employee.
Vinda believes in safety as our top priority. We spare no effort
in promoting occupational health and safety to provide a safe working
environment for all employees.
Vinda believes in living up to our core principles of
Sustainability, Innovation and Professionalism & Integrity!

LOCATIONS
Main location
Shah Alam (HQ & Manufacturing)

Additional locations worldwide
All over Malaysia (Sales & Distributions),
Singapore, Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia,
Philippines, Thailand, Myanmar, Laos

JOBS
Number of employees
Malaysia: 1,000 ~ 10,000
Globally: >10,000

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•

Medical and insurance
Meal subsidies
Employee purchase discounts
Flexible working hours
Learning and development opportunities
Fantastic work environment and great
colleagues

DEGREE SOUGHT
Minimum degree classification required
Degree/Diploma/Technical/Vocational
Qualifications

Degree discipline or/and requirements
•
•
•
•

Marketing
Business
Finance
Engineering (Mechanical/Electrical/
Chemical/Industrial/Material)
• All disciplines with keen interest in FMCG

Closing date for applications
All year-round

WORK EXPERIENCE
Internship/trainee programme
Yes

“EVERY MOMENT IS A #VINDAMOMENT!”
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Application deadline for placements/
internships
All year-round
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